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Abstract

Driving in a traffic environment is a notoriously difficult task, both for human drivers and
autonomous driving algorithms. Differently than in the case of static environments, often consid-
ered in the design of planning algorithms for robotic purposes, the generation of a road vehicle’s
trajectory requires a deep understanding of the dynamic environment of public roads. The pres-
ence of other road users, the behavior of which is often unpredictable and depends on complex
interactions between traffic participants, creates a need for new motion planning algorithms that
would result in a safe yet efficient motion of the controlled vehicle.

In this thesis, several challenges related to the design and evaluation of motion planning
algorithms for autonomous driving purposes are addressed.

To solve the problem of planning a safe trajectory for the vehicle in uncertain situations,
a novel Multiple Hypothesis Planning method is introduced. The proposed method takes into
account several hypotheses regarding the behavior of other road users to plan an efficient motion
of the controlled vehicle, which will remain collision-free in all predicted plausible scenarios.
Additionally, the proposed approach can be used to execute a fail-safe planning task, in which
reasonably foreseeable worst-case hypotheses regarding the behavior of other traffic participants
are taken into account to ensure a safe motion.

As the proposed method is intended mainly for short-term planning purposes in difficult
situations, it can be used in conjunction with methods based on machine learning techniques,
such as Reinforcement Learning, that are capable of long-term strategic planning. However,
since such methods are typically trained in a simulation environment, they are often susceptible
to perception errors that are often present in real systems. To address this problem, a set of
low-fidelity sensor models is introduced in this thesis for training and evaluation purposes. The
models simulate common error modalities of dynamic objects perception systems and lane marker
detection systems. A set of driving policies has been trained in a reinforcement learning setup
to closely assess how the use of proposed models affects the robustness of neural networks that
perform vehicle control tasks.

Finally, to enable thorough testing of motion planning systems needed to ensure their safety, a
novel automated scenario generation method is introduced. The method is capable of producing
adversarial test scenarios that uncover potential weaknesses and issues in the evaluated vehi-
cle motion planning algorithms. Unlike the existing adversarial testing methods, the proposed
approach generates not only the trajectories of the surrounding vehicles, but also the correspond-
ing perception error patterns. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated in the
task of generating adversarial scenarios for machine learning-based driving policies, in which the
method has been used to produce a varied set of safety-critical test scenarios.



Streszczenie

Prowadzenie samochodu stanowi złożone zadanie, zarówno dla kierowców, jak i dla algo-
rytmów jazdy autonomicznej. W odróżnieniu od przypadku planowania ruchu w środowiskach
statycznych, często uwzględnianych robotyce, generacja trajektorii pojazdu wymaga dogłębnego
zrozumienia złożonego środowiska dynamicznego, jakim są publiczne drogi. Obecność innych
pojazdów oraz skomplikowanych interakcji między nimi wymaga opracowania nowych algoryt-
mów planowania, które zagwarantowałyby efektywny i bezpieczny ruch kontrolowanego pojazdu.
W niniejszej pracy zaadresowano szereg problemów związanych z projektowaniem oraz ewaluacją
takich algorytmów.

Celem rozwiązania problemu planowania ruchu w niepewnych sytuacjach, zaproponowano
nową metodę planowania wielohipotezowego. Zaproponowana metoda uwzględnia kilka
hipotez dotyczących przyszłego zachowania innych użytkowników drogi aby zagwarantować
bezkolizyjność i efektywność ruchu kontrolowanego pojazdu we wszystkich prawdopodob-
nych scenariuszach. Proponowane podejście może zostać również użyte w zadaniu planowania
z manewrem awaryjnym, w którym najgorsze prawdopodobne rozwinięcia danej sytuacji dro-
gowej są uwzględniane dla zagwarantowania istnienia bezkolizyjnego manewru bezpieczeństwa.

Zaproponowana metoda planowania wielohipotezowego skupia się na planowaniu krótkich
manewrów w trudnych sytuacjach i może być użyta w połączeniu z metodami planowania opar-
tymi na technikach uczenia maszynowego, które umożliwiają strategiczne planowanie w odległym
horyzoncie czasowym. Jednakże, ponieważ wykorzystywane do tego celu metody, takie jak ucze-
nie ze wzmocnieniem, zazwyczaj trenowane są jedynie w środowisku symulacyjnym, często są one
podatne na błędy percepcji występujące w rzeczywistych systemach. Aby rozwiązać ten problem,
w niniejszej pracy zaproponowano szereg wysokopoziomowych modeli sensorów dla celów ewalu-
acji i trenowania takich algorytmów. Zaproponowane modele symulują rodzaje błędów powszech-
nie występujące w systemach pecepcji obiektów dynamicznych oraz wykrywania pasów ruchu.
Wpływ zaproponowanych modeli na trenowane algorytmy zbadano na przykładzie trenowania
sieci neuronowych sterujących ruchem pojazdu, których odporność na błędy percepcji została
zbadana w szeregu eksperymentów symulacyjnych.

Aby umożliwić dokładne testowanie systemów planowania ruchu pojazdu, w szczególności
tych opartych o techniki uczenia maszynowego, zaproponowano nową metodę automatycznej
generacji scenariuszy testowych. Zaproponowana metoda generuje scenariusze antagonistyczne,
pozwalając na aktywną eksplorację potencjalnych słabości i błędów w testowanych algoryt-
mach. W przeciwieństwie do istniejących metod generacji scenariuszy antagonistycznych, metoda
generuje nie tylko trajektorie użytkowników ruchu, ale także odpowiadające im błędy percepcji
stanowiące wyzwanie dla testowanych systemów. Skuteczność zaproponowanej metody została
zademonstrowana w zadaniu generowania scenariuszy testowych dla systemów planowania ruchu
opartych o uczenie ze wzmocnieniem, pozwalając na wygenerowanie zróżnicowanego zestawu
scenariuszy krytycznych z punktu widzenia bezpieczeństwa testowanego systemu.
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1. Introduction

Road traffic accidents are a leading cause of death among children and young adults, with

a staggering number of 1.35 million traffic-related deaths reported annually [131] and over 50

million injures [137], that often lead to permanent disabilities. Road accidents cause immense

economic burdens related to treatment and rehabilitation costs, property loss, post-trauma pro-

ductivity loss, and legal costs. Traffic injuries are estimated to impose a global economic burden

of approximately 1.8 trillion dollars over the period of 2015-2030 [27].

Despite immense amounts of work and costs put into the development of safer infrastructure,

improvements in vehicle safety systems, as well as legislative and educational efforts, the annual

number of severe injuries and deaths related to traffic remains relatively constant [131], suggesting

that new disruptive technological advancements or legislative changes are needed in order to put

an end to this global crisis. Many researchers and automotive engineers share the belief that

autonomous driving (AD) systems are such an advancement that may revolutionize traffic safety

and significantly reduce the number of traffic accidents [72].

Numerous studies confirm that the overwhelming majority of accidents are caused by drivers’

mistakes, with an estimated fraction of crashes caused by human errors reaching 90% [33] or even

94% [161]. Common causes behind such errors include distraction [149, 186] (present in up to 68%

crashes [33]), alcohol-impaired driving (with approximately 30% traffic fatalities being related to

alcohol consumption in the US [40]) and drowsiness [176].

In the context of these statistical findings, the wide adaptation of Advanced Driver Assistance

Systems and AD systems that are immune to such impairments seems to be in fact a very

promising premise. Unfortunately, with the extreme complexity of the driving task, the multitude

of safety risks, and the potentially immense cost of wrong decisions during driving, a wide

adaptation of such systems still requires a vast amount of research and a social discourse to set

safety goals for AD vehicles and ensure that they meet them.

1.1. Driving Automation

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are becoming increasingly common in modern

vehicles, and most large automobile manufacturers offer a variety of systems that not only actively

support drivers in their decisions, but even exercise a certain level of direct control over the
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vehicle. Features such as Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), Automated Lane Centering

(ALC), or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) are slowly becoming a standard equipment in new

cars.

In order to categorize the growing variety of driver assistance systems, the Society of Auto-

motive Engineers (SAE) introduced a classification of vehicle autonomy levels [171], summarized

in Fig. 1.1.

No automation 
Systems that provide warnings and momentary assistance (e.g.,
blind spot warning, lane departure warning) 

Driver assistance 
Features that provide steering OR brake/acceleration support
(e.g., lane centering, adaptive cruise control) 

Partial automation
Features that provide steering AND brake/acceleration support
(e.g., lane centering and adaptive cruise control combined) 

Conditional automation
Features that can drive the car in certain conditions and may
request the driver to take over (e.g., traffic jam chauffeur) 

High automation 
Systems that can fully operate the car in certain conditions
(e.g., driverless taxi operating only on selected roads)

Full automation 
Systems that can fully operate the car in all conditions,
(e.g., fully autonomous car without pedals nor steering wheel)

SAE  
Level 0TM

SAE  
Level 1TM

SAE  
Level 2TM

SAE  
Level 3TM

SAE  
Level 4TM

SAE  
Level 5TM
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control
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System

System

Human
driver

System

System

Human
driver

Human
driver

Human
driver

Human
driver

Human
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Human
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Responsibility for���

Figure 1.1. Summary of SAE automation levels, based on [171]
.

SAE automation levels span from 0, which means that the vehicle is equipped only with

systems that provide warnings or momentary braking/steering assistance, to 5, which describes

fully autonomous vehicles that can operate without a driver on all roads.

Rapid automation of vehicles in recent years brought many Level 1 and Level 2 cars to the

market. With such quick advancements in automation technology, it may seem that reaching

higher levels of autonomy is only a matter of time and iterative improvements of existing tech-

nologies, considering that many systems are already capable of planning the motion of the vehicle

and controlling it in an efficient manner.

Unfortunately, even if the planning and control algorithms needed for autonomy levels 2

and 3 may seem similar, there is an excessive difference between these levels in terms of required

robustness, performance, and testing efforts. Since in the Level 3 vehicles the system is responsible

for monitoring the environment, it must be able to properly detect dangerous situations and react

to them. Ensuring that it will be able to do so in a sufficient number of situations and conditions
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requires not only robust planning algorithms, but also precise perception systems, and extremely

thorough validation and verification.

The design of a safe AD system remains an open research area, with many problems requir-

ing further investigation, such as safe trajectory planning, setting safety goals, designing safety

constraints for planning and control algorithms, or developing efficient testing methods.

1.2. Safety

Safety concerns are an inseparable part of most engineering sciences. Their ubiquitous pres-

ence in the aviation, automotive, nuclear energy, and space industries may create the illusion that

practices and standards in this area are already well established, and their application to the

design of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Autonomous Driving (AD) requires

merely minor daptation of existing approaches. Safety standards, such as ISO 26262 [65] (Func-

tional Safety), are in fact already widely used in the automotive industry, and newer standards,

such as ISO/PAS 21448 [66] (Safety of the Intended Functionality, SOTIF) are being introduced

to help develop reliable driver assistance systems. With advanced ADAS already available in

commercial vehicles, it may seem that the development of fully autonomous driving systems is

imminent.

Unfortunately, lessons learned from other industries, as well as from prior developments in the

area of vehicle safety, are only partially applicable to the development of AD systems. Vehicles

routinely operate in a complex, often unpredictable, dynamic environment. The handover of the

driving task to an onboard system is thus related to a broad set of safety challenges unprecedented

in other industries, as all actions undertaken by such a system are fraught with a considerable

level of risk. Furthermore, many variables that are important for the safe execution of the driving

task, such as the future behavior of other vehicles, remain largely unknown.

Existing standards only partially address these challenges. The Functional Safety standard

(ISO 26262) focuses primarily on safety issues resulting from hardware and software failures,

while in ADAS and AD systems, many hazardous situations can be a consequence of erroneous

decisions, limited sensor performance, or behavior of other road users instead. SOTIF, on the

other hand, while in fact focusing on hazards in the absence of faults, provides only a set of

guidelines related mainly to the development and validation process, without complete solutions

nor precise recommendations on how to set and achieve safety goals.

Recently introduced and less known IEEE Standard for Assumptions in Safety-Related Mod-

els for Automated Driving Systems (IEEE 2846-2022) [63] approaches the problem of planning

a vehicle’s motion in a dynamic environment more directly, proposing to use a set of assump-

tions regarding reasonably foreseeable behavior of other road users to define constraints for the

planned motion. The standard remains relatively general; however, it requires further work to
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define precise requirements and develop planning and validation approaches that would fulfill

the standard’s requirements.

A vast amount of research is thus still needed in several areas to set safety goals for an AD

system, develop perception, planning, and control algorithms that would fulfill them, and design

feasible verification and validation methods.

1.3. Motivation and Scope

An immense amount of work has already been invested in the development of motion planning

and vehicle control algorithms for the purpose of ADAS features with autonomy levels from 0

to 2. Still, considering the complexity and difficulty of the driving task, Autonomous Driving

algorithms remain a very active research field, significantly accelerated by recent advancements

in the area of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. One of the most promising approaches for

vehicle motion planning is the use of the Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods to develop a

driving policy that would plan the near-future motion of the controlled car based on the data

from the vehicle’s sensors and perception algorithms [164]. RL-based policies have been shown to

plan vehicle movement in an efficient and reliable manner while being able to take into account

complex interaction between multiple vehicles, exhibit human-like on-road negotiation skills, and

predict the behavior of other road users [82, 10].

While the capabilities of such algorithms are promising, several challenges related to ensuring

their safety and reliability must be solved before they can be introduced on a large scale to

commercial vehicles, including the issues listed below.

◦ Driving policies trained in RL setups often struggle to learn proper responses to events

that are very rarely observed in the training process, or in which several possible outcomes

of a given situation must be taken into account in the planning. In situations where one

outcome of a given situation is considered significantly more plausible than the others,

RL-based policies tend to disregard less plausible ones. For this reason, a more transparent

trajectory planning method could be used in conjunction with the RL policy, either as a

way to execute in a safe manner the high-level maneuvers chosen by the policy or to be used

as an alternative way of planning in rare, atypical situations in which several hypotheses

regarding the behavior of other vehicles can be formed.

◦ Perception systems utilized in road vehicles often suffer from performance limitations, pro-

ducing various types of perception errors. RL-based policies typically trained in simulation

environments may not be able to maintain desired robustness and performance in the pres-

ence of such errors, potentially leading to erratic, unsafe behaviors. More research is needed

to evaluate the impact of sensing systems deficiencies on such algorithms and to improve

their robustness to various types of perception errors.
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◦ The lack of transparency is an inherent characteristic of ML-based solutions that makes

their validation and verification challenging. Erroneous decisions in such policies may not

necessarily be directly correlated with the objective difficulty of a road situation, and thus

manually designed test cases may fail to expose certain failures. Large-scale test drives,

either performed on the road or in a simulation, while important for the final validation

of the system, tend to be a costly and inefficient way of uncovering issues in AD systems

related to rare, uncommon situations. Therefore, more research into automated adversarial

testing is needed to explore potential issues in such systems.

Addressing these challenges is not only an important step required for the commercializa-

tion of RL-based AD systems, but could also provide valuable insights and methods for the

development of various ADAS features, not necessarily based on ML algorithms.

In this thesis, I focus on these challenges, proposing several methods related to vehicle motion

planning and validation of ADAS/AD systems. While the design and training of RL-based driving

policies are not a direct focus of this thesis, proposed methods are mainly meant to be used in

conjunction with such policies, as well as to ensure their robustness in the presence of perception

errors, and help to validate them. To allow research related to proposed methods, exemplary RL-

based policies are trained and used to test research hypotheses related to the defined challenges.

It should be, however, noted, that most of the proposed methods are designed in a universal

manner, remaining applicable to various types of driving policies, including ones that are not

necessarily based on RL or even ML methods.

1.4. Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses investigated in this thesis are directly related to the challenges

identified in the previous section. Three main hypotheses are investigated, which are listed below.

1. It is possible to create a safe driving plan for an automated vehicle that considers several

hypotheses regarding the future state of the vehicle’s surroundings. In particular, reasonably

foreseeable worst-case assumptions regarding the behavior of other road users can be taken

into account in the motion planning algorithm, ensuring the existence of feasible collision

avoidance maneuvers during the execution of the motion plan.

2. The use of stochastic models of perception systems in the training process of a

Reinforcement-Learning driving policy improves the policy’s robustness to perception er-

rors.

3. Optimization-based adversarial scenario generation methods can be used in simulation-

based validation of motion planning algorithms to expose potential weaknesses or issues in

the evaluated systems.
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1.5. Thesis Outline and Contributions

Chapter 2 contains a general introduction to the topic of autonomous vehicles, briefly de-

scribing their history, architecture, and methods used for motion planning.

Chapters 3 - 5 all share a similar structure. All of these chapters start with the motivations and

review of the literature relevant to the discussed problems, followed by the problem statement,

the description of the proposed solutions, the outline of the evaluation methods, and end with

the experimental results and conclusions. Each chapter refers to one of the research hypotheses

defined in Section 1.4.

In Chapter 3 a novel motion planning approach is introduced. The approach utilizes

optimization-based trajectory generation methods to plan the vehicle motion while taking into

account multiple hypotheses regarding the future state of the scene. The hypotheses may be

generated using an arbitrary multimodal trajectory prediction method. In the proposed method,

several vehicle control trajectories are planned, where each trajectory is related to one of the

hypotheses, and all trajectories are identical in a predefined initial time period. This solution

helps to ensure the existence of a feasible collision-free trajectory in this period, regardless of

which hypothesis turns out to be true, allowing the postponement of safety-critical decisions

until more data are collected regarding the environment and behavior of other road users. One

of the important applications of the described method is Fail-Safe Planning, in which one tra-

jectory is planned based on the most plausible hypothesis regarding the future behavior of other

road users, while another respects safety constraints based on reasonably foreseeable worst-case

assumptions regarding the future behavior of other road users. The main contribution presented

in this chapter is a formulation of the optimization problem that enables planning of all the

trajectories simultaneously. This allows ensuring that planning the trajectory based on the most

plausible hypothesis will not render planning other trajectories infeasible, allowing one to suc-

cessfully plan a safe motion of the vehicle in a significantly wider variety of scenarios compared

to existing methods.

Although the method described in Chapter 3 can be used in conjunction with Reinforcement-

Learning-based motion planning methods, e.g., to execute high-level maneuvers chosen by the

RL-based driving policy in a safe manner, Chapter 4 focuses on the problem of robustness of

such policies to perception errors. In this chapter, a set of efficient low-fidelity sensor models is

introduced for modeling both the dynamic environment perception systems (e.g., radar-based

object detection) and static environment perception (e.g., camera-based lane markers detectors).

The proposed sensor models can be used both for the validation of driving policies and for their

training. An exemplary driving policy is trained in a simulation environment with the use of

the proposed sensor models and compared to the policies trained with simpler baseline sensor

models and with a perfect environment perception.
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While multiple sensor modeling techniques were already proposed in the literature, their

application in training RL-based driving policies and their impact on the system’s final perfor-

mance are rarely analyzed. The main contributions presented in this chapter thus include the

introduction of efficient models for both static and dynamic environment perception and the

investigation of the impact of sensor modeling on driving policies’ performance.

Chapter 5 addresses the problem of automatic validation of ADAS and AD systems. In this

chapter, a novel method for the automated generation of adversarial test scenarios is introduced.

The proposed method can be used to effectively explore potential issues in the developed driving

policies, by using an optimization-based trajectory generation to find the behavior of other road

users, that trigger safety-critical failures in the tested system.

A distinct feature of the presented method is the ability to generate adversarial scenarios with

perception error patterns. Thanks to this feature, the method can be used to actively explore

combinations of other’s behaviors with plausible perception errors occurrences that could result

in incorrect decisions of the driving policy.

The effectiveness of the method was demonstrated in the task of generating a database of

adversarial scenarios for an exemplary RL-based driving policy.

The last chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis and outlines possible further

steps that could be taken to improve the proposed methods.
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2. Background

The safety and performance of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Au-

tonomous Driving (AD) systems depend on many factors, such as the choice of sensors utilized in

the system, perception and sensor fusion algorithms, the system’s architecture, as well as plan-

ning and control algorithms. In this chapter, I provide an introduction to these topics, focusing

on subjects that are most relevant to the approaches proposed in further chapters.

2.1. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems and Autonomous

Driving Systems

Autonomous Driving is undoubtedly a very active and interesting research area pursued both

by the automotive industry and the academic community. The introduction of efficient and safe

AD vehicles may not only be very financially profitable but also bring great social benefits, saving

many lives, and making roads safer and more environmentally friendly.

Analyzing the history of research in the AD area, one may notice that the efforts to create

a truly AD system came from two distinct directions. One approach, which could be mainly ob-

served in academic communities, was related to the development of heavily experimental systems

with a high level of autonomy and working on increasing the Operational Design Domain (ODD)

of the developed system. Another approach, pursued mainly by automobile manufacturers, was

to start with SAE Level 0 driver assistance systems and iteratively develop and commercially

introduce ADAS features with higher levels of autonomy.

Experiments with remote-controlled driverless cars began very early in the history of the

automotive industry, with the first patents for such technologies appearing as early as in the

1890s [172], and on-road experiments reported to take place in 1920s [1]. However, the first

experimental cars that could navigate on the road without human control started to appear

significantly later, in the 1950s and 1960s, with a notable example of a self-driving system shown

by RCA Labs in 1958 [16]. Nevertheless, most of the experimental systems showcased in these

years by research laboratories and car manufacturers required specialized infrastructure, such as

magnetic cables or electronic devices embedded in the roadways, and could not operate on public

roads.
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Experimental vehicles that could potentially operate without a specialized infrastructure

began appearing in the 1980s, with a vision-guided vehicle developed at Carnegie Mellon Univer-

sity in 1986 [75], and a robotic van developed at Bundeswehr University Munich [16]. A decade

later, autonomous vehicles capable of long highway driving with minimal human intervention

were demonstrated, with VaMP and Vita-2 vehicles developed at Bundeswehr University Mu-

nich driving around 1000 kilometers in heavy highway traffic in 1994 [184], followed by a Navlab

project driving nearly 5000 kilometers across the United States in 1995 [3] and few other similar

successes [16].

In the years 2000-2010, the rapid growth of the autonomous driving research field could be

observed, accelerated mainly by famous DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)

challenges. The DARPA Grand Challenges, held in 2004, 2005, and 2007, offered substantial

prizes to research teams that could create autonomous vehicles that would be able to complete

predefined courses in a desert environment (first two challenges) and in an urban environment

(third challenge). The challenges were well received, sparking significant interest in the develop-

ment of AD systems in an academic community, and many research teams prepared their own

systems for each challenge [173, 21].

Approximately from 2010 onward it is possible to observe significant investments in the devel-

opment of AD technology made by big automotive manufacturers and technological companies.

Examples include Google’s creation of the Waymo autonomous driving company, the introduction

of Tesla’s autopilot feature, Uber’s self-driving research, and the establishment of many startups

and companies focused directly on AD systems, such as Motional, Zoox, Cruise, or Argo AI [4,

195, 31, 155].

At the same time, a wide variety of ADAS features were introduced to commercial vehicles [60,

198, 29]. Nowadays many Level 0 and Level 1 features are considered almost essential in modern

vehicles, with systems such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Automatic Emergency Braking

(AEB), Cross Trafic Alert (CTA), or Lane Keep Assistance (LKA) progressing from practically

unavailable in commercial vehicles to being equipped in more than 60-70% new vehicles in 2022

[68].

Currently, many automotive companies already offer vehicles with Level 2 autonomy [26],

with first attempts to commercialize Level 3 systems ongoing [2].

2.2. Perception Systems Used in Automotive and Their Limita-

tions

Modern vehicles are equipped with a large number of sensors that provide information about

the state of the vehicle’s mechanical components, its occupants, and the environment in which

it operates. For the design of ADAS / AD systems, the last position will be the most relevant,

as information about other traffic participants, as well as road geometry, is critical for motion
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planning tasks, and the performance of widely used sensors poses a challenge for planning algo-

rithms. It should be noted however that the performance of ego’s state estimation, which may

utilize, for instance, GPS, wheel encoders, and Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), may also

severely impact the motion planning task.

The most commonly used sensors for exterior sensing are cameras, LiDARs, radars, and

ultrasonic distance sensors. In this section we will focus on the first three, as ultrasonic sensors

are less relevant for on-road planning tasks because of their limited range, finding their application

in parking-related tasks instead.

Understanding the operation principles of sensors and the underlying physical phenomena

that may impact their performance is important for the design of motion planning algorithms,

as each sensor may produce unique error patterns that have to be taken into account.

2.2.1. Sensors

Each of the types of sensors commonly utilized in automotive applications suffers from certain

performance limitations, often associated with environmental conditions or road situations. As

perception systems often play a safety-critical role in ADAS and AD systems, multiple types of

sensors are often used to provide redundant environment state estimations, ensuring the system’s

robustness to temporary performance degradation of a single sensor or sensor type. It should be

Short range radars

Front camera

Short range radars

Figure 2.1. Example of the ADAS/AD sensor stack and mounting positions.

noted, that not all sensor types are able to provide a complete estimation of all environmental

features that may be of interest for ADAS/AD system design - for instance, automotive radars
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do not have the capability of the lane markers geometry estimation, while cameras do not have

the ability of instantaneous object velocity measurement.

The capabilities of various automotive sensors, as well as their limitations, are summarized

in Table 2.1.

Capability Radar Camera LiDAR
Robustness to rain and mist +++ − +
Robustness to poor lighting conditions +++ −− +++
Object classification −−− +++ +
Velocity measurement +++ −−− −−−
Range estimation ++ − +++
Lane markers geometry estimation −−− +++ −−−
Traffic signs recognition −−− +++ −−−
Computational efficiency ++ − −−−
Cost-effectiveness ++ ++ −−−

Table 2.1. Comparison of common types of automotive sensors. +++ denotes
the highest capability/robustness in a given area, while −−− the lowest.

2.2.1.1. Radar

Radar (RAdio Detection and Ranging) sensors are widely used in the automotive industry

due to their low cost and robustness to various adverse weather conditions. The lack of moving

parts makes modern radars durable and resistant to vibrations, temperature changes, and other

adverse conditions present during vehicle operation.

In principle, radar sensors operate by emission of electromagnetic signals and detection of

the returning waves that were reflected from surfaces of the objects in the sensors’ vicinity. Since

radar waves propagate with a known speed (namely, the speed of light), it is possible to determine

the range of the object that reflects the wave based on the time-of-flight of the emitted signal,

i.e., the time elapsed from the signal’s emission to the return of the reflected wave.

Modern automotive radar utilizes wavelengths on the order of millimeters, most commonly

operating at frequencies between 76 GHz and 81 GHz, which corresponds to a wavelength of

approximately 4 mm [188]. Being considered relatively short in the electromagnetic frequency

spectrum, millimeter-range wavelengths enable relatively precise measurements, while providing

robustness to environmental conditions, such as rain or fog, that severely impact the performance

of sensors that operate in the visible light spectrum.

2.2.1.1.1 Features and operating principles

One of the important features of radar sensors is their ability to measure the radial velocity of

the objects that move relative to the sensor. Velocity measurement utilizes the Doppler effect -

a shift in the frequency of the wave that is reflected from a moving object proportional to the

speed with which the distance between the object and the sensor changes. Knowing the shift in
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wave’s frequency, radial velocity vr can be computed as:

vr =
cfD

2fT
, (2.2.1)

where c is the speed of light, fD is Doppler’s frequency (frequency of the returning wave), and

fT is the frequency of the emitted wave.

The ability to measure the object’s radial velocity using the Doppler effect distinguishes

the radar sensors as the only source of reliable velocity measurement that does not rely on

differentiation of multiple range measurements, making them exceptionally useful in applications

that require relatively precise velocity measurement, such as Adaptive Cruise Control systems.

Receiving antennas

Transmitting
antennas

Housing

90o

Reflected wave A

Reflected wave B

Figure 2.2. Determination of the object’s azimuth based on the phase shift
between multiple antenna elements. If the reflected wave is incoming from the
direction perpendicular to the antenna array (Reflected wave A, in blue), the
phase difference of the wave on antenna elements is minimal. For the objects
situated at different angles (example: Reflected wave B, yellow), the phase shift
between array elements is proportional to the object’s azimuth angle.

Although historically a dominant way of determining an object’s azimuth (angle relative to

the sensor) was based on the mechanical rotation of the radar’s antenna, such a solution would

be difficult to execute reliably in a reliable and cost-effective way in the vehicle. Instead, an array

of multiple receiver antennas is used to determine an azimuth angle based on the phase shift

between the antennas placed within a known distance from each other, as shown in figure 2.2.

In particular, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be performed across the antenna elements to

determine the frequency of the phase change between elements, which will be proportional to

the azimuth angle [136].
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The power of the signals received by the radar sensor varies significantly depending on mul-

tiple factors, mainly the distance of the object and its Radar Cross Section (RCS). RCS is a

property unique to all objects that describes how well a given object reflects the radar waves to

its source. RCS itself depends on many aspects of the object, including but not limited to the

object’s size, geometry, the material of its surface, and orientation relative to the source of the

radar wave.

Assuming that the receiving antenna is close to the transmitting antenna, the power of the

wave pr on the receiving antenna can be approximated using Equation 2.2.2.

pr =
ptgtarσ

(4π)2r4
, (2.2.2)

where:

pt - power of the transmitter,

gt - transmitting antenna’s gain,

ar - effective aperture of the receiving antenna

σ - RCS of the object,

r - radial distance of the object.

2.2.1.1.2 Radar data processing

There are several ways in which the raw signals received by the radar sensor can be processed

to acquire a useful description of the environment [136]. In this section, a simplified example

of a data processing pipeline will be presented, but it should be noted that the topic of radar

object detection and tracking constitutes a vast research area, and many different algorithms

are proposed for this task, including models based on machine learning that often follow an

entirely different approach [9, 35]. However, in commercial applications, classic solutions based

on deterministic algorithms and tracking methods remain the most widely used.

Although the design and implementation of object detection and tracking algorithms are

beyond the scope of this work, understanding the base principles behind these algorithms is

important, as each major step of these algorithms introduces a potential for certain errors that

will impact the performance of the whole system.

An example of a data processing pipeline is shown in figure 2.3. Raw data from Analog/Dig-

ital converters are used to compose the so-called Radar Data Cube (RDC). RDC is a multi-

dimensional array composed of complex-valued baseband samples whose dimensions represent

radial velocity, range, and angle of the detection. RDC is then used to extract a sparse map of

radar detections, based on a signal-to-noise threshold. Since especially in short ranges multiple
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Figure 2.3. Radar data processing workflow.

detections may be caused by a single object, e.g. due to multiple areas with strong radar re-

flection (scattering centers), the detections are clustered to form objects’ bounding boxes and

candidates.

The candidate bounding boxes serve as input to the tracking algorithm, usually based on

derivatives of the Kalman Filter algorithm [104]. Bounding box candidates are associated with

already tracked objects (tracks) or are used to create new tracks if no strong associations can

be found. After association, previously existing tracks can be updated based on the state of the

new bounding box candidate.

It should be noted that the use of the tracking algorithm introduces a certain correlation

between previous objects’ state estimates and current values. Kalman-based approaches utilize

simplified models of the observed objects to update the object’s state estimate based on the

previous measurement, e.g., the object’s velocity measurement may be used to update its position

in the next time step. The estimates are then corrected on the basis of new measurements.

Lastly, the track lifetime management algorithm is used to oversee the existence of the tracks.

This type of algorithm is typically used to decide when existing tracks should be removed (e.g.,

when in a few subsequent steps no bounding-box candidates can be associated with them) and

when the new tracks should be created.

2.2.1.1.3 Error modalities

Physical properties of electromagnetic waves in automotive radar’s spectrum, hardware limi-

tations of cost-effective radar sensors, as well as algorithms utilized for object detection and

tracking, introduce several types of errors that may lead to safety hazards in the ADAS/AD

systems that utilize them.

Differently than in the case of waves in the visible light spectrum, a wide range of surfaces

present in a typical road environment causes a specular reflection of the millimeter-range wave.
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Contrarily to the diffuse reflection, mirror-like specular reflections introduce multipath propa-

gation, that is, situations in which the transmitted radar wave does not return directly to the

sensor after direct reflection from the detected object, but instead bounces from one or more

other surfaces (e.g., surfaces of metal barriers, buildings, or vehicles) on a way to or from the

object. This phenomenon can lead to false positive detection errors, where the sensor detects

such undesirable echo as a real object [90]. Such falsely detected objects are often referred to as

multipath ghosts or ghost objects, in short.

Concrete barrier

Specular reflection 
of the radar wave

Perceived position of the 
vehicle (ghost object)

Actual position 
of the object

Path of the 
transmitted wave

Path of the 
returning wave

Ego vehicle

Figure 2.4. Example of a false positive detection error caused by the multipath
radar wave propagation.

Distinguishing multipath ghosts from real objects is a difficult task, as they often are detected

in subsequent radar measurements in positions consistent with the measured velocity, e.g., when

the echo of the existing vehicle is reflected from a large flat surface, such as a concrete barrier

along the side of the road. Several methods have been proposed to detect such ghosts and thus

improve the system performance [112, 108], although their applicability in small cost-effective

sensors varies.

While radar sensors are considered relatively robust to difficult weather conditions, a certain

level of performance degradation may still be observed when operating in rain or snow. Both

water splashes and snow debris falling from other vehicles can be falsely detected as objects

relevant to ADAS/AD systems. Traction losses of the ego vehicle also may be detrimental to the

radar performance, as they impact the ego’s state estimation, which plays an important role in

both tracking and object detection. For instance, ego’s velocity estimation is typically used to
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filter out stationary detections, e.g., from rough road surfaces, and its erroneous estimates may

result in false positive detection of dynamic objects.

It should be noted that the level of noise detected by the radar sensor is significant compared

to other commonly used sensor types. Many factors contribute to radars’ noisiness, including

interference with other radar sensors, multipath reflections, and electromagnetic pollution. Es-

pecially in cluttered urban environments with a large number of traffic participants and static

objects in the sensors’ vicinity, the noise level may severely impact the performance of radar

sensors, introducing false positive detections. To partially alleviate this issue, potential detec-

tions with low signal strength compared to background noise are filtered out according to certain

signal-to-noise ratio thresholds. This in turn introduces a certain probability of false negative

detection errors.

Another class of potentially safety-critical errors is state estimate errors in which a particular

object is detected but one or more state variables are disturbed. It should be noted, though,

that severe errors in certain state estimates, especially position, may be classified as a false

positive and false negative object detection pair. In the case of testing and validation methods in

which ground truth data is compared to the sensor stream, usually, certain criteria are chosen to

distinguish between these two situations, e.g., based on calculating the Intersection over Union

(IoU) between the detected bounding box and the ground truth.

Multipath reflections and ego state estimation errors described in previous paragraphs both

may lead to state estimation errors if the position disturbance is not high enough to result in a

false positive.

Velocity reading too high

Correct velocity reading

Velocity reading too low

Figure 2.5. Mechanism of velocity measurement errors due to spinning wheels
reflection. Since the wheel rotates relative to the vehicle, strong reflection from
its different parts may result in severely disturbed velocity estimates.
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Object velocity estimation errors constitute an important subset of errors. Various parts of

the detected objects may differ substantially in RCS depending on their orientation relative to the

sensor. Because of this, there is a certain chance that part of the object that moves relative to the

object’s local coordinate system (e.g., the rotating wheel of the vehicle or one of the pedestrian’s

limbs) will reflect radar’s wave strong enough to contribute significantly to the object’s velocity

estimation. This is especially important in the case of the vehicle’s wheels because complex rim

shapes often serve as efficient scattering centers [78]. Since the magnitude of the instantaneous

velocity of the different parts of the wheel relative to the ground varies from zero (at the bottom

of the wheel) to the double vehicle’s speed (at the top part of the wheel), they may lead to severe

velocity estimation errors, as shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.2.1.2. Camera

Modern vehicles equipped with ADAS/AD systems use cameras in a wide range of subsys-

tems and applications. Their high resolution and ability to operate in a visible and/or infrared

light spectrum make them useful not only for object detection tasks but also for traffic sign

recognition, lane markers detection, driver monitoring, object classification, semantic segmenta-

tion of vehicle surroundings [34], and many other functions. At the same time, cameras remain

relatively inexpensive sensors, offering long-term reliability.

2.2.1.2.1 Operating principles

A typical camera module is composed of several hardware parts. The light enters the device

through a lens system, that focuses the image on the image sensor. The sensor is typically

covered by an infrared filter and a subsequent Color Filter Array (CFA), which is a mosaic of

pixel-size color filters that enables the capturing of color information by the image sensor, which

cannot effectively measure the wavelength of captured light directly. The use of the CFA allows

reconstruction of the colors of the captured image in a demosaicing process, by measuring the

light intensities of the pixels covered by each of the colors in the CFA separately, effectively

capturing several single-color images at the same time (e.g. red, green, and blue).

Lens system

Infrared filter

Color fitler array

Image sensor

Figure 2.6. Simplified camera hardware model.
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Two types of image sensors are commonly used in digital cameras, including camera-based

automotive sensors: Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD), and active-pixel sensors, most commonly

based on Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductors (CMOS).

CCD sensors are effectively an array of light-sensitive analog devices that become electrically

charged when exposed to light. The charge is amplified by a series of amplifiers and converted to

a digital signal by Analog/Digital Converters (ADC) in a sequential manner, i.e., charges of the

pixels closest to the amplifiers are read, and then charges of all pixels in the array are shifted

towards amplifiers by a single pixel. This solution enables the amplifiers to be placed outside the

photosensitive pixel array.

In CMOS sensors, on the other hand, each pixel in the array is coupled with its own amplifier.

As the amplifiers are effectively placed along each of the pixels on the sensor, the effective light-

capturing area of the sensor is smaller than that of CCDs. To increase the amount of light that

affects each pixel, an array of microlenses is often placed in front of the sensors to focus the light

that would otherwise hit the amplifiers on the photosensitive part of the sensors.

Both types of sensors have their advantages: CCD offers a higher dynamic range and lower

noise, while CMOS is faster, less expensive, and more power efficient.

Sensor 
Automatic

Gain
Control 

Analog/
Digital 
Converter 

Demosaicing 

Auto
exposure

Image
processing 

Figure 2.7. Camera operating scheme.

Independently from the sensor type, amplified charges are converted to digital signals and

further processed - starting with a demosaicing process, which is used to reconstruct a color

image from the pixels overlaid with a color filter array. Subsequently, the image can be further

enhanced by gamma correction and noise reduction, as well as subjected to color conversion,

scaling, and compression, if necessary.

Pre-processed images can be used in object detection algorithms. Historically, various meth-

ods were proposed for this purpose, including methods based on optical flow [22, 94], detecting

vehicle shadows on an even road surface [183], detecting vehicle lights [28], or finding symmetric

features on the image, taking advantage of the fact that front and rear views of vehicles are

vertically symmetric [91]. With recent advances in machine learning technology, currently, the

dominating approach is to use ML-based object detection algorithms for this task. Especially the

introduction of approaches that do not require computationally expensive sliding window object

classification, such as YOLO (You Only Look Once) [146] or Single-Shot Detectors (SSD) [111],

enabled accurate real-time object detection for automotive applications [190, 200, 159].
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Knowing the lens characteristics of the camera and its mounting position, the 3D dimen-

sions and position of the detected objects can be easily approximated using simple geometric

transformations, providing information usable in ADAS/AD algorithms.

2.2.1.2.2 Error modalities

One of the important aspects of the camera sensor is its limited performance with regard to

state estimation. While the azimuth of an object usually can be measured in a direct, relatively

precise manner, its distance from the sensor can only be estimated based on its size and/or its

position projected onto an image plane.

One of the unfortunate results of the distance estimation’s limited performance is difficulty

in velocity estimation, as it cannot be measured directly but has to be derived as a change of

the velocity estimate over time.

Both distance and velocity measurement play a safety-critical role in many ADAS features,

as well as in AD systems. For this reason, cameras are often coupled with radar sensors in such

applications, but camera-only AD systems proposals are not unheard of, as such an approach

significantly reduces the cost and complexity of the entire system.

Missed detection errors are one of the most safety-critical issues in camera sensors. Inability

to detect a vehicle, traffic sign, lane marker, or static obstacle may lead to dangerous situations

in ADAS and AD systems. This class of errors may be caused by external factors, such as

poor lighting conditions, or internal factors, such as the limited performance of object detection

algorithms.

There is a large number of factors that can affect the detection performance, the most common

of which are listed below.

High dynamic range. While camera sensors are usually able to adapt to lighting conditions

by exposure modification (by changing the sensitivity or shutter speed), situations in which

different parts of the image have drastically different lightness levels usually pose a difficult

challenge. A common example of such a situation may be observed on tunnel exits during

the day - usually lighting conditions inside the tunnel are much worse than outside and

sensors with insufficient dynamic range tend to either overexpose the external part of the

road or underexpose the internal one. Overexposure and underexposure can cause missed

detections in the affected regions of the image.

Atypical appearance of objects. Detecting the presence of an object by the camera sensor

usually requires the use of object recognition algorithms, most often based on supervised

learning techniques. Although modern algorithms offer a good generalization, i.e., are able

to correctly detect objects that were not present in the training data, they still may fail to

detect objects of severely atypical presence. Examples of such objects may include vehicles
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with complex painting patterns, uncommon animals, or large objects transported by traffic

participants.

Poor visibility environmental conditions. The performance of object detection by camera

sensors can be severely affected by environmental conditions such as fog, heavy rain, or

snow. This limitation is particularly important, as such conditions also affect the perceptive

abilities of the driver and other traffic participants, potentially leading to the aggregation

of dangerous factors.

Occlusions. Although occlusions impact all sensors used for object detection, they pose an

additional challenge in the case of traffic signs recognition and lane markers perception, as

an accumulation of even a thin layer of dirt or snow may lead to false negative detection

errors.

False positive detection errors, while less common, may also lead to dangerous situations,

although typically less severe than in the case of false negatives. One of the main sources of

such errors is the confusion of environmental features observed in the background with relevant

objects [59]. Although this kind of error may be caused by deficiencies in algorithm design or

model training, certain patterns and objects pose particular challenges to most object detection

algorithms. Due to the two-dimensional nature of the input data, images of the relevant objects

(e.g., vehicles’ photos on advertisement billboards, or markings similar to traffic signs painted

on the vehicles) may be easily confused with real relevant objects. Other particularly difficult

situations include the presence of the old lane markers alongside the new ones (e.g., during the

roadwork) and light sources during the night that may be easily confused with the vehicle’s

headlights.

The last type of common error is misclassification. Cameras often play a central role in

object classification. Since the class of the object provides vital cues to the object’s motion

model and expected behavior, this class of errors may lead to safety-critical situations as well.

To provide an example, incorrect classification of the motorbike as a bicycle may lead to issues

in tracking, ADAS, and AD algorithms, e.g., due to the choice of incorrect motion model or

incorrect assumptions regarding possible maneuvers and achievable acceleration levels of the

relevant object.

2.2.1.3. Other sensors

A wide variety of sensors is utilized in addition to cameras and radars both in the development

of ADAS and AD systems, and in a final system on board commercial vehicles, including, but

not limited to, the sensor types listed below.

LiDARs. LiDAR stands for Light Detection and Ranging and is a sensor based on short light

impulses sequentially cast in the form of narrow infrared light beams around the device

[105]. Although the use of strong lasers and time-of-flight measurement allows us to build
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a 3D model of the environment with precision often unmatched by other sensors, currently

LiDARs rarely find applications in commercial vehicles. While the development of solid-

state LiDARs is ongoing, most of the commercially available devices are relatively expensive

and utilize moving elements, such as rotating mirrors or detecting modules, making them

prone to failures in the long run. For these reasons, the use of LiDARs is typically limited

to experimental platforms and test vehicles used in the development process.

GPS and DGPS. GPS (Global Positioning System), while frequently used for tasks related

to road planning and navigation, typically does not have sufficient accuracy to be used in

path planning or vehicle control. There are, however, augmentation methods that allow to

enhance the GPS’ accuracy, such as ground-based Differential GPS (DGPS), which utilizes

one or more reference stations placed in known fixed positions to provide corrections to the

GPS measurement. As the use of DGPS can result in positioning accuracy in a range of

1-3 cm, they are often used during the development of ADAS and AD systems, providing

ground truth reference data on the position of test vehicles during test drives [199].

Ultrasonic sensors. This type of sensor uses ultrasound waves to estimate a distance to the

nearest obstacle by measuring the time after which the emitted sound wave returns to the

sensor after being reflected from the obstacle’s surface [23]. While ultrasonic sensors are

inexpensive and reliable, allowing measurement of distance with relatively high precision,

they operate only on short distances and cannot be used to reliably determine a precise

radial position of detected obstacles. For these reasons, their use is typically limited to

parking applications.

Last but not least, the ADAS and AD systems rely on a variety of sensors that are used to

estimate the state of the controlled vehicle itself, such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) or

wheel encoders.

2.2.2. Sensor Fusion

Perception systems used for AD/ADAS vary in terms of sensors and architecture utilized;

however, it is relatively common to combine several types of redundant sensors for certain tasks

in highly autonomous AD systems. One of the typical examples is the use of cameras and radars

for the task of detecting and estimating the state of dynamic objects.

As described in the previous section, both types of sensors are burdened with certain types

of errors that are largely uncorrelated between sensor types. For example, low-light conditions

may pose a severe challenge for camera-based perception systems, while not having any influence

on the radars. On the other hand, false positive errors due to multipath reflections that are

problematic in the case of radar-based object detection do not impact camera-based systems.
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To achieve the high accuracy and low error rates required for highly autonomous AD systems,

a reasonable choice is thus to use both types of sensor to create an accurate representation of

the environment. The process of combining data from several sensors is referred to as sensor

fusion, or fusion in short.

The algorithms used for fusion as well as the architecture of the fusion module depend on

the type of sensors used in the system, but in most cases fusion systems can be classified into

two main types: high-level and low-level sensor fusion.

2.2.2.1. High-level Fusion

Radar sensor 

Digital Signal Processing 
(FFTs) 

Features extraction 

Detection clustering,
bounding box creation 

Raw data

Radar Data Cube

Detections

Bounding boxes

Camera 

2D objects detection 

Processed
images

3D projection 

2D bounding
boxes

3D bounding
boxes

Tracking (association,
Kalman Filter update,
lifetime managment) 

Tracking (association,
Kalman Filter update,
lifetime managment) 

Image processing 

Raw images

Objects listObjects list

Fusion and tracking 
(association, update, tracks lifetime management)

Figure 2.8. Example of a high-level (track-to-track) sensor fusion arhcitecture.
Sensor-specific detection and tracking steps are marked yellow.

In high-level approaches, also referred to as late-fusion approaches, the raw data from sensors

is typically heavily processed before the fusion itself, often using the same algorithms as ones

that would be used for perception and tracking in systems with only one type of sensor. As the

raw data from various sensors is in many instances multimodal, the sensor-specific preprocessing

often additionally converts the data to a common format, e.g., an object list consisting of objects’

state estimates in the case of dynamic object detection applications.

As an example, the mentioned fusion of radar and camera sensors for the detection of dynamic

objects can be considered. An exemplary overview of a high-level fusion algorithm used for these

sensors is presented in Fig. 2.8.

The input to the fusion algorithm in high-level fusion architecture may be composed of

complete object lists, fully preprocessed by perception and tracking algorithms distinct for each
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sensor type. This relatively common high-level fusion setup is often referred to as "track-to-

track fusion", as what is effectively fused are the tracks, i.e., outputs of sensor-specific tracking

algorithms.

Algorithms used for high-level fusion often resemble perception and tracking algorithms used

for single-sensor data processing. An exemplary fusion algorithm may consist of the components

listed below.

◦ Association - an algorithm step that is used to assign new measurements from each sensor

to the existing tracks, i.e., objects’ state estimate vectors from the object list created in

previous iterations of the fusion algorithm. Simplest association approaches may be based

on the measurement of the geometric distance between input objects and existing tracks, or

the measurement of Intersection over Union (IoU) [17]. Other approaches to the association

problem may take into account the Mahalanobis Distance between existing tracks and new

ones, as well as utilize more advanced data association algorithms, such as the Jonker-

Volgenant-Castanon (JVC) algorithm [70] or Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA)

techniques [49].

◦ Tracks lifetime management - a step in which new tracks are created if measurements

from the sensors confirm (with sufficient certainty) the existence of an object that cannot

be associated with any of the existing tracks, and tracks which existence is no longer

confirmed by measurements are removed.

◦ Update - a step in which the state estimation of the relevant object is updated based on

new measurements from a sensor associated with it in the Association step. One of the

most popular approaches to tracking and updating the state of objects is the use of the

Kalman Filter [104], or its various derivatives. Other popular types of methods use the

Integrating Multiple Model algorithms for the state estimation task [44, 49, 43].

High-level fusion has several advantages: the data bandwidth required for sending object

lists to a central computing component is low (compared to raw data), the entire architecture

is relatively transparent, and methods for performing this type of fusion are well-researched and

already established in the automotive industry. One significant disadvantage, however, is the

data loss that occurs before the fusion itself.

2.2.2.2. Low-level Fusion

Low-level fusion, also referred to as early fusion is often proposed as an alternative to high-

level methods. In this approach, the data is not significantly preprocessed before the fusion mod-

ule, and the fusion methods vary greatly with the type of sensors. Due to the higher bandwidth

and general difficulty of this type of fusion, it is relatively less frequently utilized in commercial

systems.
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Recent developments in the ML area, however, enable easier preprocessing of raw sensor data

for low-level fusion applications that often utilize deep neural networks for the task of fusion

itself as well. An example of such a system is presented in Fig. 2.9.
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Digital Signal Processing 
(FFTs) 
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Raw data

Radar Data Cube
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Camera 

Processed
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Image processing 

Raw images
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Encoding Encoding
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Figure 2.9. Example of a low-level sensor fusion architecture. Yellow blocks
indicate sensor-specific initial processing steps, blue - parts of the ML-based
fusion module, and red - the tracking module.

A similar architecture has been proposed in [79], where the authors used a modified VGG16

[160] model with a feature pyramid network [107] to preprocess a radar range-azimuth heatmap

and a monocular camera image into feature maps further processed by a detection network.

Another similar approach has been presented by Chadwick et al. [24], with radar detections

preprocessed to a form of range and range rate image channels. Camera images and radar channels

are preprocessed separately by convolutional networks and ResNet blocks [54], and then passed

to a detection network based on the SSD architecture [111].

Other approaches to low-level radar-camera fusion in which radar detections are preprocessed

to the form of an image-like matrix that can be further processed by a deep neural network

similarly to the camera input were presented in [69] and [25].
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2.3. Autonomous Driving System Architecture

AD systems vary significantly in terms of the utilized sensors, software modules, algorithms

used, and general architecture. There are, however, certain elements of the system architecture

that are relatively commonly utilized in such systems. A high-level example of a minimal AD

system that utilizes them is presented in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10. Example of a high-level architecture of an AD system. Yellow
indicates algorithms’ inputs, blue - planning modules, and red - low level control
module.

The element of the system that will be at the core of this thesis’ considerations is the driving

policy, also referred to as AD policy, or simply policy for the remainder of this thesis.

For the purpose of this thesis, I define a driving policy as a software module that maps a

certain representation of the ego’s environment to control values or control trajectories that can

be used to control the vehicle’s motion.

The most common inputs used by most driving policies are listed below.

Dynamic objects list, which describes the current (and possibly past) states of the dynamic

objects in the vicinity of the ego vehicle. The objects may include other vehicles, bicycles,

pedestrians, animals, etc. Description of the objects’ state is typically limited to their

simplified geometry (for instance the bounding boxes), class of the object (examples of the

object classes are: vehicle, motorcycle, pedestrian, etc.), its position, velocity, acceleration,

yaw angle, and yaw rate. To ensure accurate estimations of objects’ states, the object list is

typically created using tracing and fusion algorithms based on data from multiple sensors

[119].

Static environment description, which provides information about the geometry of the

road and static obstacles. The source of static environment description varies significantly

- the simplest systems typically utilize lane markers geometry estimates provided by a

front-facing automotive camera, but there are many other approaches that utilize a precise
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LiDAR-based model of the environment, High-Definition maps, the output of Simultane-

ous Localization and Mapping algorithms that utilize various sensors to create a precise

description of the environment or even raw camera streams [130].

Ego state, including its current velocity, steering angle, and a variety of other sensor readings

related to the state of the vehicle and its internal components (gear, power mode, error

codes, etc.).

Depending on the level of autonomy of AD systems, additional information may also be

required. Higher levels of autonomy, for instance, require a route planning module that would

prepare a high-level driving plan based on a road map and the desired driving destination selected

by the user. Other relevant information may include local speed limits, traffic sign recognition

outputs, information about local traffic laws, information about the user’s driving preferences,

or the Driver Monitoring Systems (DMS) outputs.

The output of the driving policy also vary between different systems. Simple experimental

setups may utilize direct control signals utilized by vehicle actuators, such as the desired steering

angle, the desired steering angle rate, and the desired throttle position/braking force. More

commonly, the driving policy outputs a desired trajectory that is followed using low-level feedback

control methods.

The driving policy itself is often split into two modules, a high-level behavior planner, that

provides information about a desired maneuver to be executed (e.g., following the vehicle in front

or changing the lane), and a trajectory generation module, that executes the desired maneuver

in a safe and efficient manner [157].

Splitting the driving policy into these two modules offers several benefits. Behavior planning

typically requires complex reasoning regarding the behavior of other vehicles, long-term tactical

planning, and general road situation. The use of Machine Learning (ML) based methods to decide

on a high-level maneuver to be executed thus may be a desirable solution. The execution of the

maneuver in a safe and efficient manner can be carried out with the use of more transparent and

well-researched trajectory planning methods, such as optimization-based trajectory generation

[47]. This allows for leveraging the advantages of both ML-based and classical planning methods.

An alternative approach that currently gains certain attention in the context of the rapid

development of ML techniques is the end-to-end control approach, in which the driving policy is

implemented as a single neural network. This approach, although less transparent, has certain

advantages as well, allowing to leverage of reasoning skills of ML-based driving policies to plan

precise movements of the vehicle in a way that enables the execution of more complex short-term

strategies [170].

Note, that an in-depth review of planning methods that can be used in the trajectory genera-

tion module is provided in Section 3.1.1, and an introduction to Reinforcement Learning methods

that can perform the behavior planning task is presented in the next section (2.4).
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2.4. Reinforcement Learning

Public roads constitute a complex dynamic environment, and efficiently navigating it requires

considerable planning, prediction, and scene understanding skills. Taking into account all impor-

tant details regarding the environment and complex interactions between road users is difficult

in the case of deterministic rules-based algorithms. For this reason, methods based on Reinforce-

ment Learning (RL) techniques are often proposed for the execution of the behavior planning

task [204].

RL-based driving policies are trained in a simulation environment, in which the trained policy

is used to explore a variety of plausible scenarios and gather experience regarding the effects of

the ego’s actions on other road users.

For the purpose of the definition of the RL-based driving policy, the environment ϵ with

which the policy interacts is defined as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).

MDP definition utilizes the components listed below.

S - state space, set of states, including both environment’s and agent’s (AD system’s) states.

Each state constitutes a complete description of the environment needed to determine its

next state after performing certain actions (in the case of the AD application, that is, states

of vehicles, description of static environment, internal states of the simulation, and relevant

algorithms).

A - action space, or a set of actions that the policy can choose. In the case of the driving

policy, action space often constitutes possible combinations of control values (in the case

of end-to-end driving policies) or available maneuvers (in the case of RL-based behavior

planning modules).

Pa(σ, σ
′) = Pr(σt+1 = σ′|σt = σ, αt = α) denotes the probability that performing an action

α ∈ A while being in a state σ ∈ S will result in a transition to a state σ′ ∈ S at time t+1.

Ra(σ, σ
′) is an expected immediate reward assigned to a transition from a state σ to σ′ as a

consequence of performing the action α.

A stochastic policy πθ(α|o) returns the probability of taking an action α ∈ A to be performed

in time t based on the observation of the environment ot and is parameterized by a parameter

vector θ.

2.4.1. Proximal Policy Optimization

The main goal of training in a Reinforcement Learning setup is to find values of the vector θ

that parameterizes the policy (typically a neural network) that maximize the expected cumulative

reward.
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Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [154] is one of the most commonly used on-policy RL

algorithms, frequently used in control-related tasks.

PPO interactively updates the parameter values based on the following equation:

θk+1 = argmax
θ

Ê
θ∼πθk

[L (σ, α, θk, θ)] , (2.4.1)

with L (σ, α, θk, θ) denoting a clipped loss function defined as follows:

L (σ, α, θk, θ) = min

(
πθ(αt|σt)
πθk(αt|σt)

Âπθk (σ, α), clip
(
πθ(αt|σt)
πθk(αt|σt)

, 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ

)
Âπθk (σ, α)

)
,

(2.4.2)

where πθ(αt|σt) denotes the probability of action at under the new policy, πθk(αt|σt) describes

the action probability under the current policy, Âπθk (σ, α) is the advantage estimate at the time

t, and ϵ is a training hyperparameter.

In the PPO, estimation of the advantage Âπθk (σ, α) is calculated using a Generalized Advan-

tage Estimator (GAE) [153]:

Â
GAE(γ,λ)
t =

∞∑
l=0

(γλ)l (rt+l + γVϕ(σt+l+1)− Vϕ(σt+l)) , (2.4.3)

rt is the reward at time t, and V ϕ(σ) denotes the value function estimate, which is performed

by a neural network (critic network) parameterized with a parameter vector ϕ. λ and γ denote

calibratable parameters.

Advantage estimation utilizes a set Dk = {τi}i=1..nepisodes
of nepisodes trajectory segments

τi = {σ0, α0, r1, σ1, α1, r2, σ2, α2, ...} collected at each training iteration k through observation of

the policy’s πθk interaction with the environment. To increase the training speed, the trajectory

segments are typically collected in a parallelized simulation setup.

2.5. Safety

Ensuring the safety of ADAS and AD systems is one of the most difficult and expensive

aspects of their development. Due to the difficulty and complexity of this task, several standards

were introduced to provide a structured approach to the development of safe systems.

2.5.1. Hardware and Software Faults

A wide set of standards and good practices for the development of ADAS features with low

autonomy levels already exist. The most well-known standard in this area is perhaps the ISO

26262 [65] titled "Road Vehicles - Functional Safety" (often referred to as FuSa). The standard,

widely used in the automotive industry, recommends practices for the development of vehicles
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and their components that are intended to address hazards related to malfunctions of electronic

components and electrical systems in the designed products. The standard is primarily focused

on assessing and reducing safety hazards and risks in the system.

The standard specifies a safety life cycle for developed products that divides the develop-

ment process into a series of phases, with related activities that help to identify risks, define

requirements and safety goals, and ensure their fulfillment.

The standard also describes a development process that helps create a safe product, proposes

a way in which potential hazardous events can be classified, introduces methods to specify safety-

related requirements, and ways to analyze and evaluate the system from a safety perspective.

One of the most important concepts introduced by the FuSa standard is the Automotive

Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) analysis. In the initial phases of the safety life cycle, a hazard

analysis is performed to identify potential hazardous events and assess related risks.

Identified hazardous events are classified according to the expected injuries that they may

cause (severity classification), the likelihood of such event (exposure classification), and the like-

lihood of the driver being able to prevent an injury in the case of such event (controllability

classification). Depending on the combination of these factors, a safety level is assigned, and the

standard provides a set of guidelines to assign safety goals related to the analyzed event.

The use of the FuSa standard helps to evaluate and reduce risks related to electronic and

software faults. Unfortunately in ADAS and AD systems, hazardous events may occur in the

absence of such errors - e.g., as a consequence of the limited performance of the perception

systems, incorrect predictions of other road users’ behavior, or dangerous road situations.

2.5.2. Sensors Errors and Performance Limitations

Sensors used to determine the state of other vehicles are inherently inaccurate and various

environmental factors can result in missed detections, false positive detection errors, and state

estimation errors, as discussed in Section 2.2. Depending on the situation on the road and the

error itself, this may result in severely hazardous events.

In order to address safety hazards in the absence of hardware and software faults, an ISO/PAS

21448 [66] standard has been introduced, titled Safety Of The Intended Functionality (SOTIF).

The SOTIF focuses on relevant use cases, i.e., situations in which the system may operate.

The standard distinguishes between four types of use cases: known safe, known unsafe, unknown

unsafe, and unknown safe. Its main goal is to provide a set of guidelines that may help to increase

the number of known scenarios and reduce the number of unsafe use cases.

The standard proposes a general set of activities for the improvement of intended function-

alities to ensure their safety. Activities start with functional and system specification, hazard

identification, and risk evaluation, needed to identify potentially hazardous events. If the events

may lead to harm, their triggering events (e.g. false negative detection errors) are analyzed. If the
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triggering events are considered unacceptable, the functional and system specification is modi-

fied appropriately; otherwise a verification and validation strategy is defined to ensure that the

known scenarios are sufficiently covered, the system behaves as expected, and the system does

not cause an unreasonable risk in such scenarios [165]. If any of these conditions are not met, the

functional and system specifications are modified until the residual risk is considered acceptable.

The SOTIF standard can be useful in the context of ADAS to address the issues related to

limited sensor performance and potential sensing errors. Unfortunately, the number of possible

road situations and their combinations with sensing error patterns is practically infinite, and

addressing all plausible situations in a scenario-based manner remains a very difficult task.

Furthermore, the SOTIF focuses mainly on foreseeable misuse of the system and performance

limitations of the system, e.g., related to perception system abilities. One can easily imagine a

dangerous situation that is not related to these conditions; for instance, a vehicle stopped in a

traffic jam can be hit from behind by another road user.

2.5.3. Nominal Safety

Scenarios, in which the driver of a vehicle involved in a dangerous situation cannot do anything

to prevent this situation or a subsequent collision are relatively common. A described scenario in

which a vehicle stopped behind other road users (e.g., waiting for a green light at an intersection

or in a traffic jam) is the subject of a rear-end collision is a good example of such a situation. Rear-

end crashes are, in fact, the most common type of collisions in the United States, constituting

29% of reported traffic accidents [123], and in 80-90% of such cases, the front vehicle is, in fact,

stationary according to naturalistic driving studies [99, 13]. Since the front vehicle is usually

stopped due to other vehicles in front of it or a front cross-traffic [13], it cannot perform any

maneuver that could prevent the accident.

It is unclear how to set safety goals for AD vehicles considering these facts. Many sources

suggest setting goals for such systems in terms of accident or fatality rates, where often a fraction

of the human driver’s fatality rate is suggested as a goal [41, 73, 156]. However, as a very

significant subset of collisions is unpreventable as the discussed rear-end collision case suggests,

such safety goals may be unfeasible as long as human-driven vehicles constitute the majority of

road traffic.

However, simply setting safety goals based on accident or fatality rates close to those observed

in the case of human drivers is not a socially acceptable solution - as analysis of a case of a fatal

accident involving the Uber autonomous vehicle in 2018 suggests [138]. Despite the presence of

a human safety driver in the company’s AD cars and the overall lower accident rate involving

AD vehicles [147] compared to human-driven ones, the lack of a proper reaction of the vehicle

to a dangerous situation led to societal outrage and eventually resulted in Uber resigning from

the internal development of AD technology [118].
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The main conclusion that can be drawn from the above consideration is the fact that setting

safety goals for an AD system with higher levels of autonomy is a very difficult task, as the context

of dangerous situations plays a significant role in societal acceptance, and avoiding collisions

altogether is infeasible, as driving in realistic traffic is always burdened with a relatively significant

collision risk.

In approaching the problem of setting safety goals, a definition of safety proposed in ISO

26262 may be considered - the standard defines safety as "the absence of unreasonable risk",

where the unreasonable risk is "a risk judged to be unacceptable in a certain context according

to valid societal moral complex".

Several influential works that attempt to formally define acceptable risk in the context of AD

systems have been published in recent years.

Shalev-Shwartz et al. proposed a safety framework based on a notion of responsibility, named

"Responsibility-Sensitive Safety" (RSS) [157]. Authors of the framework note that all traffic

participants follow certain rules - both written (e.g., traffic laws) and unwritten (e.g., avoiding

close cut-in maneuvers or otherwise reckless but lawful driving). Human drivers routinely plan

their movements based on the assumption that others will follow these rules.

The framework attempts to formalize these rules and define reasonable assumptions related

to the worst-case behavior of other road users. With clear assumptions regarding reasonably

worst-case behavior of other road users and accurate perception of the environment, one may

plan a motion that guarantees a collision-free movement as long as all other vehicles in fact follow

these rules. This allows us to define an acceptable residual risk as a risk of hazards related to

other vehicles performing unreasonable and unsafe maneuvers. As long as the rules are reasonably

defined and align with societal views on what constitutes safe driving, in all collision cases, the

responsibility for the accident can be clearly assigned to the vehicle that failed to follow them,

that is, was driving recklessly.

The considerations regarding what constitutes proper or safe behavior of a vehicle are often

discussed with the assumption that even a completely functionally safe vehicle in the absence

of internal faults or perception errors may make incorrect decisions. To distinguish these con-

siderations from a Functional Safety domain, authors of the RSS framework propose to refer to

them as a Nominal safety domain. To be precise, the authors state that "Nominal safety is the

concern whether AV is making safe logical decisions assuming that the HW and SW systems

are operating error-free (i.e., are functionally safe)" [157], with AV denoting the Autonomous

Vehicle, HW - hardware, and SW - software.

Similar concepts were used in the definition of a "Safety Force Field" safety framework

proposed by Nvidia [128]. The framework also focuses on the definition of reasonable assumptions

about the worst-case behavior of other road users and demonstrates how constraints for driving

policies can be derived from them.
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Research and discussions on the topic of nominal safety and formalization of reasonable ex-

pectations regarding the behavior of other road users led to the creation of a recently published

IEEE 2846-2022 standard (IEEE Standard for Assumptions in Safety-Related Models for Au-

tomated Driving System) [63]. The standard introduces a minimum set of assumptions about

reasonably foreseeable behaviors of other road users that can be used for setting the requirements,

test scenarios, and safety goals for the AD systems. The standard proposes to formally define,

e.g., expectations regarding reaction times of other road users or maximum braking deceleration

that they are expected to exhibit in various situations. The expectations can be defined using

a series of parameters that describe them numerically (e.g., acceleration value or response time

value), but the standard does not define the values themselves. The authors of the standard

provide, however, an extensive literature review that can be used as supplementary material for

setting these values.

It should be noted that despite active research efforts and the multitude of proposals regarding

the design and safety of driving policies, nominal safety remains a relatively new research area,

and there is no simple consensus regarding the development and evaluation of highly autonomous

AD systems.
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3. Multiple Hypothesis Trajectory Planning

Motion planning for Autonomous Driving (AD) applications is a very difficult task, mainly

due to limited information about both the present and future state of the vehicle’s surroundings.

It is rarely possible to predict the future behaviors of other road users in a precise way. In

many situations, more than one plausible hypothesis regarding future behavior can be formulated,

posing a significant challenge to the planning algorithms. Dangerous situations on the road are

particularly problematic; drivers often react to atypical events in an unpredictable way. As an

example, typical reactions to the sudden appearance of an obstacle (e.g., a wild animal jumping

onto the road in front of the vehicle) may include braking or steering maneuvers, and it is rarely

clear which one will be used by other drivers. To ensure safety in such a situation, planning the

emergency maneuvers of an AD vehicle would have to take into account both possibilities.

Unfortunately, this is not the only uncertainty that has a significant impact on planning

algorithms. While vehicles with AD capabilities are typically equipped with a powerful set of

sensors, such as radars and cameras, all perception systems have limitations, both in terms

of performance and detection range. Furthermore, significant parts of the environment can be

occluded for the sensors by other road users, elements of the road infrastructure, as well as

vegetation or buildings in proximity of the road, which are particularly problematic at road

intersections.

In this chapter, I present a vehicle motion planning method designed to plan a safe motion

of an AD vehicle, taking into account various uncertainties related to the future state of other

road users. In particular, the presented method can be used to plan a motion taking into account

two or more hypotheses related to the future state of the vehicle surroundings, as well as to

implement fail-safe planning, in which worst-case assumptions regarding the behavior of other

road users are taken into account.

3.1. Introduction and Motivation

Predicting the motion of other road users and planning the motion of a vehicle are both large

and active research areas. While many approaches have already been proposed in both fields,

they remain very difficult problems, with new methods constantly being developed. It should

be noted that predicting future trajectories of other road users is outside of the scope of this
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thesis; nevertheless, the proposed method may be used in conjunction with various prediction

approaches, and thus I briefly review existing prediction and planning methods.

3.1.1. Motion Planning

Motion planning is one of the fundamental problems in robotics, and a large number of

efficient methods have already been proposed to control wheeled robots that navigate static

environments [191, 197]. Successful use of various search algorithms, such as A* [53], D* [166],

or Rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) [96], has been demonstrated numerous times in the

context of wheeled robots path planning.

A major obstacle in the application of such algorithms to the problem of vehicle motion

planning is the fact that the environment in which an AD vehicle has to operate is usually

only partially observable, dynamic, and uncertain in terms of both current and future state.

Navigation in such environments requires a deep understanding and consideration of the vehicle’s

surroundings, interactions between road users, and possible future movements of other vehicles

in the proximity of the ego vehicle.

One of the methods that has been shown to achieve satisfactory performance in the task of

motion planning in such environments is Reinforcement Learning (RL) [132]. RL-based methods

are often used for AD applications, as RL-based policies are known to produce complex behaviors,

demonstrating skills such as long-term strategic planning, behavior prediction, exploration, and

navigation in partially observable environments [12].

One significant downside of RL-based driving policies is the lack of transparency, which is

especially problematic in the context of proving the safety of planned behaviors. To address

this issue, various methods were proposed to constrain the RL policies [15, 113]. Still, to ensure

robustness in particularly difficult and severe situations, Machine Learning (ML) methods are

often combined with more transparent methods, such as Model Predictive Control (MPC), or

search algorithms [83]. This combination is often performed by splitting the planning task into

two subtasks: high-level decision making and low-level trajectory generation [95, 132]. In such

a setup, an ML-based policy typically is responsible for choosing a high-level maneuver to be

performed, and another method, such as MPC is used to plan the trajectory for a safe execution

of this maneuver. Other ways to combine ML-based planning with a more transparent method

may include using ML for typical situations and switching to another method when the situation

is considered uncertain or dangerous [158, 157, 83].

The use of non-ML algorithms, such as MPC or RTT, for planning in difficult situations

provides transparency beneficial from the perspective of ADAD/AD system’s safety analysis, but

comes with a significant downside: most of such classic approaches require explicit constraints

that would take into account plausible future behaviors of other road users. The generation of

such constraints is typically based on various behavior and trajectory prediction algorithms,

increasing the complexity of the entire system.
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However, while systems based solely on ML methods may be able to account for possible

behaviors of other road users in an implicit way, the safety of such systems is difficult to assess

and prove. Utilization of a separate prediction and/or constraints generation module increases

the transparency of the system’s architecture and helps to evaluate the expected performance of

the entire system.

In the next subsections, I will describe existing prediction approaches that could be used for

the constraints generation for planning purposes and analyze existing planning solutions.

3.1.2. Prediction Methods

Vehicle behavior prediction modules are most commonly used to provide input to various

Autonomous Driving and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) features, such as Au-

tonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). In the case of the

planning task, information about the plausible future behavior of other road users can be used

to generate constraints for the planning algorithms, serve as an auxiliary input to ML-based

driving policies, or be utilized to validate generated trajectories and detect dangerous situations.

In the literature, many prediction approaches have been proposed, varying in both their

interfaces and used methods. Existing methods can be categorized in several ways - survey [121]

presents three of the most common categorization approaches, classifying deep learning prediction

methods based on their features listed below.

◦ Input representation. The input type has a significant impact on the complexity

and performance of the prediction. While it is common to use inputs that include

information about road infrastructure and some representation of other road users, the

way these are represented can vary significantly. Following the categorization used in

[121], one can specify a few main input representations: state history of one or more

road users in proximity of the ego vehicle, bird-eye view rendering of the scene, and raw

sensor data input. Choice of the input type impacts the architecture of the module -

for instance, bird-eye-view renderings are most commonly processed using convolutional

neural networks, while objects’ state histories will likely utilize other methods, such as

neural networks with inputs based on transformer encoders.

◦ Output type. The type of output information is a very natural way to categorize predic-

tion methods, as it is one of the main factors in choosing the prediction method for planning

applications. The authors of [121] specify four main output types: Maneuver Intention,

Unimodal Trajectory, Multimodal Trajectory, and Occupancy Map. A similar distinction

was proposed in [20], where prediction methods were divided into categories such as single

future behavior, countable and uncountable sets of future behaviors, and probability
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distribution of future behaviors. In a more general way, prediction methods can be cate-

gorized on the basis of a prediction horizon (e.g., into short-term and long-term prediction).

◦ Algorithms utilized for prediction. Categorizing approaches based on the utilized

methodology itself is another natural way to present existing approaches. The mentioned

survey [121] focuses mainly on ML-based methods, categorizing them according to the

type of neural network utilized for the prediction task, but other categorizations are

also used, e.g.,[100] splits prediction approaches into physics-based, maneuver-based, and

interaction-aware. This categorization is also related to the prediction horizon - with

simple physics-based methods being suitable for short-term predictions and long-term

trajectory forecasts requiring approaches aware of interactions between road users.

From the context of the planning method that will utilize a behavior prediction, the output

structure of the prediction module will have the largest impact on the planning approach, and

thus I will focus on the output-type-based categorization, with additional remarks on the input

type as well as utilized methods.

A minimal input to the prediction module consists of a state estimation of one or more vehicles

in the proximity of the ego vehicle. While the information provided in the state is typically very

limited, for example, to the position orientation and velocity of a vehicle, it still can be used to

generate meaningful short-term predictions. This type of prediction is commonly used in vehicle

tracking and sensor fusion algorithms [150].

Accurate predictions in a longer time horizon require additional information about the con-

text, both in terms of the state of surrounding vehicles, as well as lane markers and/or road

geometry. Information about the geometry of the road is often provided in the form of a two-

dimensional map, for example, in [133] a 2D binary mask is used as input to the convolutional

layers of the prediction network. The authors of [148] also utilized grid-like inputs representing a

bird-eye view of the ego’s surroundings but with additional information about past trajectories

of other vehicles and multiple channels used for encoding various features of the static environ-

ment. This type of input is often preprocessed using specialized neural networks or convolutional

layers - e.g., in [46] the authors proposed providing the context description in a form of latent

encoding - a network based on GAN architecture is trained alongside the pedestrian’s trajectory

prediction network to encode the description of the environment.

Although input type and processing techniques vary significantly between methods, we can

categorize prediction approaches on the basis of the output they produce with relative ease. Since

the context for introducing prediction methods is their use for planning constraints generation,

I will assign them to five categories: short-term prediction, maneuver recognition, unimodal

trajectory prediction and multimodal prediction, and worst-case prediction.
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◦ Short-term prediction finds many applications in the ADAS and AD systems. One of

the most common ones can be found in sensor fusion and object tracking algorithms, which

often utilize variations of the Kalman Filter [115], which uses a short-term prediction step

[151] to update estimations of objects’ states.

Short-term prediction is often based on simple mathematical models that assume straight

motion of the vehicles (e.g. Constant Velocity and Constant Acceleration models), or a

constant turn rate (Constant Turn Rate and Velocity, Constant Turn Rate and Acceleration

models) [71, 143]. The idea of using simple models with constant control inputs can also

be extended to take into account the geometry of vehicles, for example, by using a bicycle

kinematic model [142], which allows the motion of a vehicle to be simulated based on its

steering angle and velocity. The bicycle model can be used for a short-term prediction using

assumptions regarding its control values, examples of which are Constant Steering Angle

and Velocity or Constant Steering Angle and Acceleration models.

In certain applications, the use of more advanced dynamic models may be beneficial for

the prediction problem. Dynamic models were, for example, used in threat assessment

applications [19, 38], as well as in planning [139].

As the models used for short-term prediction typically do not take the road geometry nor

interaction with other road users into account for motion calculation, their application

to path planning problems is, however, limited, as they may fail to provide an accurate

prediction in complex road situations.

◦ Maneuver recognition. The behavior of road users, especially vehicle drivers, typically

consists of distinct maneuvers, such as lane changes, overtaking maneuvers, braking, or

lane following. Since maneuvers are performed to fulfill certain intentions (e.g., changing

the lane), one can often assume that the vehicle driver that started performing a maneuver

will continue executing a predictable series of operations typical for this maneuver. For

this reason, recognition of a currently executed maneuver as well as early detection of an

intention to perform a given maneuver can be used to relatively reliably predict future

trajectories of other vehicles.

Various maneuver recognition algorithms were proposed in the literature, including rule-

based heuristics [48], Support Vector Machines [93], and Convolutional Neural Networks

[97]. While the classification of other vehicles’ maneuvers may be useful for Adaptive Cruise

Control (ACC) and Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) algorithms, lack of the details

about their expected or plausible trajectories limits their usage in trajectory planning

algorithms.

◦ Unimodal trajectory prediction can be used to provide a single trajectory that is

deemed the most plausible for a given road user.
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Unimodal trajectory prediction methods provide clear information about the most plausible

trajectory, making them easy to use in planning systems, but fail to capture less plausible

behaviors of other road users, potentially making the planning methods based on such

predictions prone to dangerous behaviors if a road user executes a less likely maneuver.

◦ Multimodal prediction represents the distribution of plausible behaviors of other road

users, either as a list of possible trajectories and their probabilities, the distribution of

plausible maneuvers, or plausible future states as a function of time, for example, in the

form of an occupancy grid.

Multimodal prediction approaches are typically based on ML methods, with a particular

prevalence of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [58] cells use, especially for a longer-

term prediction. One of the LSTM-based approaches has been presented in [32], where

the authors prepare plausible maneuver sequences and use a neural network with LSTM

cells to estimate the probability of the occurrence of each maneuver. The authors of [77]

demonstrated the use of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for multimodal prediction

in the absence of a detailed map of the environment, using only LIDAR-based perception

of a scene for this task.

Lee et al. [98] utilize a Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE) [80, 81] to generate

multiple samples of plausible trajectories, which are ranked during the training by a sepa-

rate recurrent neural network. CVAE is also utilized in [189], where future trajectories of

pixels in arbitrary videos are predicted from a single image.

Non-recurrent convolutional neural networks are also commonly used for the task of mul-

timodal prediction. As an example, in [30] authors encoded the scene context in the form

of a multi-channel image and used a CNN to predict multiple plausible trajectories and

estimate their respective probabilities.

For many motion planning approaches, including one presented in this chapter, representing

plausible future positions of other road users in the form of an occupancy grid may con-

stitute a more convenient interface. One of the exemplary approaches that uses grid-based

output was presented in [148], where the authors used a rasterized scene representation with

a recurrent convolutional neural network to predict the motion of other vehicles, producing

a grid with occupancy probabilities.

3.1.3. Motivation and General Idea

Planning a vehicle motion in a traffic environment inherently requires taking into account

possible future behaviors of other road users, either implicitly, as in Reinforcement-Learning-

based planning, or explicitly, e.g., using the trajectory prediction as input. The behavior of other
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road users rarely can be predicted with perfect accuracy - especially since typically more than

one possible behavior hypothesis can be formulated.

Various planning methods often approach this problem using only the most plausible hypoth-

esis as input. This approach, however, limits and requires adding conservative safety precautions

to ensure that accidents can be avoided if another road user will perform unexpected maneuvers.

Figure 3.1. General idea of the multiple hypotheses planning algorithm. Mul-
tiple trajectories are planned simultaneously based on different hypotheses. The
problem is formulated in a way that enforces that the trajectories remain iden-
tical for a certain duration.

The Multiple Hypothesis Planning algorithms described in this chapter are intended to al-

leviate these issues, allowing to plan safe and efficient trajectories in situations, where multiple

plausible hypotheses regarding the behavior of other road users can be formulated. The algo-

rithm does so by planning multiple trajectories based on different hypotheses simultaneously.

Planned trajectories are constrained to overlap in a certain initial time horizon, allowing one

to switch between executed trajectories depending on future observations performed during this

time horizon.

An example of a possible application of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.1, where

the ego vehicle (that will execute the planned trajectories) merges into the traffic on a highway.

Another road user is expected to change the lane to the left based on observation (e.g., it may

be expressing this intention with indicator lights). Two main hypotheses can be formulated with

regard to its near future behavior: either it will change the lane successfully, enabling the ego

to safely merge into the traffic (Hypothesis 1), or it will fail to do so, e.g., due to an unsafe

situation on the adjacent lane (Hypothesis 2). Based on these two hypotheses, two trajectories

are planned: one in which Hypothesis 1 is assumed to be true, and the ego can perform the lane

change (Trajectory A), and one in which the other hypothesis is taken into account and the ego

performs braking, staying on its current lane (Trajectory B). Trajectories overlap in a certain
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time horizon, allowing for a postponed choice between trajectories to be executed until more

information is gathered.

Note that the proposed trajectory generation method can be used to formulate a control

scheme in which the trajectories are re-planned after execution of the common part of trajectories,

potentially taking into account new or updated hypotheses.

Figure 3.2. Application of multiple hypotheses planning to a Fail Safe Plan-
ning problem. Ego vehicle follows a nominal trajectory, that assumes the most
plausible behavior of other road users. At the same time, a fail-safe trajectory
is planned based on a worst-case hypothesis regarding the behavior of another
vehicle. Replanning in periods shorter than th guarantees the existence of a
collision-free trajectory under worst-case assumptions, as previously planned
fail-safe trajectory can always be executed to avoid accidents.

One of the important applications of the proposed method is Fail-Safe Motion Planning [116].

In this control scheme, one trajectory, denoted the nominal trajectory, is planned based on the

most plausible behavior of other road users. At the same time, another trajectory (a fail-safe

trajectory) that branches from the nominal trajectory at a certain time t = th is planned based

on certain worst-case assumptions regarding the future behavior of other road users. The fail-safe

trajectory utilizes spatio-temporal constraints that can be created based on all possible behaviors

of other road users in such a way, that no overlap exists between the position of ego and the

other vehicle, no matter what behavior will be executed by the other road user.

Fail-safe motion planning can be executed in a loop, where trajectories are re-planned during

the period t ∈ [0; th], ensuring a fail-safe trajectory always exists. As long as the behavior of other

road users is within the derived worst-case constraints, a previously planned fail-safe trajectory

can always be executed to avoid accidents.

The planning method proposed in this work extends existing fail-safe planning methods in a

number of ways, as described in 3.1.4. Most notably, the simultaneous generation of nominal and

fail-safe trajectories allows finding more conservative nominal trajectories in dangerous situations

to enable the generation of fail-safe ones, instead of enforcing overly cautious emergency execution

of a previously planned fail-safe trajectory.
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3.1.4. Contributions

While a wide selection of planning methods has already been proposed for applications in

ADAS and AD systems, finding trajectories that would produce reliable behaviors in potentially

difficult situations taking into account various hypotheses regarding the state of the environment

and the future behavior of other road users remains a difficult problem. While frameworks such

as Fail-Safe Motion Planning [20] provide a transparent way of planning with safety guarantees,

further work is needed to extend their usefulness, allowing the generation of versatile nominal

trajectories that consider possible risks, generation of trajectories in situations where multiple

hypotheses with similar plausibility must be considered, and providing a convenient way of tuning

comfort/safety trade-offs in generated motions.

Taking into account the described limitations of existing methods, the main contributions of

the approaches presented in this chapter are listed below.

◦ Proposal of the planning architecture, capable of taking into account various hypotheses

regarding future behaviors of other road users, as well as the current state of the environ-

ment surrounding the ego vehicle. The proposed method generates multiple trajectories

that overlap in a defined initial time period, allowing us to gather additional information

before adhering to a trajectory based on one of the plausible hypotheses.

◦ One of the possible applications of the proposed method is fail-safe planning, in which a

nominal trajectory is planned based on a most plausible hypothesis, and a fail-safe trajec-

tory is planned based on certain worst-case assumptions. In contrast to existing methods,

the proposed method applied to the fail-safe planning problem is capable of producing a

nominal trajectory while taking into account the need for the generation of fail-safe tra-

jectories as well. As a result, generated nominal trajectories naturally display a notion of

cautiousness, i.e. they are altered compared to the nominal trajectory optimal in terms

of comfort and/or efficiency in such a way, that enables safe execution of an emergency

maneuver if a worst-case hypothesis turns out to be true. This approach extends to sev-

eral situations in which fail-safe planning can be applied without unnecessary execution of

emergency maneuvers.

◦ Contrary to the existing methods that plan trajectories related to different hypotheses

either independently from each other or sequentially one after another, trajectories planned

using the proposed method are planned simultaneously, affecting each other. While each

trajectory fulfills different goals and/or utilizes different constraints, they all must overlap in

a certain time horizon and different comfort/efficiency weights can be assigned to particular

trajectories in order to fulfill this objective. For instance, one can decide to sacrifice the

efficiency of a trajectory based on a least plausible hypothesis to ensure the high efficiency

of the trajectory that is most likely to be executed.
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Parts of the approach presented in this chapter are based on my previous work: the patent

application [180] and the publication [181]. The approaches presented in these works were im-

proved in a number of ways, including but not limited to new constraint formulation methods,

application to situations with multiple plausible hypotheses, and new evaluation scenarios.

3.2. Problem Formulation

In this chapter, the Multiple Hypothesis Planning method is presented. The described method

is intended to be used to generate control trajectories to be executed by a low-level vehicle control

system that performs an autonomous driving task.

The method produces a set Tp of ntraj control trajectories, where each control trajectory

T i(qi, t) for i = i..ntraj is described with a kpar-dimensional vector qi ∈ Rkpar for and represents

certain control values of the ego vehicle in a time frame t ∈ [t0, tf] (for further considerations, it

will be assumed that t0 is equal to 0). Generated trajectories overlap in an initial period of time

t ∈ [0, th], where th is the arbitrarily chosen value 0 ≤ th ≤ tf. Due to this initial overlap, either

trajectory can be safely executed by the ego vehicle during this time period.

3.2.1. Assumptions

Approaches presented in this chapter, unless otherwise stated, follow a set of general assump-

tions, listed below.

◦ The state of the ego vehicle is known, e.g., thanks to the availability of a precise host state

estimation subsystem in the vehicle.

◦ An accurate state estimation of other vehicles is available in the system, e.g., as an output

of a perception system with a set of precise sensors. Perception and tracking problems, as

well as estimation of the perception systems’ performance, are beyond the scope of this

thesis, although certain aspects of the sensor modeling and the impact of perception errors

on the planning systems are described in Chapter 4.

◦ Information about the road geometry is available, e.g., in the form of an HD map or a

perception system that is capable of providing a precise estimation of the lane markers’

geometry based on camera-based sensors.

◦ Ego vehicle is equipped with a low-level control system that is capable of precise execution

of control commands e.g., using feedback control systems.

◦ Environmental conditions, in combination with control constraints used in the planning

approach, do not have a significant impact on the execution of the planned trajectories,

that is, constraints are conservative enough to guarantee the safe execution of the planned

trajectories in all intended environmental conditions.
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◦ Vertical road profiles do not have an impact on the execution of planned trajectories; i.e.,

vehicle performance is sufficient to ensure that the planned trajectories will be executed

correctly on all roads the system is intended to be used in, independently of the road profile.

With this assumption, the vertical profile of the road is neglected in the described planning

method.

◦ The high-level route required to be taken by the ego vehicle is either known (e.g., as an

output from a high-level route planning module) or irrelevant to the problem (e.g. when

the method is used for highway drive assist applications, with the assumption that the ego

should follow current road).

3.2.2. Static Environment

Planning a long-term trajectory of the vehicle usually requires knowledge of the geometry of

the road and static obstacles that may limit the drivable area.

Various formats for representing road networks have already been proposed, most notably

OpenStreetMap [50] commonly used in crowd-sourced map creation, and OpenDrive format [37]

that enables the detailed representation of road features suitable for automotive applications.

To enable a transparent description of the method presented in this chapter, I introduce a

set of definitions needed to represent a road network for planning purposes.

Lane fragment is an atomic section of a road represented by a centerline and lane fragment

boundaries. Lane fragments may represent marked sections of the road, for example, a highway

lane enclosed by lane markers or logical connections between road lanes, for example, geometry

that encompasses the logical driving path at an intersection. Centerline of the lane fragment

is a curve that represents a logical driving path related to this lane fragment. Lane fragment

boundaries define an area relevant to a given lane fragment, for example, an area between the

relevant lane markers.

Driving corridor is a road feature composed of a set of lane fragments that can be used by

a vehicle to fulfill a given driving task (e.g., following the current lane and driving straight at

an upcoming intersection, or taking a highway exit). Corridor centerline is a curve composed of

centerlines of lane fragments that constitute the corridor, and corridor area is a sum of areas

defined by its lane fragment boundaries. Note that a single-lane fragment may be used in several

driving corridors.

Intended driving corridor is a driving corridor that is needed to perform current driving tasks.

Available driving area is a sum of corridor areas of the corridors that can be legally used by

the ego vehicle in the driving task (including the intended driving corridor). Note that this may

include corridors that are irrelevant for fulfilling the current driving tasks (but may be used, e.g.,

for the execution of emergency maneuvers).
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Driving corridor

Corridor centerline

Ego vehicle

Intended driving corridor

Available driving area 
(includes intended corridor)

Lane marker

Road boundary
Road area

Non-drivable area

Figure 3.3. Road model used in this chapter. Road area is composed of pos-
sibly overlapping driving corridors, where each driving corridor represents a
logical set of subsequent lane sections that can be used to fulfill a given driving
task.

Non-drivable area is a sum of areas that cannot be legally accessed by the ego vehicle, e.g.,

an area of the opposite traffic lane behind a solid line. Non-drivable areas may also include areas

of the ego surrounding that are physically inaccessible by the vehicle (e.g., areas occupied by

static obstacles, and areas behind road barriers).

Road representation composed of the road features listed above can be created based on simple

lane marker geometries (e.g., output from the camera-based lane markers detection system), or

more complex maps, such as automotive grade high-definition maps [109].

Note that the definition of the intended driving corridor allows one to encode the current

high-level driving task. The task may represent a simple intention constant for a given ADAS

system, for example, the lane-following task of a lane-centering ADAS feature, as well as the

output of advanced autonomous driving policies. The intended driving corridor can also be used

to represent a desirable driving path chosen by a driving policy, as shown in Fig. 3.4, making
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Ego vehicle Corridor centerline

Intended driving corridor

Available driving area 
(includes intended corridor)

Figure 3.4. An example showing how the intended driving corridor can be
used to specify a lane change maneuver. The corridor area specifies an area
suitable for performing the maneuver, while the corridor centerline defines the
desired lane change path.

the proposed representation a base for a viable interface between a high-level behavior planning

module and the trajectory generation subsystem.

3.2.3. Dynamic Constraints

The main application of the proposed method is planning efficient ego control trajectories

based on a set {Hi}i=1..ntraj
of ntraj hypotheses regarding the current and / or future states of

the environment. Hypotheses may be formulated, for example, on the basis of the output of a

prediction module or on the basis of an analysis of worst-case future behaviors of other road

users. For further consideration, I will assume that the hypotheses also contain a description of

the static environment relevant for planning. While in the cases considered in further sections the

static environment is assumed to be known and identical in all hypotheses, proposed methods

can be also used if this is not the case - e.g., when alternative hypotheses can be formed with

regard to the static environment state based, e.g., on contradicting data from multiple redundant

sensors.

Depending on the output interface of the prediction method, each hypothesis Hi for i =

1..ntraj can be expressed as, or used to derive, an occupancy set Ri(t) for i = 1..ntraj, t ∈ [0, tf ]

that represents areas of the environment that should be avoided by the ego due to the possible

presence of other vehicles in them according to this hypothesis. In other words, the occupancy set

Ri(t) represents an area of the environment, entering which would be dangerous if hypothesis Hi

proved true. The occupation sets can be used to derive state constraints used to plan each of the

trajectories T i(qi, t). The set of all occupancy sets used for planning is denoted {Rj}j=1..ntraj
.

The operation of the {Rj}j=1..ntraj
set generation based on the hypothesis set {Hi}i=1..ntraj

is denoted as a mapping:

Moccupancy : {Hi}i=1..ntraj
→ {Rj}j=1..ntraj

, (3.2.1)
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implementation of which depends on the type of available hypotheses.

Trajectory T i(qi, t) generated based on hypothesis Hi fulfills constraints defined by an occu-

pancy set Ri(t) if the bounding box Box(qi, t) of an ego vehicle controlled according to trajectory

T i(qi, t) do not overlap with the constraint at any time, i.e.:

Ri(t) ∩ Box(qi, t) = ∅, ∀t ∈ [0, tf]. (3.2.2)

3.2.4. Control Trajectories

The method generates a set Tp of ntraj control trajectories that describe desired control values

ci(t) for i = 1..ntraj, t ∈ [0, tf] as a function of time. The control vector ci(t) related to the i-th

hypothesis is defined as follows:

ci(t) = [δi(t), ai(t)]
T , (3.2.3)

where δi(t) denotes the value of the vehicle’s steering angle and ai(t) the value of the acceleration

at time t according to the i-th trajectory.

Note that typically the desired control values described by a control trajectory Ti(qi, t) are not

used directly as input to vehicle actuators but serve as input to a low-level feedback controller

that controls steering torque/rate and throttle/brake control values. As a result, the steering

angle and acceleration ci(t) achieved by the ego at time t are not necessarily equal to the desired

control values T i(qi, t). Nevertheless, the problem of low-level control is beyond the scope of this

thesis, and for the purpose of further considerations, the desired control values are assumed to

be executed immediately, and thus ci(t) = T i(qi, t) ∀t ∈ [0, tf].

3.2.5. Vehicle Model

The relation between the control trajectory and the state of a vehicle can be modeled as a

differential equation of the following form:

ṡ(t) = f (s(t), c(t),pveh) , (3.2.4)

where s(t) is a state of the vehicle at a time t, c(t) denotes the control vector, and pveh the

vector of vehicle’s parameters, such as wheelbase, length and width (defined in further parts of

this section).

State vector s(t) utilized in the approach described in this chapter is defined as:

s = [x, y, ψ, v]T , (3.2.5)

where x and y describe the position of the vehicle’s Center of Mass (CoM) in a Cartesian coor-

dinates system (relative to a certain stationary reference frame (X,Y )), ψ denotes the vehicle’s

orientation in this system, and v its absolute speed.
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A wide selection of dynamic and kinematic models was proposed for solving optimization-

based trajectory generation problems and Model Predictive Control (MPC) schemes. The choice

between lower-fidelity kinematic models and more accurate dynamic ones remains relatively

difficult in the design of such algorithms, with a number of trade-offs to be considered. Kinematic

models tend to be less computationally expensive but may fail to capture complex phenomena

related to tire friction forces. Dynamic models, while more accurate, often struggle with accuracy

and robustness at low speeds, e.g., tire force models often estimate tire slip angle using a velocity

in the denominator, leading to singularities in stop-and-go scenarios.

To provide insight into the practical differences between these models, the authors of [85]

compared the performance of dynamic and static models in a set of experiments, including test

drives in the vehicle controlled by the MPC control scheme with both types of models. Their

conclusions suggest that the use of the kinematic model does not impact the algorithm’s per-

formance in a significant manner while maintaining a significantly lower computation overhead.

Taking these results into account, I decided to use a kinematic vehicle model to be used in the

design of the described method. In particular, a commonly used Bicycle Kinematic Model [141]

will be utilized for both the constraints computation and trajectory generation tasks.

Y

COM

y

x X

ψ

δ
β

lr

lf

Figure 3.5. Bicycle model of the vehicle used for trajectory planning and
constraints generation.

The model is defined with a set of equations:

ẋ = v cos (ψ + β (δ))

ẏ = v sin (ψ + β (δ))

ψ̇ =
v

lr
sin (β (δ))

v̇ = a,

(3.2.6)

where lr is the distance between the CoM of the vehicle and the center of its rear axis, and

β(δ) is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and its velocity vector. β can be

calculated as:
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β(δ) = tan−1

(
lr

lf + lr
tan (δ)

)
, (3.2.7)

where lf denotes the distance between the vehicle’s front axis and CoM. Both lr and lf are

included in the parameters vector pveh.

3.3. Constraints Generation

A main goal that each of the trajectories generated by the described method needs to fulfill

is to be collision-free in worst-case scenarios described by their respective hypotheses. This is

facilitated by the introduction of spatial and spatiotemporal constraints that ensure no collisions

with static obstacles (e.g., road barriers) nor dynamic ones (e.g., other vehicles) may happen

assuming the given hypothesis is true.

As described in section 3.2.3, the state constraints used for the generation of i-th control

trajectory are determined based on an occupancy set Ri(t) that describes areas potentially

occupied by other road users according to the respective hypothesis Hi.

The formation of constraints may vary depending on the type of hypotheses provided by a

prediction algorithm. In this section, the formation and utilization of two types of hypotheses

will be presented: one related to the worst-case prediction that can be used for fail-safe planning

approaches and one related to several plausible driving hypotheses, in which other vehicles are

expected to fulfill more restrictive limitations, such as driving within a certain lane.

3.3.1. Worst-case Occupancy Set

The worst-case occupancy set is intended to represent the area reachable by other vehicles

that do not necessarily adhere to traffic laws. Planning and following an ego’s state trajectory

in which its area does not overlap with such a set ensures a collision-free resolution of dangerous

situations that may incorporate erratic driving of other vehicles (e.g., executed by intoxicated

drivers) or sudden emergency maneuvers (such as severe braking and steering reaction to another

dangerous event). In other words, a worst-case occupancy set Rwc(t) for t ∈ [0, tf ] is calculated

based on the hypothesis Hwc that other traffic participants can apply arbitrary control values

δtp ∈ [δtpmin , δtpmax ] and atp ∈ [atpmin , atpmax ], where δtp and atp are the steering angle and

acceleration of other traffic participants, respectively, while δtpmin , δtpmax , atpmin , atpmax are the

parameters that approximate their extreme values.

In the following section, calculation of a worst-case occupancy set for a single vehicle is pre-

sented. Note that a complete occupancy set used for the trajectory generation can be calculated

as a sum of occupancy sets of all the vehicles in the ego’s proximity.
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The derivation of the worst-case occupancy set is based on simulations of another vehicle’s

behavior under various plausible control inputs. To allow fast execution of the proposed algo-

rithm, the occupancy set is approximated as a convex hull of the areas occupied by the vehicle

under several plausible control trajectories.

Initial position 
of other vehicle

Occupancy set at 
t=tf (convex hull)

Occupancy 
set at t=t2

Vehicle's bounding 
boxes at time t=tf

Occupancy 
set at t=t1

Figure 3.6. Generation of the worst-case occupancy set as a convex hull over
extreme (and intermediate) occupancy polygons of a vehicle.

In particular, another vehicle’s response to all permutations of constant extreme control,

values is considered to determine the extreme positions of the vehicle. Additionally, to provide

a better approximation of the occupancy set’s boundaries, response to constant intermediate

control values can also be considered. Overall, a set of relevant plausible (including extreme) state

trajectories of a vehicle described by a parameter vector pveh,tp with an initial state stp(0) = s0

is denoted Spt and can be defined as:

Spt(Cδ, Ca, s0, t) = {stp(δtp, atp, s0,pveh,tp, t)}∀(δtp,atp):δtp∈Cδ,atp∈Ca , (3.3.1)

where each state trajectory stp ∈ Spt is generated through a simulation of the response of the

kinematic model (3.2.6) to all combinations of the constant control values (δtp, atp) : δtp ∈
Cδ, atp ∈ Ca, where Cδ is a set of extreme and intermediate plausible steering angles, and Ca is a

set of extreme and intermediate plausible accelerations.

The occupancy set Rwc(t), t ∈ [0, tf] is then calculated as a convex hull:

Rwc(Cδ, Ca, s0, t) = Hull
(
{Box(s(t))}∀s∈Spt

)
(3.3.2)

over the vehicle’s bounding box polygons at time t ∈ [0, tf ].

However, the approach presented in (3.3.2) has one significant disadvantage: over longer

time horizons tf, large values of extreme steering angles δtpmin , δtpmax may result in severe over-

approximations of occupancy sets. To improve this, the following approach can be used instead:
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Rwc(Cδ, Ca, s0, t) =
|Cδ|−1⋃
i=1

Hull
({

Box
(
stp(δtpi

, atp, s0,pveh,tp, t)
)}

∀atp∈Ca

∪
{
Box

(
stp(δtpi+1

, atp, s0,pveh,tp, t)
)}

∀atp∈Ca

)
,

(3.3.3)

where δtpi
∈ Cδ, and δtp1

≤ δtp2
≤ ... ≤ δtp|Cδ |

. In this approach, a sum of convex hulls generated

over trajectories with pairs of consecutively large steering angles is used to achieve a closer

occupancy set approximation.

In practical implementation, the geometry of the occupancy set is approximated in nt evenly

spaced discrete-time instances ti for t = 1..nt, where t1 = 0, tnt = tf .

3.3.2. Reasonably Foreseeable Occupancy Set

Depending on the application of the proposed method, the use of strictly worst-case predic-

tions is not always desirable, as they tend to result in overly cautious driving behaviors. As noted

in [157], human drivers routinely take certain risks while driving, as it may not be feasible nor

productive to take precautions against all possible situations on the road. A good example of

this is driving on urban roads without physical separation between lanes with opposite traffic.

Assuming that any vehicle driving in the opposite lane could steer into oncoming traffic at any

time, could easily lead to the conclusion that no action of the ego vehicle can guarantee absolute

safety in many typical road situations.

For this reason, it is often useful to take additional, less conservative assumptions with regard

to the behavior of other road users, e.g., based on an expectation that all road users will respect

certain traffic laws or avoid blatantly reckless maneuvers. While such assumptions do not reflect

all possible traffic scenarios, they may help form a transparent and reasonable set of expectations

with respect to the outcomes of a given road situation. This notion is reflected in traffic rules

formalization efforts, which are currently an active research area [157, 129, 63].

A set of plausible future states of other road users can also be narrowed down based on various

behavior prediction methods 3.1.2. While choice and calibration of a particular prediction method

and safety framework are outside the scope of this thesis, in this section, I demonstrate occupancy

set creation examples in common road scenarios.

3.3.2.1. Lateral Constraints

In many road situations, it is reasonable to restrict the worst-case occupancy set to the

geometry of the road and/or a certain lane. An example of such a situation may be the merge-in

scenario presented in Fig. 3.7. One may intuitively assume that the behavior of another road

user in the near future will likely be limited to a lane change onto the Lane 2 or a braking on

a current lane.
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Worst-case occupancy set (physics-based constraints)

Maneuver-based occupancy set (subset of the worst-case occupancy set)

Lane 1

Lane 2

Lane 3

Other road user

Ego vehicle

Figure 3.7. Example of a maneuver-based occupancy set (presented as a sum
of occupancy set geometries over a certain time period t ∈ [0, tf ]). While the
other road user may perform a severe steering maneuver of moving onto the
Lane 3 or outside the road, for planning purposes it may be more reasonable
to assume, that its near-future movement will be limited only to Lane 1 and
Lane 2.

It is important to note that such assumptions introduce a risk to the system, as the other

vehicle is physically able to reach the Lane 3 as well, and thus there is a non-zero probability

that the planned ego’s trajectory may lead to a collision even if it does not intersect with the

calculated occupancy set. While this may seem concerning, a common approach to the ADAS

design is to allow for a certain level of risk, as long as it is reasonably low and justifiable [66].

Nevertheless, the assessment of whether the given assumption is reasonable may depend on local

driving culture, the design of other systems implemented in the vehicle, and thorough safety

analyses. While such assessments are outside of the scope of this thesis, constraints similar to

the one described above have the advantage of being relatively transparent and simple to assess -

one may, for example, estimate the probability that the maneuver-based occupancy set presented

in Fig. 3.7 will be in fact respected by other vehicles through an offline analysis of similar scenarios

in naturalistic trajectories datasets, such as the highD [88] or inD [18] datasets.

In the example presented in Fig. 3.7, the maneuver-based occupancy set that constrains the

behaviors of another road user to a lane following and a single left lane change can be derived as

an intersection of the worst-case occupancy set with driving corridors representing lanes 1 and

2.

More generally, assuming that a list of the driving corridors that may be used by other

vehicles is available (it can be generated by a maneuver prediction module, a safety framework

[157, 129], or a set of heuristics based on an observation of a static and dynamic environment),
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the worst-case occupancy set can be restricted to these lanes (described as driving corridors) in

a following operation:

Rll(t) =

ncorr⋃
i=1

Rwc(t) ∩ τi for t ∈ [0, tf ], (3.3.4)

where Rll(t) is the resulting lanes-limited occupancy set, Rwc(t) is the worst-case occupancy

set, derived as described in Section 3.3.1, ncorr is the number of relevant driving corridors, and

τ i is an i-th avaialble driving corridor.

3.3.2.2. Longitudinal Constraints

Limiting occupancy sets to particular lanes helps to form reasonable assumptions with regard

to future lateral positions of other vehicles, but it does not limit the possible longitudinal positions

of another vehicle (unless the driving corridor has limited length). Taking simple worst-case

assumptions with regard to these positions may result in unreasonably restrictive occupancy sets

in long prediction horizons tf.

Position of vehicle A at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Occupancy set of 
vehicle A at t=tf

Occupancy set of 
vehicle B at t=tf

Position of vehicle B at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Position of ego vehicle at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Longitudinal
clearance

Figure 3.8. Single-lane example. Distance between vehicle A’s occupancy set
Rwc1(t) and vehicle B’s occupancy set Rwc2(t) is defined as a longitudinal
clearance sclear(t).

To illustrate this issue, a simple single-lane driving scenario presented in Fig. 3.8, in which the

ego drives between two other vehicles, can be considered. To analyze this type of scenario more

closely, I define a longitudinal clearance sclear(t) as a longitudinal distance between occupancy

sets Rwc1(t) and Rwc2(t) of front and rear vehicles at time t respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.8.

Assuming that the initial speed of all vehicles (including the ego) at t = 0 is equal (vego(0) =

v0, vA(0) = v0, vB(0) = v0, with vego, vA, vB denoting speed of the ego, vehicle A and vehicle

B respectively, and v0 being an arbitrary initial speed value), the longitudinal clearance can be

estimated as:

sclear = dAB(0)−
1

2
atpmax ∗ tf2 +

1

2
atpmin ∗ tf2, (3.3.5)

where dAB(0) denotes the initial distance between vehicles A and B.
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Taking this into account, it is possible to find that in many relatively common scenarios, the

occupancy sets of nsv vehicles Rwci(t) for i = 1..nsv may overlap in relatively short time horizons

t, potentially resulting in a situation where there is no feasible ego trajectory in which the ego

does not violate occupancy sets. This coincides with a common-sense observation that in such

situations, there is no feasible maneuver that would allow the ego to avoid a collision if the front

vehicle would apply severe braking, while the rear one would accelerate.

Observation that in many traffic situations, it is impossible to guarantee absolute safety, and

the responsibility for avoiding collisions is split between multiple road users, while relatively obvi-

ous, inspired a lot of attempts to formalize unwritten rules that human drivers follow intuitively,

as it is often believed to be an important enabler for commercialization of AD systems [157, 129].

Perhaps one of the most important works in this area was presented by an automotive com-

pany Mobileye [157], which proposed a safety framework Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS),

which later greatly influenced the creation of an IEEE 2846-2022 standard [63]. The RSS frame-

work, while published before IEEE 2846-2022, remains one of the possible realizations of the

standard’s proposals [39].

The standard and the RSS framework formalize traffic laws and certain common-sense rules

that traffic participants are expected to follow (e.g. keeping a certain distance from other vehicles,

or avoiding reckless cut-ins). While adherence to these rules by human drivers is not guaranteed,

their transparent definition simplifies safety analysis, that is, with clearly defined rules it is

possible to estimate how often traffic users violate them, e.g., through an analysis of naturalistic

driving trajectories datasets [88, 18]. As the rules are transparently parameterized, they enable

the design of a system that limits risks related to the behavior of other users to a certain desired

level. In other words, if the system is designed to respect the RSS rules and the probability that

other vehicles will follow them as well is accurately estimated, the risk of a collision in the absence

of perception errors and/or system malfunctions can be estimated and limited by framework’s

parameterization if needed.

According to the RSS framework, the responsibility of all traffic participants in longitudinal

situations similar to the example presented in Fig. 3.8 is defined by a rule, that all vehicles

shall keep at least a minimum longitudinal distance dRSS to vehicles in front of them, that

would be sufficient to notice its sudden severe braking (e.g., in a response to some dangerous

situation), and safely execute a predefined emergency maneuver. The emergency maneuver itself

for longitudinal safe distance violations is defined as a necessity to react within a defined response

time ρRSS by applying braking deceleration abrake,RSS(t) within certain limits abrake,RSS(t) ∈
[abrake,min,RSS, abrake,max,RSS].
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Based on the RSS proposals, several assumptions related to the planning constraints in the

example scenario presented in Fig. 3.8 can be formulated:

◦ Ego’s minimum and maximum accelerations should be constrained to

[abrake,max,RSS, amax,RSS] limits.

◦ Occupancy set of the rear vehicle can be omitted in the final constraints - as long as the

ego’s acceleration is bounded, and the ego does not change lanes, responsibility for keeping

proper distance to the ego is assigned to the rear vehicle.

◦ If a safe distance to the front vehicle is violated, the ego vehicle should apply emer-

gency braking with an acceleration aego,lon(t) ∈ [abrake,max, abrake,min] for t ∈ [tviol +

ρRSS, tbrake,end], where tviol is the time at which the violation of the safety distance oc-

curred, and tbrake,end is the time at which no further deceleration is necessary (because the

ego vehicle reaches 0 velocity or the situation is no longer dangerous).

◦ Assuming that no safe distance is currently violated, the safe longitudinal distance of the

front vehicle can be calculated as a distance sufficient to apply an emergency maneuver.

IEEE 2846-2022 standard and the RSS framework do not specify how planning itself should

be executed, focusing only on the general requirements and assumptions regarding the behavior

of other road users. The standard, however, provides a set of guidelines useful for the design of

planning algorithms, including a reasonable approach to setting the longitudinal constraints.

The requirements defined in the RSS framework can be fulfilled by the proposed Multiple

Hypothesis Planning algorithm through the use of two distinct hypotheses: one related to a

situation in which no safe distance is violated (further referred to as safe conditions), and another

related to an emergency situation, i.e., violation of safety distances (referred to as dangerous

situation). This approach constitutes a relatively natural extension of the Fail-Safe Planning

algorithm.

The dangerous situation, corresponds to a reasonably foreseeable worst-case situation, and

thus the relevant occupancy set can be longitudinally constrained based on the IEEE 2846-2022

assumptions. As it is assumed that any vehicle can apply emergency braking with acceleration

of at most abrake,max,RSS, it can be used as a minimal control value atpmin to derive an occupancy

set as described in 3.3.1.

In the safe conditions, the main responsibility of the ego vehicle is to avoid causing dangerous

situations. While being able to avoid the collision with a front vehicle in a worst-case scenario

fulfills the ego’s responsibility according to the RSS in the single-lane scenario, it is not sufficient

in many multi-lane scenarios, such as a lane change scenario presented in Fig. 3.9.
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Position of vehicle A at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Occupancy set of 
vehicle A at t=tf

Occupancy set of 
vehicle B at t=tf

Position of vehicle B at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Position of ego vehicle at t=tf 
assuming constant velocity 

Longitudinal
clearance

Figure 3.9. Lane change example - the ego vehicle is responsible for keeping
the proper distance to the rear vehicle to avoid a reckless cut-in.

In the lane change scenario, the ego vehicle needs to maintain sufficient distance not only to

the front vehicle but also to the rear one, to ensure that in case of an emergency that requires

ego’s severe braking, the rear vehicle will be able to avoid the collision (by noticing the dangerous

situation within ρRSS and applying the braking acceleration below abrake,min,RSS). To achieve this,

the longitudinal distance between the ego and rear vehicle must be at least:

dlon
min(t) = max

(
0, vr(t)ρ+

1

2
∗ amax,RSSρ

2
RSS +

(vr(t) + ρRSSamax,RSS)
2

2abrake,max,RSS
− vf (t)

2

2amax,RSS
,

)
(3.3.6)

where vr(t) denotes the longitudinal velocity of the rear vehicle at time t, amax,RSS the

assumed maximum foreseeable acceleration of a rear vehicle, ρRSS is the assumed response time

in which the rear vehicle should start the braking maneuver in the dangerous situation, and vf (t)

denotes the longitudinal velocity of the front vehicle (in this case ego) at time t. Note that this

is a simplified version of the longitudinal safe distance formula proposed in [39].

Equation (3.3.6) can be used to derive rear vehicle occupancy sets for ego lane change sce-

narios, with two possible hypotheses: one that the rear vehicle will maintain current velocity

(vr(t) = vt(0) for t ∈ [0, tf]), and one that assumes the rear vehicle applying a worst-case accel-

eration (vr(t) = vt(0) + amax,RSS ∗ t for t ∈ [0, tf]).

Reasonably foreseeable occupancy sets derived based on RSS rules can be used to create a

control scheme similar to Fail-Safe Motion Planning, where the trajectory generation is repeated

in intervals tp ∈ [0, th], ensuring that the emergency maneuver trajectory (analogous to a fail-

safe trajectory) is always available, and the nominal trajectory considers the need for potential

execution of the emergency maneuver. To distinguish this approach from Fail-Safe Planning,

it will be referred to as Reasonably Forseeable Fail-Safe Planning (RFFS Planning) for the

remainder of this thesis.

It should be noted that IEEE 2846-2022 defines a large number of other assumptions as

well as possible scenarios [39], and only a subset of them are presented in this section and the
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examples provided in the next sections, as RFFS planning is only one of the possible applications

of the presented Multiple Hypothesis Planning method.

3.3.3. Multi-modal Prediction Occupancy Sets

Fail-Safe and RFFS planning approaches described in previous subsections can be executed

without the use of any external prediction method, as certain prediction capabilities are built

into the described occupancy sets generation algorithms. The method can however be used

in conjunction with various trajectory prediction algorithms, especially multimodal prediction

methods, where each modality can be used to form a single hypothesis.

The derivation of the occupancy sets based on multi-modal prediction methods will vary

significantly depending on the prediction method. For the simplest example, a multimodal pre-

diction method that returns npred possible sets of trajectories can be considered, where each set

is composed of nsv state trajectories spredi
(t) for t ∈ [0, tf ], i = 1..nsv, one for each of the road

users surrounding the ego vehicle. In this case, the occupancy sets Rpredi
(t) for i = 1..npred,

t ∈ [0, tf ] corresponding to each predicted set can be generated as a simple sum of nsv vehicles’

bounding boxes:

Rpredi
(t) =

nsv⋃
j=1

Box(sj(t)) for t ∈ [0, tf ], (3.3.7)

where Box(sj(t)) denotes the bounding box polygon of a j-th vehicle at time t, with a current

state sj(t).

3.4. Planning

Occupancy sets discussed in a previous section have a central role in the planning problem,

serving as a base for trajectory planning constraints. Each of the control trajectories planned

with the proposed method must result in an ego movement that is constrained based on the

respective occupancy set.

In order to fulfill the goals of the Multiple Hypothesis Planning method (i.e., that several

partially overlapping trajectories are planned), planning all the trajectories is formulated as

a single optimization problem. This is achieved through optimization of the parameter vector

containing the parameters that describe multiple potentially different trajectories.

Each of the ntraj generated control trajectories T i(qi, t) for t ∈ [0, tf], i = 1..ntraj is described

using a respective vector qi of nparams parameters. All the parameter vectors qi for i = 1..ntraj

are gathered in the vector qo = [q1, ...,qntraj ], allowing to formulate a following optimization

problem:
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min
qo

ntraj∑
i=1

wiCi (Ti(qi), s0,pveh)

subject to s1 (T 1(q1), s0,qveh, t) =

= s2 (T2(q2), s0,pveh, t) =

= ... =

= sntraj

(
Tntraj(qi), s0,pveh, t

)
for t ∈ [0, tc];

dmin
i (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) ≥ 0, for t ∈ [0, tf] , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj};
δmin ≤ δi (T i(qi), t) ≤ δmax, for t ∈ [0, tf ], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj};
amin ≤ ai (T i(qi), t) ≤ amax, for t ∈ [0, tf ], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj};
0 ≤ vlon

i (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) ≤ vmax, for t ∈ [0, tf], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj};

(3.4.1)

where Ci (T i(qi), s0,pveh) is the cost value related to the i-th control trajectory T i(pi) (ex-

plained in Section 3.4.1), s0 denotes the initial state of the ego vehicle, pveh is the vector that

describes the ego vehicle (geometry, kinematic properties).

si (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) denotes the state of the ego vehicle at time t, assuming that

the vehicle followed the i-th control trajectory T i(qi), starting from the state s0, where

ṡi (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) = f (si (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) , ci(T i(qi), t), pveh), as described in Section 3.2.5.

di (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) denotes the minimal distance between the ego’s bounding box

Box (si (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t)) (assuming that the ego follows the i-th trajectory) and the respective

occupancy set Ri(t) at time t, or the boundary of the drivable area.

δi (T i(qi), t), ai (T i(qi), t) and vlon
i (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) denote the steering angle, acceleration,

and longitudinal velocity of the ego at time t, respectively, assuming that the ego follows the i-th

control trajectory T i(qi).

It can be noted that the proposed formulation of the optimization problem corresponds

to Direct Single Shooting methods used commonly for solving optimization-based trajectory

generation problems. Depending on the application, other formulations are often proposed as an

alternative to direct shooting methods, such as Direct Multiple Shooting methods, or a family

of Direct Collocation methods. The robustness, efficiency, and implementation efforts related

to each method vary depending on the application. While the use of Multiple Shooting and

Direct Collocation methods was not investigated for the proposed approach, as Direct Single

Shooting offered satisfactory performance for proposed applications, the described problem can

be re-formulated to follow concepts of the other methods, with relatively minor modifications.
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3.4.1. Cost Terms

The cost terms are intended to ensure that generated trajectories are efficient and comfortable

for the passengers. Choice of the cost terms varies depending on an application, and while often

similar cost terms are used to shape all the trajectories within a single optimization problem,

certain variations can be applied as well.

3.4.1.1. Weight assignment strategy

The weights wi for i = 1..ntraj assigned to the cost terms can also vary depending on the

application. In the Fail-Safe Planning schemes, the comfort-related cost terms corresponding to

the fail-safe trajectories may have significantly lower values compared to the nominal trajectories,

as the fail-safe trajectories are intended to be executed only in rare dangerous situations, and do

not need to be nearly as efficient or comfortable as the nominal trajectory.

In systems, where Multiple Hypothesis Planning is used in conjunction with a multimodal

trajectory prediction method, different strategies can be taken for choosing the cost terms values.

Trajectory prediction methods often, apart from providing hypotheses {Hi}i=1..ntraj
regarding fu-

ture state of the ego surroundings, estimate probabilities {PHi}i=1..ntraj
that each hypothesis is

true (within certain tolerances), or grade hypotheses’ quality in some other way. If the prediction

method used in conjunction with the proposed method in fact provides some plausibility mea-

sures, they can be used to assign weights to the generated trajectory, where the largest weight

would be given to the cost term corresponding to the trajectory planned based on the most

plausible hypothesis.

Assigning weights based on the plausibility of the hypotheses allows increasing comfort and

efficiency of the control trajectory that is most likely to be executed, at a cost of other trajectories

- which is not always the desired approach, although may be beneficial in terms of the overall

efficiency of the final behavior of the ego vehicle, especially if a lot of low-plausibility hypotheses

are considered.

Examples of the assignment of weight values in several applications are presented in Section

3.5.

3.4.1.2. Terms

Cost value is calculated for each trajectory as a weighted sum of several cost terms that are

listed below. Note that the choice of the cost terms, as well as their weights, may be modified

depending on the application and end-user requirements.

◦ Distance from the closest driving corridor centerline cost term is defined as:

Clci(qi) = wlci

∫ tf

t=0
dlci(T i(qi), s0, t)

2dt, (3.4.2)
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where wlci is the weight assigned to the Clci cost term calculated for i − th generated

trajectory, and dlci(t) denotes the distance between the ego’s center of mass and the closest

centerline of one of available driving corridors at time t, assuming that the ego’s initial state

is c0, and it is controlled with i-th control trajectory T i(qi). This cost term encourages

driving close to the lane center and helps to limit the duration of lane change maneuvers.

◦ Squared control values cost term used to penalize large acceleration and steering angle

values is given by the equation:

Cctrli(qi) = wacci

∫ tf

t=0
ai(T i(qi), t)

2dt+ wδi

∫ tf

t=0
δi(T i(qi), t)

2dt, (3.4.3)

where wacci is the weight assigned to acceleration control value, and wδi is the weight

assigned to the steering angle value. Minimization of this cost term helps to minimize

G-forces, increasing the passengers’ comfort and fuel efficiency.

◦ Speed keeping term, intended to encourage maintaining the desired (e.g., set by the user

or matching the local speed limit) velocity, is defined as:

Cvi(qi) = wvi

∫ tf

t=0
(vi(T i(qi), s0, t)− vd)

2dt, (3.4.4)

where vi(T i(qi), s0, t) denotes the absolute speed of the ego vehicle at time t, that followed

the control trajectory T i(qi), starting from the state s0; vd is the desired velocity, and wvi
is the weight corresponding to this cost term. In Fail-Safe Planning applications weight wvi
can be set to 0 for the fail-safe trajectory, as velocity keeping is typically not a priority in

emergency situations.

◦ The braking term is intended for use for the fail-safe trajectories in Fail-Safe Planning

systems, as it encourages braking until the full stop, which is often a desirable outcome in

emergency scenarios. The term is defined as:

Cbrakei(qi) = wbrakei ∗ vi(T i(qi), s0, tf )2, (3.4.5)

where wbrakei is the weight corresponding to this cost term.

In the practical implementation of the presented problem, ego’s state trajectory is approx-

imated in n∆t =
tf
∆t discrete time steps ∆t using numerical integration methods, and thus the

constraints involving integration are in fact approximated as a Riemann sum. Cost term of a form

Cex(qex) = wex
∫ tf
t=0 f(qex)dt, where wex and pex are the weight and parameters corresponding

to this cost term, is thus approximated as Cex(qex, t) ≈
∑n∆t

i=1 f(qex, ti)∆t, where
∑n∆t

i=1 ∆t = tf .
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3.4.2. Constraints

Constraints in the proposed setup serve several purposes: ensuring overlapping of all state

trajectories si(T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) for i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj} over the initial time interval t ∈ [0, tc],

restraining the control values to safe and feasible limits, limiting the ego’s motion to the drivable

parts of the road, and ensuring that its area does not overlap with relevant occupancy sets of

other vehicles.

Trajectory overlap in the original problem formulation (3.4.1) is enforced by a set of equality

constraints applied to the ego state functions:

s1 (T 1(q1), s0,pveh, t) = s2 (T 2(q2), s0,pveh, t) = ... = sntraj

(
Tntraj(qi), s0,pveh, t

)
for t ∈ [0, tc];

(3.4.6)

As the initial state s0 and the vehicle parameters pveh are identical for all alternative tra-

jectories, the described set of constraints will be fulfilled if the control values ci(T i(qi), t), t ∈
[0, tc],∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj} are equal in the initial time window [0, tc]. For practical implementation,

this is enforced by introducing a set of constraints that enforce the equality of the control values

in discrete time instances, as indicated in Equation (3.4.7).

c1 (T 1(q2, tk)) = c2(T 2(q2, tk)) = ... = cntraj(Tntraj(qntraj , tk)) ∀k ∈ {0,∆t, ..., n∆t ∗∆t}
(3.4.7)

All control values are also constrained to certain limits that reflect the physical limitations

of the vehicle, or, as in the case of safety frameworks based on IEEE 2846-2022 standard, safety-

related constraints. This is reflected in the constraints:

δmin ≤ δi (T i(qi), t) ≤ δmax, for t ∈ [0, tf ], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj};
amin ≤ ai (Ti(pi), t) ≤ amax, for t ∈ [0, tf ], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj},

(3.4.8)

from the Equation (3.4.1). Practical implementation of this constraint, similar to constraints

(3.4.6), is based on the evaluation of control values in discrete time steps, as in (3.4.7). The speed

limitation 0 ≤ vlon
i (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) ≤ vmax for t ∈ [0, tf ], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj} is enforced in the

same way.

The last set of inequality constraints is based on the occupancy sets derived in section 3.3.

The geometry of the occupancy sets varies in time and between the alternative trajectories, and

thus an alternative set of constraints is introduced for each of the ntraj generated trajectories.

The constraint in the original equation (3.4.1) is defined as:

dmin
i (T i(qi), s0,pveh, t) ≥ 0, for t ∈ [0, tf ] , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntraj}, (3.4.9)
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where the distance dmin
i between the ego (assuming that the ego started from state s0 and

executed the i− th trajectory T i(qi)) and the closest polygon of i-th occupancy set Ri at time

t (notation omitted in the following equation) is approximated as:

dmin
i = min

(
{-dist(ε, ϑ)}∀ε∈ERi

,∀ϑ∈(VBoxego∩Ri) ∪ {dist(ε, ϑ)}∀ε∈ERi
,∀ϑ∈(VBoxego\(VBoxego∩Ri))

)
,

(3.4.10)

where dist(ε, ϑ) denotes the shortest distance between a line ε and a point ϑ, ERi is the set of the

edges of Ri occupancy set polygon, VBoxego is the set of ego’s bounding box’ vertices. It can be

noted that for the ego’s vertices that are within an occupancy set (denoted ϑ ∈ VBoxego ∩Ri), a

negative distance is used, meaning that negative values dmin
i denote the occupancy set’s polygon

penetration depth.

Similarly as in the case of the other constraints, the constraint (3.4.9) in the practical imple-

mentation of the optimization problem is replaced by a series of constraints related to discrete

time steps.

3.5. Evaluation

The proposed method has been tested in a set of simulated scenarios that at the same time

serve as examples for its various applications described in previous sections, such as the Fail-Safe

Motion Planning. The experiments presented in this section were performed to fulfill several

research goals related to the proposed method, as listed below.

◦ Investigate whether the method can be used in applications such as Fail-Safe Motion Plan-

ning in conjunction with worst-case occupancy sets generation, planning nominal and emer-

gency maneuvers with limitations based on IEEE 2846-2022 standard, and trajectory plan-

ning in conjunction with a multimodal trajectory prediction modules.

◦ Investigate how the trajectory planned based on the most plausible hypothesis is impacted

by a simultaneous generation of several trajectories based on less plausible hypotheses.

◦ Provide insight into the method’s computational performance.

◦ Expose potential issues and limitations of the presented method to identify areas for future

research and improvements.

Each of the scenarios presented in the following section is defined by a description of a static

environment (defined by a road model, as described in section 3.2.2), initial states of ego and

other agents, as well as a set of parameters that include the cost weights and parameters of the

vehicles in the scenario.
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Table 3.1. Vehicle parameters used for ego state trajectory calculation and
occupancy sets generation. Note that steering angle and accelerations are arbi-
trarily limited and do not necessarily reflect the vehicle’s physical limitations.

Parameter Value Unit Description
lr 2.0 m Distance between vehicle’s Center of Mass (CoM) and rear axis
lf 2.0 m Distance between vehicle’s CoM and front axis
δmax 0.3 rad Max steering angle (absolute)
amin -5.0 m

s2
Min acceleration

amax 3.0 m
s2

Max acceleration

3.5.1. Experimental Setup

The optimization problem described in Section 3.4 can be parametrized and implemented in

multiple ways, depending on the intended application, available computational resources, and

other requirements. For the purpose of the evaluation presented in this section, the method

has been implemented as a Python module, with implementation details and adjustments listed

below.

◦ Unless stated otherwise, all generated trajectories were described using 1st-order 2-

dimensional B-splines with 16 free parameters, where both acceleration and steering angle

were constrained to 0 at t = 0 using additional parameters.

◦ SLSQP optimization method [87] has been used, where constraints of the control values

were implemented as actual bounds, and all other constraints were represented as additional

cost terms with large weight parameters.

◦ The initial guess for the vector of the optimized parameters qinit is created by drawing the

value of each parameter qi from a normal distribution qi ∼ N (0, 0.1) ∀i ∈ {1, ..., |qinit|}.

◦ The state trajectories of the ego vehicle under various control values, as well as cost terms

that include integrals, were calculated numerically with a time step dt = 0.1[s].

◦ Curved roads were implemented as third degree B-splines, but for cost and constraints

calculations, they were approximated using linear interpolation with 100 points for each

driving corridor.

Details related to particular scenarios, as well as weights and time-horizon parameters, are

described in the sections corresponding to each scenario.

Vehicle parameters used to acquire the state trajectories of the ego and the occupancy sets

of other vehicles are presented in Table 3.1.
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3.5.2. Evaluated Scenarios

As the proposed Multiple Hypothesis Planning method can be applied in several different

setups, the example scenarios described in this section vary in terms of road geometry, goals,

and type of occupancy sets.

3.5.2.1. Highway Fail-Safe Planning scenario

The highway scenario is intended to showcase the fail-safe planning application of the pre-

sented method with the worst-case occupancy sets.

The scenario defines a simple overtaking situation on a straight three-lane road. The ego

vehicle drives with a 12ms velocity in a middle lane, while the other vehicle, placed in a right

lane at a longitudinal distance of 10m from the ego, maintains a velocity of 10ms .

The worst-case occupancy set of the other vehicle is derived based on assumptions that its

acceleration is limited to a ∈ [−5.5, 2], and the steering angle to δ ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]. On the other

hand, the most plausible hypothesis (further referred to as nominal hypothesis) is that the vehicle

will continue to move in its current lane, maintaining its current speed.

Table 3.2 summarizes the values of other relevant weights and calibration parameters used

in this scenario.

Table 3.2. Calibration parameters used in the urban intersection scenario

Parameter Value Unit Description
th 1.0 s Trajectories initial overlap time horizon
tf 3.0 s Planning time horizon
wlc1 1.0 - Lane centering cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wlc2 0.0 - Lane centering cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wacc1 5.0 - Acceleration cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wacc2 0.0 - Acceleration cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wδ1 1.0 - Steering angle cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wδ2 0.0 - Steering angle cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wv1 0.0 - Velocity keeping cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wv2 0.0 - Velocity keeping cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wct 1000 - Trajectory overlapping cost term weight
vd 11.0 m/s Desired velocity

wbrake1 0.0 - Braking cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wbrake2 10.0 - Braking cost term weight for Hypothesis 2

The execution of the method in the described scenario produces the results presented in Fig.

3.10. The control trajectory, planned based on the nominal hypothesis, results in the ego vehicle

maintaining its current speed and yaw angle, with a slight slowdown at the beginning. On the

other hand, the fail-safe trajectory, planned based on the worst-case hypothesis, consists of severe

braking and steering executed after the initial trajectories overlap period. The ego changes the

lane to the left while executing the braking to avoid crossing the occupancy set of the other

vehicle.
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Figure 3.10. Trajectories generated for the highway fail-safe planning scenario.

It can be noted, however, that use of the strictly worst-case predictions in similar cases may

result in overly cautious behaviors of the ego vehicle. This issue becomes especially apparent if

we consider a variant of the discussed scenario, in which an additional vehicle is added beside

the non-ego road user, driving with the same speed as the first one. As shown in Fig. 3.11, in

such a configuration, the occupancy sets of both vehicles overlap, resulting in very restrictive

constraints.
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Figure 3.11. Trajectories generated for the highway fail-safe planning scenario
with two other vehicles.

Although the method was able to find a collision-free fail-safe trajectory, it consists of severe

braking and steering, utilizes all the three lanes, and severely impacts the nominal trajectory,

causing the ego to brake heavily in t ∈ [0, th].

For this reason, the use of strictly worst-case assumptions in all situations may not be a

desirable solution. While they may still be beneficial in certain situations, e.g., in emergency

situations in which other vehicles execute severe and unpredictable emergency maneuvers, other
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solutions, such as one featured in the next example, may be more appropriate for typical driving

situations.

3.5.2.2. Urban intersection scenario

Urban intersection scenario is indented to evaluate the applicability of the proposed method

to Reasonably Foreseeable Fail-Safe Planning (RFFSP) with assumptions based on IEEE 2846-

2022 [63].

Intended driving corridor

Available driving area 
(includes intended corridor)

Other lanes (non-drivable 
for the ego vehicle)

Ego vehicle Other vehicle

Road 1 (with the 
right of way)

Road 2 (without 
the right of way)

Figure 3.12. Urban intersection scenario overview.

In this scenario, the ego vehicle is driving on a two-lane straight main road (denoted Road A)

approaching an intersection with a road without right of way (further referred to as Road B), as

shown in Fig. 3.12. At the same time, another vehicle approaches the intersection on the Road B

with the intention of merging into traffic on the Road A, on the lane with opposite traffic to the

ego’s lane. While the other vehicle has no right of way and should yield before the ego vehicle,

its high speed may suggest that its driver may not intend to do so (which may be caused by the

driver’s failure to notice the ego vehicle, false assumption that they are on the road with the

right of way, or otherwise incorrect situational assessment). The initial velocity of both vehicles

is set to 11ms .

Use of the strictly worst-case prediction in such a scenario would be problematic - it is feasible

for the other vehicle to swerve into oncoming traffic, making it practically impossible for the ego

vehicle to avoid the collision in such a case. As similar scenarios are relatively common in urban

environments, the use of the RFFSP may be a better alternative for urban applications.

In the discussed scenario, two major plausible hypotheses can be formed: one that the other

vehicle will yield before the ego by stopping before the intersection (Hypothesis 1 ), and one that

it will fail to do so (Hypothesis 2 ), which would correspond to the reasonably foreseeable worst-

case scenario. In both hypotheses, the vehicle is assumed to remain within its driving corridor
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Table 3.3. Calibration parameters used in the urban intersection scenario

Parameter Value Unit Description
th 0.8 s Trajectories initial overlap time horizon
tf 3.0 s Planning time horizon
wlc1 1.0 - Lane centering cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wlc2 0.1 - Lane centering cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wacc1 5.0 - Acceleration cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wacc2 0.0 - Acceleration cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wδ1 1.0 - Steering angle cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wδ2 0.0 - Steering angle cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wv1 0.5 - Velocity keeping cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wv2 0.0 - Velocity keeping cost term weight for Hypothesis 2
wct 1000 - Trajectory overlapping cost term weight
vd 12.0 m/s Desired velocity

wbrake1 0.0 - Braking cost term weight for Hypothesis 1
wbrake2 20.0 - Braking cost term weight for Hypothesis 2

composed of a union of the lanes consistent with its initial driving direction on both roads (i.e.,

the right lane from its perspective). As Hypothesis 1 assumes that the other vehicle breaks

successfully before the intersection, it does not need to use constraints based on occupancy sets,

as long as the ego motion is restricted to the available driving area.

For Hypothesis 2, a reasonably foreseeable worst-case behavior of the other vehicle is consid-

ered. Longitudinal acceleration limits used to create its occupancy set were chosen based on the

literature review [64] published by the authors of the IEEE 2846-2022 standard [63], in particular

the analysis [135] of the InD dataset [18] of the naturalistic trajectories of road users at intersec-

tions. According to these analyses, the 99th percentile of the acceleration values in intersection

scenarios is within −2.9 and 2.8[m/s] for the passenger cars, and thus abrake,max,RSS and amax,RSS

are set to these values respectively.

The lateral limits of the occupancy set are based on the steering angle limits in the range

δ ∈ [−0.3, 0.3], which is sufficient to follow the geometry of the road. The resulting occupancy

set is then restricted to lanes with a correct driving direction (i.e., opposite traffic lanes from the

ego perspective).

The values of the parameters and the weights of the cost terms used in this example are

summarized in the table 3.3.

Solving the optimization problem formulated for this case produces the trajectories presented

in Fig. 3.13. Following the control trajectory generated based on Hypothesis 1 results in a straight

forward motion with the acceleration values close to 0. Following the second of the generated

trajectories, on the other hand, results in a severe collision avoidance maneuver executed right

after the initial overlap period. Since the initial distance to the intersection (approximately 17m)

is too short to allow braking to a full stop without crossing the other vehicle’s occupancy set,

Road 2 is utilized for the collision avoidance maneuver, ensuring the collision-free trajectory.
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The maneuver planned based on the Hypothesis 2 consists therefore of braking with acceleration

abrake,max,RSS applied after the overlap horizon and the steering angle trajectory that facilitates

driving onto the Road 2 and following its curvature.

Although such behavior is not always desirable and can be prevented by excluding the Road

2 from the ego’s drivable area, presented results demonstrate the method’s ability to utilize the

entire available driving area for potential emergency maneuvers.
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Figure 3.13. Trajectory generation results for the urban intersection scenario.

One of the important features that distinguishes the proposed method in the context of

fail-safe planning applications from existing ones [116] is the fact that the nominal trajectory

(planned based on Hypothesis 1 in this case) is impacted by the necessity to plan the fail-safe

trajectory. In other words, if the optimal trajectory (in terms of comfort, fuel efficiency, etc.)

planned solely based on the most plausible hypothesis (the first one in this case) would not enable

the generation of a collision-free fail-safe trajectory, the use of the proposed method will result

in an emergence of "cautious" behaviors, such as slowing down to enable collision braking shall

a dangerous situation occur.

The described feature of the proposed method is investigated by planning the baseline tra-

jectory for the scenario analyzed. The trajectory is planned based solely on the Hypothesis 1,

otherwise using the identical configuration as in the described example for Hypothesis 1. The re-

sulting trajectory, as shown in Fig. 3.13, is similar to the nominal trajectory, but the acceleration

in the initial time period th is noticeably higher. This suggests that in the nominal trajectory, the

initial acceleration is kept lower to enable the smooth application of the emergency maneuver if

needed, resulting in the ego exhibiting behavior that can be interpreted as a cautious one.

3.5.2.3. Multimodal trajectory prediction: merge-in scenario

To evaluate the applicability of the method to complex situations with more than two com-

peting hypotheses, a scenario of merging into highway traffic has been prepared. In this scenario,
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the ego vehicle is driving at a speed of 14ms on a short merge-in lane and has to merge into traffic

on the two-lane straight highway road. On this road, the right lane is occupied by a vehicle that

is driving with 15ms , while the left lane remains empty.

In this case, 3 hypotheses are arbitrarily generated for evaluation purposes, as listed below.

The hypotheses were designed in an attempt to describe behaviors often observed in similar situ-

ations, and, while crafted manually, may reflect the plausible output of a multimodal trajectory

prediction algorithm.
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Figure 3.14. Constraints generated for different hypotheses. The ego vehicle
is marked blue, the other vehicle - red, and the constraints - yellow.

◦ Hypothesis 1 assumes, that the other vehicle will change the lane to the left, allowing the

ego to safely merge into the traffic.

◦ Hypothesis 2 is related to a situation in which another vehicle ignores the ego and encom-

passes various plausible maneuvers limited to the area of the main road, similar to the

reasonably foreseeable worst-case hypotheses described in the previous example. Accelera-

tion of the other vehicle is limited to a ∈ [−2.5, 2.5]m
s2

.

◦ Hypothesis 3 assumes, that the other vehicle will perform a braking maneuver (with a

constant braking acceleration a = −1.5m
s2

) in its current lane, helping ego to merge into

the traffic.

The constraints generated for each of the hypotheses are shown in Fig. 3.14, and the calibra-

tion parameters are collected in Table 3.4. In this example, the lane-keeping term is calculated as

a distance from the right lane of the main road, as it is the target lane for the merge-in maneuver.
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Table 3.4. Calibration parameters used in the scenario. All parameters with
the index i, are identical for all hypotheses (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}).

Parameter Value Unit Description
th 0.8 s Trajectories initial overlap time horizon
tf 3.0 s Planning time horizon
wlci 1.0 - Lane centering cost term weight
wacci 1.0 - Acceleration cost term weight
wδi 1.0 - Steering angle cost term weight
wvi 0.0 - Velocity keeping cost term weight
wct 1000 - Trajectory overlapping cost term weight
vd 12.0 m/s Desired velocity

wbrakei 0.0 - Braking cost term weight

The execution of the proposed method in the described scenario results in the generation

of three distinct trajectories. All trajectories overlap in the time horizon t ∈ [0, th], resulting

in driving close to the center of the merge lane while applying moderate braking. After th, the

trajectory generated based on Hypothesis 1 (that the other vehicle will perform a lane change)

consists of a near zero acceleration and early execution of a merge-in maneuver. The trajectory

based on Hypothesis 2 consists of sudden and severe braking that restricts the movement of

the ego to the merge-in lane, ensuring a collision-free trajectory. Hypothesis 3 that assumes the

braking maneuver of the other vehicle results in the ego’s trajectory that consists of a speed-up

with a late execution of a lane change maneuver. A summary of these results is presented in Fig.

3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Trajectory generation results for the merge-in scenario. Note,
that only the constraints for the Hypothesis2 were plotted for clarity.

The behavior of the ego vehicle controlled according to the generated control trajectories

seems to reflect the typical behavior of human drivers in similar situations. In the initial overlap

period, moderate braking allows one to gain more time to gather the necessary information about

the evolution of the surrounding situation, while preparing the ego vehicle for a potential braking
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maneuver. The lane change of the other vehicle allows the ego to safely perform a merge-in

without additional requirements, which can be seen in the first of the generated trajectories. The

third trajectory, on the other hand, represents a reasonable trajectory for a case in which another

vehicle yields by performing a braking maneuver - the ego in this case speeds up, performing a

lane change at the very end of the merge-in lane. In the event that the other vehicle continues to

move, preventing the ego from performing a lane change, the ego may break on its current lane.

Note, however, that due to a short planning horizon, this does not guarantee that the ego will

reach a full stop at the end of the lane. To alleviate this issue, an additional constraint based

on safe distance (described in equation (3.4.9)) to a static lane end point may be introduced for

similar cases.

3.5.3. Computational Performance

All experiments were implemented in the Python language using the SLSQP optimization

method [87] implemented in the scipy library and executed on a single thread of Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-12800H CPU. The resulting execution times for all scenarios except the last one

took approximately 0.5 − 1.0s assuming that linear B-splines with eight parameters were used

for each trajectory. Although this performance is sufficient to execute the method in a loop with

a replanning frequency below th, especially if previously generated trajectories would be used as

initial guesses for subsequent optimization runs, further work may be needed to ensure satisfac-

tory and reliable performance in difficult cases. This is especially apparent in the third scenario,

which took several seconds to compute due to a significantly larger dimensionality of the solution

space.

Profiling the application suggests that relatively slow calculation can be attributed mainly

to the geometrical calculations in the cost and constraints evaluations. Since the cost function

gradient in the utilized optimization method is approximated numerically, the evaluation of cost

terms is repeated multiple times at each iteration of the optimization, requiring substantial

processing power.

These findings suggest that the performance of the proposed method can be significantly

improved using techniques such as the use of automatic differentiation for the gradient estima-

tion, approximation of certain geometries (e.g., the ego vehicle’s bounding box) with simpler

shapes, or linearization of the vehicle model. Potential improvements are further discussed in the

Conclusions section.

However, it should be noted that the use of the proposed method for fail-safe planning ap-

plications brings a significant advantage to real-time systems. In setups where the algorithm is

executed in a loop, a collision-free fail-safe trajectory from previous iterations is always avail-

able, and thus can be utilized by the system if the optimization algorithm fails to produce new

trajectories in a predefined calculation time limit.
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3.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, I presented a novel vehicle motion planning method intended for AD and

ADAS applications, where several different hypotheses can be formed with regard to the current

and future state of the vehicle’s environment. The hypotheses can be produced by a separate

multimodal trajectory prediction module or formed based on a set of assumptions related to the

plausible future behavior of other road users. The method generates several control trajectories

that overlap in an arbitrarily long initial time period, allowing postponement of the decision

on which trajectory should be followed. During this time additional data regarding vehicle sur-

roundings can be gathered, most notably, further behavior of other road users can be observed,

helping to assess the validity of the utilized hypotheses.

The presented method can be utilized to fulfill the Fail-Safe Motion Planning principles, i.e.,

planning a nominal trajectory based on the most plausible hypothesis regarding the future state

of the other road users, as well as additional fail-safe trajectory based on worst-case assumptions

regarding others’ future behavior.

The proposed method is distinct from the existing Fail-Safe Planning methods, as it allows

for simultaneous planning of all the trajectories (e.g., nominal and fail-safe) using a single opti-

mization problem. As a consequence of this approach, the nominal trajectory is affected by the

need to establish a feasible fail-safe trajectory. This feature results in the generation of safe and

cautious nominal trajectories in situations where existing fail-safe approaches would enforce the

execution of emergency maneuvers.

Furthermore, in this chapter, a methodology for the generation of worst-case occupancy sets

was presented, together with an alternative proposal for the creation of occupancy sets based on

reasonably foreseeable assumptions regarding the behavior of other road users. This approach,

inspired by safety frameworks such as RSS [157] or SFF [129], can be used to fulfill the principles

of the new IEEE 2846-2022 standard [63], ensuring a collision-free trajectory under reasonable

assumptions outlined in the standard.

The use of the method has been demonstrated in several simulation examples, showcasing its

applicability to various road situations and system architectures.

3.6.1. Limitations and Further Work

The proposed approach has several limitations that may be addressed at least partially by

further work.

3.6.1.1. Perception errors

While the main objective of fail-safe planning is to provide certain guarantees with regard

to safety, it does not address the problem of perception errors that remain a major issue in

ADAS and AD systems, and all considerations presented in this chapter assume the availability
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of a perfect model of both static and dynamic environment. Further work is required to ensure

that the method is robust in the presence of such errors. Sensor modeling methods presented in

Chapter 4, as well as Adversarial Trajectory Generation methods described in Chapter 5 can be

used to further test the robustness of the method to perception errors and atypical behaviors

of other road users in simulation. Additional evaluation of the method in the setups similar to

Model Predictive Control is also required to ensure the method’s stability in closed-loop control

applications.

3.6.1.2. Computational performance improvements

One of the main limitations of the proposed method is its relatively low computational

performance. This can be mainly attributed to the cost gradient approximation method, as

mentioned in Section 3.5.3. Since the gradient is approximated numerically, its computation

time is proportional to the number of optimization parameters. Furthermore, the cost value,

as well as constraints violation values (in the analyzed examples actually included in the cost),

depend on the optimized variables in a heavily nonlinear way, due to the nonlinear vehicle model

and problem formulation, which can be described as a variant of the Direct Single Shooting

Method. Because of this, the resulting optimization problem is relatively difficult to solve, and

finding a satisfactory solution requires a large number of iterations of the optimization algorithm.

Depending on the optimization method used to solve the problem, the proposed formulation may

also make it difficult to find a globally optimal solution instead of a local optimum.

The performance of the method can be improved in a number of ways, including but not

limited to the ones listed below.

◦ Use of the Direct Multiple Shooting or Direct Collocation trajectory optimization tech-

niques. Direct multiple shooting is an extension of the utilized single shooting method, in

which the trajectory is generated as a series of short segments, with additional constraints

that enforce the continuity of the resulting trajectory. On the other hand, in direct collo-

cation, both the control trajectory and state trajectory are generated by optimization of

their respective parameters, and a series of additional constraints based on the dynamic

model of the vehicle ensure the physical feasibility of the resulting solution. Both methods

are commonly utilized for similar classes of problems, and while these formulations tend

to increase the dimensionality of the problem and the number of constraints, the resulting

problem is typically sparse and significantly easier to solve.

◦ Efficient cost gradient estimation techniques. As the proposed problem is relatively com-

plex, the gradient is not calculated analytically but is estimated numerically through a

finite differences method. Numerical estimation of the cost gradient, as well as constraints

Jacobian in constrained problems, tend to be the most computationally expensive aspect

of optimization-based trajectory generation. Fortunately, several techniques can be utilized
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to address this problem, such as the use of parallel computing or the utilization of gradient-

free optimization techniques. One of the most convenient solutions, however, is to utilize

automatic differentiation techniques [144], which exploit a chain rule to calculate accurate

partial derivatives of arbitrary functions in an efficient way.

◦ Problem simplification. In the proposed method, the vehicle is described using a nonlinear

kinematic model, and the geometric computations used for the constraints and cost cal-

culations are often relatively time-consuming. Several simplifications can be introduced to

improve the performance of the computation, such as approximation of the vehicle and/or

constraints geometries using multiple circles rather than polygons, use of simplified point-

mass kinematic models, or use of efficient approximations of trigonometric functions based

on lookup tables.

With sufficient performance, the proposed method in a fail-safe planning setup is particularly

useful for real-time applications, as it can be used to guarantee constant existence of a collision-

free trajectory that can be safely executed if the system fails to produce new trajectories within

a predetermined time limit.

3.6.1.3. Further applications

While the discussed method has been presented mainly in fail-safe planning and multimodal

prediction-based planning applications, it can also be extended to enable different applications.

Since conflicting hypotheses can be formed in the context of motion planning with regard to not

only the behavior of other road users, but also the current state of the ego and its environment,

the proposed method can be used in conjunction with such hypotheses as well.

As an example, one may consider the situation in which a perception system detects an object

but with a low detection confidence, which may happen, e.g., in situations where only one of the

sensors with overlapping sensing areas in a sensor fusion setup indicates the object’s existence.

In such situations, one of the hypotheses used for multiple hypothesis planning may be that the

object in fact exists, while the other hypothesis is that the object was falsely detected and in

fact does not exist. Use of the multiple hypothesis planning is a very convenient way to address

such situations, as often gathering further observations from the sensors allows us to confirm

or disprove the hypotheses, and thus initial overlap of the planned trajectories helps to make

informed decisions regarding the ego’s behavior.

As the use of redundant sensor sets (e.g., radars and cameras) is common in ADAS/AD sys-

tems, the proposed method can also be utilized to directly address situations in which conflicting

observations are provided by different sensors. Planning a trajectory that takes into account all

observations would greatly reduce the collision probability, especially if the error occurrences

between sensor types are not strongly correlated. Assuming that each sensor set provides a hy-

pothesis regarding the environment’s state, planning a trajectory that respects all the worst-case

constraints derived from these hypotheses ensures a collision-free driving plan as long as at least
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one hypothesis is true. Although the existence of a feasible trajectory that fulfills this goal is

not guaranteed, the proposed method may still sufficiently reduce the system’s susceptibility to

perception errors. Nevertheless, further work is needed to evaluate the correlation between sen-

sor sets’ error occurrences and the method’s performance in conjunction with imperfect sensing

systems.

Automotive sensors are rarely able to detect road users in areas that are occluded, e.g., by

other vehicles, vegetation, or buildings. Safety frameworks such as RSS [157] propose to assume

that occluded areas may in fact contain other road users, taking into account reasonably fore-

seeable worst-case predictions regarding their behavior. The approach presented in this chapter

could as well be utilized to address such situations, as the hypotheses can be also formed with

regard to such an object’s existence and state. Formation of such hypotheses requires, however,

further extension of the proposed worst-case occupancy sets creation method.
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4. Sensor Modeling

Perception systems that estimate the state of the static and dynamic environment of the

vehicle play an essential role in ADAS and AD systems. Modern vehicles are often equipped with

several sensors that provide information about road geometry, static obstacles, and other road

users in their vicinity. Since AD/ADAS systems utilize this information to make safety-critical

decisions, setting the performance requirements for perception systems and ensuring that they

are fulfilled is immensely important in the design and validation of such systems.

Estimates of the environment’s state provided by perception systems are, however, inherently

stochastic, and sporadic occurrence of severe errors is inevitable. Sensors used in the automo-

tive industry are susceptible to several types of errors, the nature of which often differs between

sensor types. For instance, the performance of the camera-based object detection systems may

be negatively impacted by adverse environmental conditions, such as heavy rain, while the per-

formance of radar-based sensors may suffer in a cluttered environment with many surfaces that

may cause undesired multi-bounce reflections of the radar wave. Since the creation of perfect

sensing systems is impossible, the designer of ADAS/AD systems must ensure that they operate

acceptably even in the presence of perception errors and inaccuracies. This requirement presents

several challenges in algorithm design and validation.

Ensuring a robust behavior of the ADAS/AD systems in the presence of perception errors

remains a difficult problem that lacks simple and universal solutions. Understanding the char-

acteristics of the errors and modeling them in an efficient manner plays a significant role in the

testing and development of such systems.

4.1. Introduction and Motivation

Deterministic ADAS/AD algorithms often require complex heuristics to handle potential

errors, e.g., by ensuring that safety-critical decisions are supported by several subsequent mea-

surements or data from several sensors with weakly correlated errors. However, these solutions

come with their own problems, such as slow reaction times caused by the waiting for subsequent

measurements or the need for an expensive set of sensors to ensure adequate redundancy.

One commonly proposed alternative is to utilize machine learning-based algorithms instead,

harnessing their ability to adapt to various complex environments. However, learning such models
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requires a large amount of exemplary data that would incorporate realistic sensor inaccuracies

and errors. While in certain learning approaches perception system output registered during

real-world test drives can be utilized for this purpose, a large subset of approaches utilized in AD

systems relies on closed-loop simulation techniques, in which artificial sensor data that incorpo-

rate realistic error patterns must be created on demand. A good example of such an approach

is Reinforcement Learning, which typically utilizes simulation of the driving environment, and

thus requires synthetic perception data generation.

The need for automatic generation of realistic sensor data streams based on a perfect descrip-

tion of the vehicle’s environment (e.g., generated by a traffic simulator) is even more prominent

in the testing and validation of ADAS/AD systems. Due to the immense efforts related to end-to-

end on-road ADAS/AD systems testing, virtual simulation environments are often proposed as

an efficient way to support testing efforts. Since the precise simulation of all physical phenomena

that impact the sensor’s performance is prohibitively difficult, various techniques of approxima-

tion of expected sensor outputs are proposed to facilitate the provision of realistic perception

data streams to the tested algorithms.

As a consequence of previously defined design and validation needs, the automatic generation

of artificial perception data from simulation-based ground truth, further referred to as sensor

modeling, plays a critical role in the development of ADAS / AD systems.

The types of commonly used automotive sensors and their corresponding error types are

presented in Chapter 2. In this chapter, I present a short introduction to existing sensor modeling

approaches, as well as propose a set of sensor modeling methods that can be efficiently used for the

testing and development of ADAS/AD systems. The effectiveness of the proposed sensor models

is presented in the example of Reinforcement-Learning-based behavior and trajectory planning

system, which utilizes them in a simulation-based learning process. Finally, the impact of sensor

model utilization in the development of AD algorithms on system performance is analyzed and

discussed, based on the results of the extensive simulation-based evaluation.

4.1.1. Existing Approaches

Sensor modeling finds a number of applications in the development, validation, and verifica-

tion of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Autonomous Driving Systems (ADS).

While on-road physical testing of vehicle systems provides valuable information about their

real-world performance, it is often not a cost-effective or even viable way to test ADAS/ADS,

especially in the early stages of their development.

A commonly used alternative is the use of simulation tools that enable testing of ADAS/ADS

algorithms in virtual environments. Simulation tools, however, rarely are able to efficiently and

realistically re-create sensor data streams that would closely mimic the realistic performance of

the perception sensors and algorithms, especially since they tend to vary significantly depending

on the number and type of sensors, as well as the type of the perception and tracking algorithms.
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Thus, models of the sensing systems are often developed for specific applications, depending on

their desired performance and accuracy, as well as the architecture of the modeled system.

4.1.1.1. Automotive Sensor Models

Due to the sheer quantity of existing sensor modeling techniques, they are often categorized

in various ways. The most common and simple categorization can be performed, depending on

the models’ fidelity, by assigning them to one of two classes: high-level or low-level models.

Low-level (high-fidelity) models aim to accurately recreate error patterns observed in given

perception systems through a detailed simulation of the physical phenomena that affect a given

class of sensors. High-level (low-fidelity) models, on the other hand, tend to take a statistical

approach, modeling the outputs of the sensors as stochastic processes with statistical properties

similar to the values observed in real systems. High-level models typically generate a coarser

approximation of sensor output compared to low-level models, omitting the complex physical

simulations used in high-fidelity approaches.

High-fidelity models vary significantly depending on the type of sensor they attempt to sim-

ulate, as well as the intended balance between accuracy and computational performance.

4.1.1.1.1 Radar models

Depending on the application, automotive radars can be modeled on various levels, providing

raw Radar Data Cubes, point-detections, or even output of a sensor-specific object detection and

tracking algorithm, e.g., in the form of bounding boxes. In this section, I will focus mostly on

the point-detections level, given that this type of data is often used for further processing and/or

fusion with other sensors.

Models of the automotive radar sensors often aim to re-cerate errors related to the undesired

reflections of the radar wave, such as mirroring, or multi-path errors. To achieve this, wave

reflections are typically approximated using ray casting methods [57]. To estimate the strength

of wave reflections, as well as the expected distribution of the detections on road users and

static obstacles, simplified geometric models are often utilized [67]. Alternatively, the radar wave

scattering centers of a given object (e.g., vehicle) can be estimated a priori, e.g., using ray casting

with a detailed geometric model [152] for later use in the simulation.

Ray-casting methods that take into account the geometries and material properties of the rel-

evant objects tend to be computationally expensive. In order to achieve satisfactory performance

in setups with stricter time and/or computational power constraints, methods based on various

machine learning techniques are often proposed as an alternative. Machine-learning models uti-

lized for the simulation of the radar’s errors may be trained on a labeled dataset. The authors of

[122] present a comparison of various ML models used for this task. Wheeler et al. [193] present

an application of deep learning for stochastic simulation of radar sensors, taking into account

both static and dynamic environmental features.
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4.1.1.1.2 Camera models

While methods used for modeling low-level radar sensors vary significantly, most camera-based

perception models involve rendering the simulated 3D scene from the sensor perspective, applying

optional filters and distortions, and running the perception model itself [86].

The environment in proximity of the ego vehicle in this method is represented using detailed

3D models of the relevant static objects and traffic participants [177]. The scene is then rendered

with the use of rasterization or ray-tracing techniques.

Rasterization methods allow rendering of complex scenes quickly with relatively limited com-

putational resources, and thus most commonly find applications in 3D game engines, where

performance is one of the key requirements. As a drawback, rasterization techniques require

certain complex pre-computations and are not as general as ray-tracing methods.

Ray-tracing methods, while significantly slower, accurately simulate complex lighting effects

even in a heavily cluttered environment, where multiple light bounces between objects’ surfaces

with varied light scattering properties. For this reason, these techniques often are utilized in

applications that do not require real-time rendering performance, e.g., in the movie industry.

However, it should be noted that the growing popularity of specialized hardware (graphic cards

with dedicated ray-tracing cores) significantly improves the computation speed of the ray-tracing

rendering techniques, enabling their use in real-time applications.

2D renderings of the ego’s surroundings are typically further processed to take into account

the lens distortions [101], as well as apply the required color space conversions [102].

One significant downside of approaches based on the rendering techniques is that the rendered

scenes must have a high level of realism to ensure that the object detection algorithm, more often

than not trained on datasets composed of real images, would have similar performance on the

synthetic data. Achieving such realism requires a wide variety of detailed 3D models, high-

resolution textures, and realistic simulation of weather conditions. Both the preparation of such

a simulation and its execution tend to be time-consuming and costly.

High-level models are one of the possible alternatives that may greatly reduce the complexity

and computational requirements of sensor modeling. Such models typically operate on object

lists, similarly to the high-level radar sensor models [120, 45].

4.1.1.2. Applications in Reinforcement Learning

Applications of sensor models in the automotive industry are closely connected to simulation-

based testing and validation, as well as to training machine learning-based algorithms that require

realistic road situations samples with corresponding sensor data. While in many cases testing

and learning needs can be fulfilled with the use of pre-recorded sensor streams, together with

reference data that describe the actual state of the environment around the test vehicle, it is

not always a viable solution. Testing AD/ADAS algorithms that control the vehicle in actual

traffic in the early stages of development may pose a danger to other road users and tend to be
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prohibitively expensive to perform on a large scale. Certain algorithms, such as Reinforcement

Learning, utilize extensive trial-and-error attempts in their learning process, which cannot be

safely executed outside the simulation environment.

The problem of insufficient realism of the simulated environments used for training RL algo-

rithms is widely known and commonly addressed as the Sim-to-Real Gap or Sim-to-Real Transfer

problem [203]. Since RL-based control algorithms are most widely trained using a physical sim-

ulation, they are susceptible to erroneous behaviors in the real world caused by simplifications

and inaccuracies of the simulation environments, that may fail to provide a sufficiently close

re-creation of the targeted real-world environment. This limitation of RL-based algorithms is

often listed as one of the main safety issues that limit their wider adaptation in the robotics and

automotive industries [42].

One of the most commonly proposed approaches to preventing the issues caused by the sim-

to-real gap is the use of domain randomization methods. This type of method is based on the

assumption that the agent trained to operate properly in the presence of a wide spectrum of

randomized modifications of the simulation environments should be also able to operate prop-

erly in the real world, as long as the distribution of modifications includes errors caused by

simplifications of the simulation [175].

Domain randomization techniques are widely used in systems with camera-based perception

modules that fulfill tasks such as object detection or semantic segmentation. The simulated

environment can be easily rendered with a wide spectrum of modifications that include changes

in lighting conditions, object texture, colors, and camera properties, as well as the addition of

random noise or blur filters [55]. This approach has been proven to be effective in alleviating

sim-to-real transfer problems in certain robotics tasks [174].

Randomization techniques can also be applied to the physical properties of simulated objects,

by modifying their surface friction properties, locations, or geometries [8].

Although it could be argued that the randomization methods successfully used for systems

with camera-based perception systems could be applied to the training of RL-based vehicle con-

trol algorithms that utilize camera-based perception, data on the applicability of domain ran-

domization methods to the systems with radar-based or multi-sensor fusion perception systems

is sparse. Atypical error patterns caused by both the physical properties of the radar wave and

the limitations of perception, tracking, and fusion algorithms may not be sufficiently represented

by the random error distributions often used in domain randomization techniques.

4.1.2. Motivation and General Idea

Reinforcement Learning appear to be one of the most promising approaches to vehicle be-

havior and trajectory planning. Its reliance on massive amounts of closed-loop simulation driving

creates a need for efficient sensor modeling techniques to ensure the resulting system’s robust-

ness to sensor errors. Although many sensor modeling techniques have already been proposed for
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simulation-based testing of ADAS and AD systems, they rarely provide the faster than real-time

performance required for efficient training of neural networks. Simpler domain randomization

techniques frequently utilized in RL-based systems training, on the other hand, fail to capture

the complex nature of automotive perception errors.

In this chapter, I propose a set of sensor models that are intended to be used for RL training

applications, closing the gap between specialized high-fidelity models and simple domain ran-

domization techniques. While the models are generic in their nature and designed to be easily

applicable for various AD/ADAS systems and different types of sensors, their application is pre-

sented in an example of an RL-based direct control AD system (further described in section 4.5)

equipped with 360-degree short range radar-based objects perception system and a front camera

with the lane detection system.

Due to the immense amount of simulations required for most RL training techniques, the

models must remain simple and computationally efficient, yet at the same time should be able to

mimic common error patterns observed in automotive perception systems. Calibration parame-

ters should allow simple adaptation of the proposed models to the different setups and sensor

characteristics.

4.1.3. Contributions

Considering the restrictions of existing techniques and motivations discussed in the previous

section, the primary contributions of the methods proposed in this chapter are listed below.

◦ The proposal of an efficient model of an arbitrary dynamic objects detection system. The

proposed model simulates objects’ state estimation errors, false positive detection errors,

false negative detection errors, as well as object detection delays.

◦ Model of a lane marker detection perception system capable of simulating geometry esti-

mation errors, viewing distance limitations, and false negative detection errors. The model

can take into account lane occlusions, simulating their impact on the perception quality

and false negative detection error occurrence probability.

◦ The proposal of a RL-based driving policy. The policy is capable of performing a highway

driving task efficiently (faster than real-time). The underlying neural network has been

trained with the use of the proposed sensor models, resulting in robust behavior in the

presence of various types of perception errors.

◦ Analysis of an impact of the use of sensor models in RL training on the robustness of the

trained driving policy. The trained policy has been compared with policies trained based

on ground-truth sensors data, and baseline stochastic sensor models resembling existing
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domain randomization techniques. A set of simulation experiments involving highway driv-

ing as well as a set of predefined test scenarios has been used to provide insight into the

impact of sensor models and domain randomization on the robustness of the policy.

The methods presented in this chapter are partially based on my previous work [179], with

several notable extensions, including, but not limited to, extended evaluation and performance

analyses.

4.2. Problem Formulation

The main role of sensor models discussed in this chapter is to utilize traffic simulation ground

truth information to generate synthetic data about dynamic objects and lane markers in prox-

imity to the ego vehicle, as perceived by its perception systems. This allows for the creation of

a Software-in-Loop testing and training setup, where the AD/ADAS algorithm controls an ego

vehicle in a simulated traffic environment, performing decisions based on synthetic sensor data.

There is no common agreement on the interfaces used to interact with the traffic simulation

software, even though certain standardization attempts were made, the most notable example

being the Open Simulation Interface (OSI) [51]. Depending on the intended use, typically either

a subset of OSI or application-specific interfaces is utilized.

Sensor models described in this chapter are split into two subsystems: dynamic environment

models, which utilize a list of traffic participants (e.g., vehicles) in the proximity of the ego

with their properties, and static environment models, which use a list of lane markers, with their

types and description of their geometries. There are no substantial differences between the sensor

models’ input and output interfaces.

As both dynamic and static models operate on lists of entities (vehicles, lane markers) with

their respective parameters (such as geometry or position), both models will use a similar nota-

tion.

The simulation package provides information about the environment in discrete time steps,

consisting of nclass sets of environmental features of distinct classes c ∈ C, including, e.g., dynamic

object detection and lane marker detection classes. At each time step t, the environmental features

are represented as sets Sc(t) = {sci(t)}i=1..nc
of nc state vectors sci, where sci ∈ Rnsc . Note that

the size of the state vector nsc may vary between object types, and the number of objects nc in

each set is not constant and may vary over time.

Perception, as a process of acquiring information from sensors and optionally processing it

further (e.g., filtering, tracking), can be modeled as a generation of an objects’ set estimate

Ŝc = {ŝcj}j=1..nce
. The set Ŝc describes nce objects registered by a perception stack, where each

object is described by a state estimate ŝc ∈ Rnŝc .

Following the notation proposed in [52], I describe the sensing process of features of a class

c using a mapping:
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M (pc) : {sc}i=1..nc
→ {ŝcj}j=1..nce

, (4.2.1)

where pc is a vector of parameters that have an impact on a sensing process related to a feature

class c, describing e.g., sensor properties, weather conditions, etc.

In general, the sensing process does not preserve the number of objects, as false positive and

false negative detection errors can impact the number of perceived objects, and thus nc ̸= nce.

Further following the notation proposed in [52], the sensing model M can be composed of an

arbitrary number nm of subsequent mapping operations M (k) for k = 1..nm.

The resulting sensor model is given by the following equation:

M(p) =M (nm)(pnm) ◦ ... ◦M (2)(p2) ◦M (1)(p1) (4.2.2)

where pn is a parameters vector that impact the the n-th mapping operation M (n). The mapping

M (n) is defined as:

Mn(pn) : {ŝci}(k−1)
i=1..nk−1

→ {ŝcj}(k)j=1..nk
, (4.2.3)

where nk denotes the number of objects after the k-th mapping operation. It can be noted

that {sci}(1)i=1..nc
= Sc (first mapping M (1)(p1) maps the ground-truth environment description,

or the simulator output, to a certain set {sci}(1)i=1..n1
), and the output of the sensing process is

given by the result of the last mapping operation, so {ŝcj}(k)j=1..nk
= Ŝc.

A significant subset of error patterns observable in perception systems, especially those that

filter their output in time, is time-correlated. Modeling them requires information about previous

states of the environment and/or the use of the internal sensor state, which would enable preser-

vation of certain information between the execution of the algorithm on the subsequent time

samples. To achieve this, previous inputs and outputs of the sensor model, as well as additional

variables that describe the internal state of the model, can be included in the parameter vectors

pi for i = 1..nm.

4.3. Dynamic Objects Detection Model

The dynamic environment perception model utilizes object-level representation of traffic par-

ticipants in proximity to the ego vehicle to simulate a sensing stack composed of multiple sensors,

the output of which is fused and filtered in a central unit. One possible realization of such a sys-

tem often utilized in commercial vehicles is a set of Phase-Modulate Continuous Wave (PMCW)

Radars that operate in the millimeter range of the electromagnetic waves spectrum. As an ex-

ample, radar-based AD/ADAS systems that utilize four short-range radars placed in each corner

of the vehicle to provide a 360-degree environment model can be considered. In certain appli-

cations, additional long-range front radar or front-facing camera is added to provide additional
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information about the vehicles in front of the ego, critical for Automatic Cruise Control (ACC)

and Automatic Braking (AB) applications.

Fusion algorithms, often based on Kalman filter concepts, gather information from all sensors,

often in the form of object lists, to produce a single time-filtered object list.

The dynamic perception sensor model described in this section is intended to mimic such a

system, simulating the following limitations and error patterns observed in similar systems:

◦ Range limitations. All dynamic environment sensor types have effective range limita-

tions, above which objects cannot be reliably detected.

◦ Occlusions. Most sensor types cannot detect an object that is occluded by other objects

or static obstacles. While certain exceptions from this rule exist (e.g., radars are sometimes

able to detect an object occluded by a barrier or other vehicle based on radar wave’s ground

reflections), they rarely can be utilized in a reliable manner.

◦ False positive detections. Detection of non-existing objects in unoccupied areas, often

observed in radar-based systems due to, e.g., multipath reflections.

◦ False negative detections. Missing detections, often caused by adverse weather condi-

tions, or an object’s unfavorable Radar Cross Section (RCS) in radar-based systems.

◦ State estimation errors. Errors in the estimation of object’s state (e.g., geometry, ve-

locity, orientation). It should be noted that sometimes severe state estimation errors can

be indistinguishable from a pair of false positive and false negative detection errors.

The ground truth information about the dynamic environment produced by a simulation

package in time t is described by a set Sd(t) = {sdi(t)}i=1..nd
. State of each of nd relevant objects

in is represented by a state vector sdi for i = 1..nd consisting of following state variables:

sdi =



gi

xi

ψi

vi

ai


. (4.3.1)

In the above equation, gi ∈ R2 represents the geometry of the i-th object, in particular the length

and width of its bounding box. Vector xi ∈ R2 is the object’s position in a Cartesian coordinate

system, ψi ∈ R denotes its rotation (with respect to the coordinate system’s origin), while vi ∈ R
and ai ∈ R describe the object’s absolute velocity and acceleration, respectively.

The dynamic perception model performs the mapping:

Mdyn (pd) : {sdi}i=1..nd
→ {ŝdj}j=1..nde

, (4.3.2)
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producing an estimate of the dynamic environment’s state Ŝd = {ŝdj}j=1..nde
composed of nde

object’s state estimates ŝdj = [ĝj , x̂j , ψ̂j , v̂j , âj ]
T for j = 1..nde. The perception system is

modeled through a set of operations, described in following sections.

4.3.1. Range Limitations and Occlusions

Range limitations and occlusions model is described as Md,occ(pd,occ) mapping operation:

Md,occ(pd,occ) : {sdi}i=1..nd
→
{
sd,occj

}(d,occ)

j=1..nd,occ
, (4.3.3)

where the parameter vector pd,occ describes the sensor’s range limitation, detection angle (if

relevant), and the occlusion level above which the objects are filtered out. nd,occ is a number of

unoccluded objects in the detection area of a sensor.

Occlusion filtering is typically performed in a 2D projection of the environment, using rect-

angular bounding boxes for the relevant objects. Both range limitation and occlusion filtering

operations are commonly available in the simulation packages and can be calculated using rela-

tively trivial trigonometric operations, and thus will not be described in detail in this section.

4.3.2. False Negative Detection Errors

False negative object detection errors may be caused by several different phenomena, but for

the purpose of sensor modeling, they can be categorized into two main types: detection delays

and random disappearances.

The detection delays refer to the time delay between the object’s appearance in an unoccluded

detection area and its addition to the perception output objects list. One source of detection

delays is related to the system’s properties, such as the internal communication network’s latency

and the perception algorithm’s execution time. Second, a more significant source of stochastic

detection delays is related to the design of the tracking and fusion algorithms. In order to filter

out possible false positive errors, such algorithms often require gathering sufficient evidence that

objects, in fact, exist, before they will be added to the objects list. Such evidence may include

the detection of the object’s existence in several subsequent time instances, confirmation from

several sensors, or acquisition of detection with a sufficient confidence level (e.g., the sufficient

signal-to-noise ratio in radar systems). The time needed to gather this evidence may be difficult

to predict, resulting in potentially significant detection delays.

In order to model such delays, each newly observed object that entered the unoccluded

detection area of the sensors (so each new object in the set {sd,occj}
(d,occ)
j=1..nd,occ

) is assigned a

random detection delay Tdelayi
for i = 1..nd,occ. The delay value is sampled from a normal

distribution:
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Tdelayi
= max

(
pµ,delay, | ∼ N (0, p2σ,delay)|

)
, (4.3.4)

configured by pµ,delay and pσ,delay calibration parameters.

False negative detection errors may also affect already detected objects, for example, due to

partial occlusions, weak radar reflections in certain orientations, or weather conditions. Such dis-

appearances of objects from the perception output are modeled as random drops with a certain

duration assigned. At each sensing update, each of the objects from the set {sd,occj}
(d,occ)
j=1..nd,occ

can be marked as a false negative (and removed from the subsequent mapping output) with

probability pd,fn,prob. The object newly marked as a false negative is assigned a duration

Td,fn,dur = max
(
pµ,fn,dur, | ∼ N (0, p2σ,fn,dur)|

)
for which it will remain removed from the output

objects list. pµ,delay, pσ,delay, pd,fn,prob, pµ,fn,dur, pσ,fn,dur are the calibration parameters included

in the pd,fn parameters vector.

Additional state variables are required to keep track of false negatives and their duration, i.e.

detection delays Tdelay, detection durations Td,fn,dur, timestamps that allow computing the current

duration of a given false negative, and false negative flags are also included in the parameter

vector.

All operations related to false negatives are described as a mapping:

Md,fn(pd,fn) :
{
sd,occi

}(d,occ)
i=1..nd,occ

→
{
sd,fnj

}(d,fn)

j=1..nd,fn
. (4.3.5)

4.3.3. False Positive Detection Errors

False positive detection errors pose a significant hazard in AD/ADAS, being able to falsely

trigger various emergency responses. False positive errors are especially problematic in radar-

based systems. False detections caused by multipath reflections of the radar wave are difficult to

distinguish from the real objects - especially since they tend to exhibit similar characteristics to

the objects that caused them.

False positives are modeled by random injection of the non-existing objects, that persist for

a certain amount of time. The persistence of the objects for several time frames is often the case

even in camera-based systems, as tracking and fusion algorithms often artificially prolong the

existence of the tracked objects to avoid false negative errors, updating their state according to

simplified motion models.

In the proposed model, at each sensing update, a single false positive object can be randomly

introduced with a probability pfp,prob. Newly created false positive detections are assigned a

duration Td,fp,dur = max
(
pµ,fp,dur, | ∼ N (0, p2σ,fp,dur)|

)
, for which they will persist, and their

state sd,fp is sampled from the following vector of normal distributions:
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sd,fp =



g ∼ N2(µg,Σg)

x ∼ N2(µx,Σx)

ψ ∼ N (µψ, σψ)

v ∼ N (µv, σv)

a ∼ N (µa, σa)


, (4.3.6)

where µg, Σg, µx, Σx, µψ, σψ, µv, σv, µa, and σa denote the calibration parameters. All

parameters are stored in a vector pd,fp.

During false positive detections’ existence, their stat is updated according to a basic constant

acceleration model, i.e., objects move in the direction coincident with their orientation keeping

the initial acceleration. The current state of the object, as well as its duration of existence, are

stored in the parameter vector pd,fp as well.

All operations related to the false positive detection errors, i.e., their creation, state updates,

and removal are described with a mapping:

Md,fp(pd,fp) :
{
sd,fni

}(d,fn)
i=1..nd,fn

→
{
sd,fpj

}(d,fp)

j=1..nd,fp
. (4.3.7)

4.3.4. State Estimation Errors

State estimation errors are common in all automotive perception systems, due to the physical

limitations of the sensors, as well as the imperfect nature of the detection, tracking, and fusion

algorithms. This type of errors in automotive systems tends to be time-correlated, as not only

do the environmental triggers that cause the errors tend to persist for multiple sensing updates,

but also the tracking and fusion algorithms usually have filtering properties that introduce time

correlations.

Thus, state estimation errors are simulated using a stochastic process that allows one to

mimic the time-correlated nature of the errors. In particular, a multivariate stochastic model

based on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is used for the update of the state estimate values of

each observed object. At each time update i, each nc-dimensional chunk ŝc of the state estimate

vector is calculated according to the following model:

POUc (̂s
(i)
c |s(i), ŝ(i−1),psc) =

pou,λc ∗ (s(i) − ŝ(i−1)) ∗ dt+W(i) ∗ dt, for i > 1

Nnc(s
(i),pou,Σ,initc), for i = 0,

(4.3.8)

where the ground truth value of the state vector chunk is denoted as s(i) ∈ Rnc , the previous

value of the state estimate is denoted as ŝ(i−1) ∈ Rnc , dt denotes the time between perception

updates, and Wi ∈ Rnc is a random variable, which is sampled according to a multivariate
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normal distribution Wi ∼ Nnc(0,pou,Σ,uc
). The process can be calibrated using the parameters:

pou,λc , pou,Σ,initc and pou,Σ,uc
, gathered in a parameter vector psc .

Operations that constitute the update of the objects’ state estimates are described with a

mapping:

M state,est
(
pstate,est, ŝ

(t−1)
state,est

)
:
{
sd,fni

}(d,fn)
i=1..nd,fn

→
{
ŝ
(t)
state,estj

}(state,est)

j=1..nstate,est
, (4.3.9)

where ŝ
(t)
state,estj is computed according to the following mapping:

ŝ
(t)
state,estj = POU (̂s

(t)|s(t), ŝ(t−1),pstate), (4.3.10)

where pstate,est is the calibration vector that includes OU process calibration matrices: pou,λ,

pou,Σ,init and pou,Σ,u.

4.3.5. Complete Model of the Dynamic Environment Perception

The model is composed of all previously described operations: simulation of detection area

limitations, occlusions, false negative and positive errors, and state estimate errors. All these

operations can be described as mapping:

Md(p) =M (state,est)(pstate,est) ◦M (d,fp)(pd,fp) ◦M (d,fn)(pd,fn) ◦M (d,occ)(pd,occ). (4.3.11)

The values of the parameters used for model calibration depend on the particular configu-

ration of sensors and perception algorithms used in the ego vehicle. An exemplary set of values

used for experiments presented in the following sections is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Values of sensor models calibration parameters used in the experi-
mental setup.

Parameter
Name

Value Unit Description

pµ,delay 0.3 s Mean object detection delay
pσ,delay 0.55 s Object detection delay standard deviation
pd,fn,prob 0.001 - Probability of false negative object detection
pµ,fn,dur 1.47 s Mean duration of false negative object detection
pσ,fn,dur 1.5 s False negative object detection duration stan-

dard deviation
pd,fp,prob 0.0175 - Probability of false positive object detection
pµ,fp,dur 0.5 s Mean duration of false positive object detection
pσ,fp,dur 2.8 s False positive object detection duration stan-

dard deviation
µq [4.34, 1.89]T - Mean false positive object size

Σq

[
0.21 0
0 0.01

]
- False positive object size covariance matrix

µx [45.1, 0]T - Mean false positive object position

Σx

[
19.3 0
0 0.97

]
- False positive object position covariance matrix

µψ 0.0 - Mean rotation of false positive object
σψ 0.44 - Standard deviation of false positive object rota-

tion
µv 0.0 m

s Mean speed of false positive object relative to ego
σv 11.7 m

s Standard deviation of false positive object speed
µa 0.0 m

s2 Mean acceleration of false positive object relative
to ego

σa 3.46 m
s2 Standard deviation of false positive object speed

pou,λ diag(0.5, 0.65,
0.11, 0.45, 0,

0.5, 0)

- State estimation noise parameter

pou,Σ,init diag(1.3, 1.0,
1.4, 0.7, 0, 2.2,

0)

- State estimation noise parameter

pou,Σ,u diag(2.0, 1.6,
1.3, 0.7, 0, 2.5,

0)

- State estimation noise parameter

4.4. Lane Markers Detection Model

Static environment perception can refer to the detection and tracking of various elements of

the ego’s surroundings, such as lane markers, road barriers, parked vehicles, debris, or elements

of the road infrastructure.
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In this section, I will focus on the elements that have the greatest impact on AD systems,

which are the lane markers. Lane markers are one of the most important elements of the in-

frastructure that are utilized even in relatively basic ADAS features, such as Lane Centering

or Automatic Cruise Control. However, it should be noted that both parked vehicles and static

elements of road infrastructure may also play a significant role in such features - both can be

represented in a way identical to the elements of the dynamic environment, that is, using the

state vectors sd, with the acceleration and velocity set to 0.

Lane markers are usually detected by a camera-based sensor and thus are prone to errors and

performance degradation related to bad weather conditions, such as rain or snow. Additionally,

the detection of lane markers can be affected by unfavorable light reflections on a wet road, snow

residues, complex road geometry, and wear of the markers themselves.

The model presented in this section is intended to simulate the following types of errors and

performance degradations:

◦ Range limitations. Limited resolution of the cameras hinders their ability to detect

farther objects, including the lane markers. For this reason, the perceived length of the

lane markers is typically limited and tends to decrease on roads with complex geometries

that create unfavorable perspective effects.

◦ Occlusions. Range is further limited on roads with heavy traffic, due to other traffic

participants that may occlude the road markers.

◦ False negative detections. Adverse weather conditions and severe occlusions can lead

to missing lane marker detections. Missing detections are often the case for markers that

have already been partially occluded by other vehicles.

◦ State estimation errors. In the case of lane markers, state estimation errors most often

refer to the incorrect estimation of the marker’s geometry. The geometry error tends to

grow with the longitudinal distance from the ego vehicle.

The lane markers are represented as a set Sr(t) = {sri(t)}i=1..nlm
of nlm l-dimensional vectors

sri ∈ Rl for i = 1..nlm, which describe the geometry of the lane markers in the vicinity of the

ego vehicle. The lane markers’ geometries are defined as:

sri =

[
c

h

]
, (4.4.1)

where c ∈ R4 is a vector of polynomial coefficients c = [c0, c1, c2, c3] that define the lateral

offset d of a lane marker as a function of the longitudinal distance s from the ego vehicle:

d(s) = c3 ∗ s3 + c2 ∗ s2 + c1 ∗ s+ c0. h is the longitudinal length of the observed lane marker.
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The static environment model uses a ground truth of lane markers Sri(t) generated by the

simulator, and produces an estimate of the road model Ŝr, which includes estimates of the state

of the lane markers ŝri(t) =
[
ĉi(t), ĥi(t)

]T
.

4.4.1. Range Limitations and Occlusions

The lane marker detection range limitation model limits the observed marker length in a

stochastic manner, emulating the difficulties of detecting markers at large distances observed in

camera-based sensors. Range limitation directly impacts the lane marker geometry estimation

- in further steps of the processing, the lane marker geometry is estimated based on observed

unoccluded parts of the ground truth marker.

The range limitation is also closely related to the occlusions. If a large part of the marker

is occluded, the observed length is often limited to the distance from the ego vehicle to the

appearance of the occlusion.

Occlusions of the ground truth lane markers are calculated on the basis of discrete samples of

the lane markers’ geometry. Each ground truth lane marker sri is sampled uniformly to a set of

samples sij = [xs, ys]
T , where xs denotes the longitudinal position of a sample and ys its lateral

position, both in the Cartesian Vehicle Coordinates System (VCS).

The sampling operation can be described as a mapping:

M (r,smpl)(pr,smpl) : {sri(t)}i=1..nlm
→
{{

zr,smpl
ij

}
j=1..nr,smpl

}
i=1..nlm

(4.4.2)

where zr,smpl
ij is the j-th sample of i-th lane marker, and pr,smpl is a parameter vector that

allows configuring the number of samples to be gathered and the maximum sampling distance.

The next operation is the removal of the occluded samples. The occlusion is evaluated on the

basis of a 2D projection of bounding boxes of other vehicles, making the occlusion check trivial

to perform. Additionally, if at least ncons consecutive samples in a single marker are occluded, the

rest of the samples (farther from the ego vehicle) are discarded as well. A mapping M (r,occ)(pr,occ)

consists of the execution of occluded samples removal operation for each of the lane markers:

M (r,occ)(pr,occ) :

{{
zr,smpl
ij

}
j=1..nr,smpl

}
i=1..nlm

→
{{

zr,occ
ij

}
j=1..nr,occi

}
i=1..nlm

(4.4.3)

where pr,occ is the calibration vector.

The distance of the farthest sample of each marker is considered its base length used for

subsequent range limitation operations and marked hgt.

The marker length value is calculated using a stochastic model inspired by an Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck process, similar to the model used in state estimate errors for dynamic objects. The

model is defined as follows:
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Ph(ĥ
(t)|h(t)gt , h

(t−1)
gt , ĥ(t−1),ph) =



(
plm,h,λ

((
h
(t)
gt − plm,lim

)
− ĥ(t−1)

)
+W (t)

)
∗ dt

if t > 0 and
(
h
(t)
gt − h

(t−1)
gt

)
≥ plm,jump

N
(
h
(t)
gt − plm,lim, plm,h,σ

)
otherwise,

(4.4.4)

where ph is the calibration vector consisting of the calibration parameters plm,h,λ, plm,lim,

plm,jump, and plm,h,σ. It should be noted that according to the above equation, the process is

reset if the perceived length hgt of the ground truth marker experiences a sudden drop, i.e.,(
h
(t)
gt − h

(t−1)
gt

)
≥ plm,jump. After the reset, the process is initialized by drawing the length value

from a normal distribution. This mechanism is implemented to enable severe length limitations

during sudden occlusions.

Since the final representation of the lane markers ŝri(t) =
[
ĉi(t), ĥi(t)

]T
uses cubic polynomi-

als to represent their geometry, the samples {zr,occ
ij }j=1..nr,occ,i are used to find an approximation

of the polynomial ĉi(t) using the least squares method. This approximation is denoted as a

mapping:

M (r,lsa) :

{{
zr,occ
ij

}
j=1..nr,occi

}
i=1..nlm

→
{
s
(r,lsa)
i

}
i=1..nlm

(4.4.5)

Note that since the approximation is performed using only already filtered-out samples, this

operation at the same time emulates the geometry estimation performance degradation in pres-

ence of occlusions - i.e., loss of information about the markers’ geometry in occluded areas.

4.4.2. False Negative Detection Errors

The false negative model is responsible for the random removal of the lane markers from

the set
{
s
(r,lsa)
i

}
i=1..nlm

. The model is intended to implement the intuition that unoccluded lane

markers in close proximity to the ego vehicle have a higher chance of being detected than markers

that are heavily occluded or are placed farther from the vehicle laterally. Removal of the lane

markers is performed in a mapping:

M r,fn(pr,fn) :
{
sr,lsa
i

}
i=1..nlm

→
{
sr,fn
j

}
j=1..nr,fn

. (4.4.6)

The mapping takes into account the lateral offset of a lane marker, or rather a number of

markers o ∈ N between the ego and the marker, with o = 0 corresponding to the markers

delimiting the lane currently occupied by the ego vehicle.

The probability Pdiscard that the lane marker will be discarded from a final set is defined as:
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Pdiscardi(pfn) =


plm,disc,c0 + plm,disc,l0 ∗ hmax−hi

hmax
if o = 0

plm,disc,c1 + plm,disc,l1 ∗ hmax−hi
hmax

if o = 1

plm,disc,c2 + plm,disc,l2 ∗ hmax−hi
hmax

otherwise,

for i = 1..nlm, (4.4.7)

where the vector pfn is composed of calibration parameters plm,disc,c0 , plm,disc,l0 , plm,disc,c1 ,

plm,disc,l1 , plm,disc,c2 , and plm,disc,l2 . Additionally, the vector includes a value hmax that denotes

the effective detection range of the static environment perception system, that is, the maximum

length of the lane marker.

Lane markers assigned a false negative status may regain a true positive status at each

perception update with a probability Plm,recovery calculated as follows:

Plm,recovery = prec,hyst ∗ (1− Pdiscard) + min(prec,pps ∗ tdisc, prec,sat), (4.4.8)

where tdisc denotes the time for which the lane marker had the false negative status, and prec,hyst,

prec,pps, prec,sat are the configuration parameters.

4.4.3. Geometry Estimation Errors

The geometry estimation error model is based on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-based processes

POU
(
ĉ(t)|c(t), ĉ(t−1),pc

)
, with the calibration vector pc including parameters plm,c,λ, plm,c,Σinit

and plm,c,Σu , analogous to the one used for dynamic objects’ state estimation errors modeling. In

combination with the length model defined in Section 4.4.1, the complete geometry model can

be defined as:

s
(t)
j =

[
POU (ĉ

(t)|c(t), ĉ(t−1),pc)

POU (ĥ
(t)|h(t)gt , h

(t−1)
gt , ĥ(t−1),ph)

]
for j = 1..nr,fn. (4.4.9)

Calibration vectors pc and ph are included in the calibration vector pr,geom.

With the geometry model denoted as a mapping:

M (r,geom)(pr,geom) :
{
s
(r,fn)
i

}
i=1..nr,fn

→
{
s
(r,geom)
j

}
j=1..nr,fn

, (4.4.10)

a complete model of a static environment perception system can be defined as:

Mstatic(pr) =M (r,geom) ◦M (r,fn) ◦M (r,lsa) ◦M (r,occ) ◦M (r,smpl). (4.4.11)

The model in the experiments presented in the following sections is calibrated according to

the parameters in Table 4.2
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Table 4.2. Calibration values used for lane markers perception model.

Parameter
Name

Value Unit Description

plm,h,λ 0.4 - Lane markers length noise parameter
plm,lim 5.0 m Mean lane markers length shortening
plm,jump 15.0 m Min lane markers length change for noise reset
ph,σ 5.6 - Lane markers length noise parameter

plm,disc,c0 0.001 - Marker false negative probability parameter
plm,disc,l0 0.01 - Marker false negative probability parameter
plm,disc,c1 0.01 - Marker false negative probability parameter
plm,disc,l1 0.01 - Marker false negative probability parameter
plm,disc,c2 0.02 - Marker false negative probability parameter
plm,disc,l2 0.01 - Marker false negative probability parameter
hmax 90.0 m Maximum length of lane marker
prec,hyst 0.005 - Marker false negative recovery probability param-

eter
prec,pps 0.05 - Marker false negative recovery probability param-

eter
prec,sat 0.3 - Marker false negative recovery probability param-

eter
plm,c,λ diag(5.5, 5.5,

1.5, 2.5)
- Lane marker geometry noise parameter

plm,c,Σinit diag(2.5, 0.05,
0.001, 0.0001)

- Lane marker geometry noise parameter

plm,c,Σu diag(0.15,
0.007, 10−4,

10−6)

- Lane marker geometry noise parameter

4.5. Application of Sensor Models in RL-based Driving Policy

Training

The main purpose of the presented sensor models is to enable efficient training of driving poli-

cies based on Reinforcement Learning methods that would be robust to perception errors. In this

subsection I describe a direct control driving policy, which will be used for further experiments

related to the sensor models that will be described in the next sections.

A vast selection of network architectures have already been proposed for the task of au-

tonomous driving. As the network described in this section will be used primarily for experiments

related to perception errors, the main goal of its design is to utilize state-of-the-art solutions (such

as the use of transformers for input processing) while remaining relatively simple.

To fulfill these goals, I propose a direct-control driving policy that outputs acceleration and

steering angle values. This design choice allows for a close investigation of the impact of the

perception errors, as such issues may result in easily observable, immediate reactions to the
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policy. In contrast to higher-level control designs, such as behavior-planning policies that output

semantic actions, in this setup incorrect inputs may lead directly to dangerous steering actions

or a lack of appropriate braking reactions in dangerous situations.

4.5.1. Network Inputs

To prevent data loss and maintain efficient execution, object lists were used as input to the

network. The input to the network is made up of several components, which are described in the

following paragraphs.

State of the ego vehicle at time update t defined as:

o(t)ego =
[
v(t)se , v

(t)
exe
, a(t)se , a

(t−1)
se , γ(t)e

]
, (4.5.1)

where v(t)se denotes a longitudinal velocity at time update t, v(t)exe describes the absolute speed

of the ego as a ratio of the speed of the ego at time update t to the current speed limit, a(t)se and

a
(t−1)
se denote the acceleration of the ego at time updates t and t− 1, and γ(t)e denotes the ego’s

yaw rate divided by its absolute velocity.

Description of other road users in the vicinity of the ego vehicle. In the testing setup

used for the experiments, only vehicles were considered for road users, although the description

remains sufficiently general to describe other types of traffic participants, such as bicycles and

pedestrians. Each road user is described using a vector:

oobji = [gi,xi, ψi,vi,ai]
T for i = 1..nobj_max, (4.5.2)

where gi ∈ R2 describes the width and length of the bounding box of the road user, xi ∈ R2

denotes the position of the center of the bounding box relative to the ego vehicle, ψi ∈ R is the

rotation with respect to the ego’s orientation, vi = [vsi , vdi ]
T describes the relative velocity of

the road user, and ai ∈ R2 its acceleration relative to the ego.

Description of lane markers geometry, where each relevant (i.e., belonging to the driv-

able road in ego’s proximity) lane marker is described with a state vector:

olmi = [dlmi , hlmi , γlmi ,mlmi ]
T , (4.5.3)

where dlmi ∈ R10 describes the marker geometry in the form of a vector of lateral positions.

The vector is created by sampling the polynomial that describes the marker’s geometry in a set

of uniformly distributed longitudinal distances. hlmi ∈ R describes the distance up to which the

marker is reliably observed, that is, the length of the marker, γlmi ∈ R describes the rotation of

the marker relative to the ego vehicle at the point closest to the ego, and mlmi ∈ [0, 1] describes

the type of marker, with mlmi = 0 denoting a broken line, and mlmi = 1 continuous one.
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The description of lane markers and other road users, depending on the setup, is created

either based on ground-truth information from the simulation package or from the sensor models’

outputs. All values are updated at each time step, i.e., every time the network inference is

performed.

4.5.2. Network Architecture

FC

Output
token Ego

Object Lane
markerObject

Object
Lane

markerLane
marker

FC FC FC

Transformer encoder layer

Transformer encoder layer

Transformer encoder layer

Deep fully connected

Acceleration Steering angle

Direct control network architecture

Legend

FC Fully connected layer 

Concatenation

Multi-Head Attention

Add & Normalize

Feed Forward

Add & Normalize

Input (embedding)

Output

Transfromer encoder layer

Figure 4.1. Architecture of the direct control network. nembd-
dimensional input embeddings of a const output token, Ego features (oego),
objects oobji for i = 1..nmax,obj, and lane markers olmi for i = 1..nmax,lm are
concatenated into matrix I ∈ Rnembd×(1+1+nobj+nlm) and consumed by the
transformer encoder layers. Encoders use a masking mechanism to prevent non-
existing objects or lane markers from impacting the outputs. Ultimately, the
transformer encoder layers produce the output O ∈ Rnembd×(1+1+nobj+nlm). The
first column of O is then processed by a deep fully connected network to gen-
erate the control values αacc and αsteer. Note that the transformer structure
used for observation lacks positional encodings, as there is no need to sort or
prioritize the environmental features.

The use of variable-length object lists as an input to the network, while having the advantage

of small memory requirements, creates a few challenges. For one, since the number of objects ob-

served in the proximity of the ego vehicle varies, an adequate architecture is needed to distinguish

between actual inputs and empty placeholders if not all possible object fields are filled. Another
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problem is related to the order of objects - while separate inputs can be used for various objects

depending, e.g., on their position in relation to the ego, such solutions tend to result in sudden

changes in output changes when objects change their categorization (e.g., object categorized as

"adjacent left lane marker" changes when ego change lanes, possibly resulting in action changes).

To alleviate these issues, the transformer encoder model [185] is used for input processing.

All the observation values are scaled and processed by the transformer model as presented in

Fig. 4.1. The output of the model is further processed by a fully connected deep network that

returns the output:

αϕ(oego,oobj,olm) = [αacc, αsteer]
T (4.5.4)

The output values, ranged [−1, 1] are scaled by gains pαacc , pαsteer to acquire actual control

values.

The parameters related to the scaling of the inputs and outputs of the network are presented

in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Calibration parameters related to the direct control network.

Parameter
Name

Value Description

pαacc 3.5 Acceleration output scaling.
pαsteer 0.125 Steering output scaling.
nmax,obj 10 Max number of observed objects.
nmax,lm 6 Max number of observed lane markers.

4.5.3. Reward Components

The policy is trained using a PPO algorithm using a set of reward components that are

intended to promote smooth and safe driving in a highway traffic environment. PPO training

utilizes a composite reward r(t) defined as:

r(t) = r
(t)
speed_limit + r(t)acc + r

(t)
steer + r

(t)
centering + r

(t)
TTC + r

(t)
term, (4.5.5)

where rspeed_limit is a speed limit execution component, calculated as r
(t)
speed_limit =

wspeed_limit ∗ v(t)exe , with wspeed_limit being a calibratable weight, and v(t)exe the ratio between ego’s

speed and the speed limit. The second and third reward components penalize high control values

and are defined as racc = wacc∗α(t)
acc and rsteer = wsteer∗α(t)

steer, with wacc and wsteer denoting their

respective weights. Lane centering behaviors are encouraged by the rcentering = wcentering ∗ d(t)

component, with d(t) denoting the lateral distance between the center of the ego and the center

of the current lane.
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Although strong penalties for collisions are typically sufficient to achieve satisfactory collision

avoidance performance, an additional time-to-collision (TTC) term r
(t)
TTC is introduced to pro-

mote keeping a safe distance from other vehicles. TTC is a metric often used in ADAS features

and can be calculated as a time after which a collision between the ego and another vehicle is

expected to occur under the assumption that both vehicles will maintain their current accelera-

tion. The component is set to 0 if the collision is not expected to happen; otherwise, the value of

wTTC ∗ 1

max(1,v
(t)
ttc)

is assigned, where wTTC is a calibratable weight and v(t)ttc is the TTC at time t.

The last cost term is assigned on the termination of the episode based on the termination

reason. wterm value is assigned if the episode ends due to the ego’s collision (with barriers or

other road users), or severe speeding (defined as exceeding the current speed limit by 10ms or

more). Otherwise, the value of this reward component is zero.

The scaling parameters used for the reward components in the training are presented in Table

4.4.

Table 4.4. Values of reward components weights for the direct control driving
policy training.

Parameter
Name

Value Description

rspeed_limit 0.04 Speed limit execution squared.
racc −0.003 Ego acceleration squared.
rsteer −1.0 Steering angle squared.

rcentering −0.006 Lane centering.
rTTC_max 6.0 Max Time To Collision to be included in reward in m/s.
rTTC −0.01 Time to collision (inversed).
rterminal −10.0 Terminal states (collisions, speed limit violations.)

4.5.4. Training Setup

Traffic simulation software is the main component of the environment used to both train and

test the proposed driving policy. For this purpose, a proprietary traffic simulation tool TrafficAI

was used.

The simulation environment allows simulation of realistic road traffic on arbitrarily defined

maps. The movement of the road users is governed by a set of semi-random heuristic rules, with

various agents having different driving styles (defined by, e.g., aggressiveness levels).

Training is performed on randomly generated maps consisting of multilane highway roads with

features typical for highway networks, such as exit and merge-in lanes. A simulated highway is

populated with road traffic of various density, ranging from empty road setup to heavy traffic

that results in traffic jams.

The simulation is updated in tsu = 0.05s steps, while the ego’s policy inference resulting in

an update of control values is performed every two simulation steps.
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Figure 4.2. Visualization of the simulation environment used for trainings and
evaluations.

Training of direct control policies presented in the following sections is performed in a dis-

tributed computing setup, where 100 simulation threads are used for data collection, with the

entire training lasting approximately 24 hours.

Training hyperparameters are summarized in the table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Proximal Policy Optimization training hyperparameters.

Hyperparameter Value

Train batch size 250000
Minibatch size 5000
Num epochs 15
Discount (γ) 0.99
GAE parameter (λ) 0.95
Clipping parameter (ϵ) 0.3
KL coefficient 0
Entropy coefficient 0
VF coefficient 1.0

4.6. Evaluation methodology

Training of RL-based driving policies is the main application of the proposed method, which

can be used to alleviate sim-to-real gap issues in the training setup. Developed sensor models

in such a setup can be used to enhance the simulator’s output, producing a realistic set of

observations for the trained agent.

One way to evaluate the models would be to perform statistical comparisons between the

sensors’ output and data produced by the models based on a certain ground truth. While this

approach could provide some insight into the models’ accuracy in terms of mimicking the real

world, it is not very useful in the context of the described application. Since high-fidelity sensor

models tend to be prohibitively slow for RL training, achieving the best accuracy of the models

is not necessarily the main concern in their design.
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For this reason, a more informative evaluation approach is to train the driving policy with

the use of the proposed sensor models and evaluate its performance instead of the sensor models

themselves. Comparison of such policy to the agents trained on ground-truth simulation data

or with the use of certain baseline sensor models would help to understand a crucial question -

whether and how the proposed method improves the performance of the final policy.

Unfortunately, the evaluation of the policy itself is not without its own challenges. Since the

behavior of the ego vehicle inevitably impacts the decisions of other road users, one of the most

informative ways to evaluate AD systems is to perform closed-loop driving tests on public roads

in realistic traffic. Such tests, however, pose severe safety hazards and would require extreme

safety precautions, as well as well-tested trajectory generation systems, and thus are not viable

for safety evaluations and comparisons of new driving policies, especially if a comparison to

baseline policies is required.

Open-loop testing techniques, which do not involve feedback from the environment, cannot

be used to fully evaluate a driving policy, as it is difficult to consider the influence of the policy on

the behavior of other drivers. Pre-recorded sensor data can still, however, be used to investigate

the impact of the sensors’ errors on the policy’s choices. An interesting way to do so was described

in [157], where a Probably Approximately Correct Sensing System was defined as a perception

system that is sufficiently accurate to not cause frequent severe mistakes of the driving policy,

compared to ground truth data. Extending this idea, one can formulate an open-loop test based

on pre-recorded sensor data (e.g., bounding boxes from a radar-based sensing system) with

additional ground-truth information (e.g., manually labeled bounding boxes based on accurate

LiDAR and camera data). A comparison of the policy’s response to both ground truth and sensor

data provides information about how the sensors’ performance limitations impact the policy’s

decisions. While this approach does not provide information about the actual performance of

the policies themselves, it can be used to compare different policies in terms of their robustness

to realistic sensors’ errors. Unfortunately, the lack of open datasets consisting of object-level

radar-based streams with ground-truth data prevents the use of this method for the evaluation

of the method described in this chapter.

The policies are instead evaluated in a set of closed-loop simulation environments. In par-

ticular, two types of simulation-based test environments are used: a highway environment for

large-scale evaluation in typical traffic and a set of short test scenarios that evaluate agents’

performance in challenging situations. Each of the test environments is further specialized by

utilizing three types of sensor models: ground truth, evaluated sensor models, and an additional

set of baseline models described in the next subsection.

4.6.1. Baseline Models

Domain randomization techniques used to alleviate sim-to-gap issues in RL setups often

utilize simple noise models in the training environment to improve the policy’s robustness to
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real-life conditions. The intuition behind such an approach is that policy trained with severe

input noise may acquire robustness to a wide spectrum of possible errors, hopefully including

ones that will be observed in the targeted environment. If this assumption were true for a given

environment, there would be no strong basis for the use of more complex sensor models for

training purposes.

To investigate whether simple domain randomization techniques could be useful for the case

of automotive sensors, I developed a set of baseline sensor models that utilize Gaussian noise for

state estimation errors and simplify false negative detections generation.

The mapping Md,occ defined in previous sections is used to perform deterministic removal of

objects outside the sensing area, resulting in a set
{
sdj
}(v)
j=1..nd,occ

, where nd,occ is the number of

unoccluded objects in a detection area.

Object state estimation errors are modeled as a mapping:

Mbl,state (Σbl,state) :
{
s
(v)
dj

}
j=1..nd,occ

→
{
s
(d)
di

}
i=1..nd,occ

, (4.6.1)

where Σbl_state is a diagonal covariance matrix used to calibrate the model, and the state

estimates in the resulting set s
(d)
di

for i = 1..nd,occ are calculated as:

s
(d)
di

=∼ N (0,Σbl,state) + s
(v)
di

for i = 1..nd,occ. (4.6.2)

Perhaps the most impactful difference between this way of modeling the state estimation er-

rors and the models based on Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise is the lack of time correlations. Similarly,

false negative object detection errors are modeled as single timestep events, where each object

at each step can be removed from the detection set with a probability pbl,disc. False negatives

removal is described as a mapping:

Mbl,fn(pbl,disc) :
{
s
(d)
di

}
i=1..nd,occ

→
{
s
(fn)
di

}
i=1..nbl,fn

(4.6.3)

False positive detections are also modeled as single-step events, where the additional ob-

ject is created at each timestep with a probability pbl,fp. The state of the false-positive object

sbl,fp = [glon, glat, xlon, xlat, ψ, v, a]
T is sampled according to a distribution ∼ N7(µbl,fp,Σbl,fp).

The creation of false positive object detections is described with a mapping:

Mbl,fp(pbl,fp, µbl,fp,Σbl,fp) :
{
s
(fn)
dj

}
j=1..nbl,fn

→
{
s
(fp)
di

}
i=1..nbl,fp

, (4.6.4)

with nbl,fp denoting the number of objects after the generation of false positive detections,

and µbl,fp,Σbl,fp being calibratable parameters.

The baseline model of the lane markers detection system is created in a similar way, with the

use of Gaussian noise for markers length and coefficients, as well as random single-timestep false

negative detections.
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The state of i−th lane marker ŝbl,lm =
[
ĉ0i, ĉ1i, ĉ2i, ĉ3i, ĥi

]T
for i = 1..nlm of the lane markers

is thus modeled as:

s
(lm,state)
bl,lmi

=∼ N (0,Σbl,lm) + s
(lm,fd)
bl,lmi

for i = 1..nlm,fd, (4.6.5)

where Σbl_lm ∈ R5×5 is the covariance matrix used for calibration.

Furthermore, at each time step a random lane marker can be removed from the set of observed

markers with a probability plm,fn, as well as a false positive lane marker can be added with a

probability plm,fp. False positive lane markers are initialized with a state drawn from a distribution

∼ N5(µbl,lm,fp,Σbl,lm,fp).

Table 4.6. Parameters of baseline sensor models (G-SM).

Parameter Description Value

Σbl,statex Object position error covariance matrix
[
1.2 0
0 0.7

]
σbl,statev Velocity error variance 2.0
σbl,stateq0 Object length error variance 0.5
σbl,state,ming,lon

Object length error lower limit −1.0
σbl,stateg,lat

Object width error variance 0.5
σbl,state,ming,lat

Object width error lower limit −1.0
pbl,fp False positive detection probability 1 0.0575
pbl,fn False negative detection probability 2 0.1
µbl,h Lane marker mean observed length 87.0
σbl,h Lane marker observed length variance 5.0
hbl,max Lane marker observed length upper limit 90.0
Σbl,lm Lane marker coefficients errors covariance ma-

trix
diag(0.005, 0.0005,
0.00005, 0.000005)

1 Parameters of the false positive object detections are drawn from the same distributions as described in Table 4.1.
2 Duration of the false negatives is fixed to a single time step.

4.6.2. Test Scenarios

While the use of baseline sensor models both as an additional testing setup and as a baseline

for the evaluation of OU-based sensor models helps to gain insight into the performance of the

method, testing policies in the described simulation environments is far from ideal. All the setups

utilize the same simulation package, which may be unable to generate certain edge-case scenarios

that could happen in the real traffic environment. Furthermore, even though a setup with baseline

sensor models can be used to compare ground truth policy and OU-based sensor models policy

in a third environment, it cannot be considered a fully independent one, due to the underlying

simulation being common for all setups.
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In order to address these issues, a set of semi-random low-level test scenarios is introduced.

The scenarios are designed to provide insight into the policies’ behaviors in difficult situations re-

lated to sensing errors, emulating cases such as late detection of a vehicle, false-positive detections

in front of the ego, or long-lasting false negatives.

The parameters of particular instances of a given scenario are drawn from random distri-

butions, allowing to test policies in a large number of different versions of a given situation.

Parameters that describe the distributions themselves are chosen manually to produce an in-

tentionally difficult set of scenarios, possibly including unsolvable scenarios, that is, situations

in which avoiding collisions with other road users is impossible considering control constraints.

Testing investigated models in such extreme conditions allows exposure of possible issues in the

tested policies.

Scenario A: Late detection of a slow-moving vehicle in front of the ego

The first test scenario consists of the ego and another vehicle in front of it, both driving on a

2-lane highway. The object remains invisible to the ego (false negative detection) for the first 2

seconds of the scenario. After this time, it is detected correctly with no state estimation errors.

Ego’s initial velocity as well as the initial state of the vehicle are drawn from the distributions

listed in table 4.7. The scenario is intended to evaluate the ego’s responses to late detection of a

slow-moving object.

Depending on a particular instance of the scenario, the correct response may consist of severe

braking or lane change maneuvers applied to avoid a collision with other vehicles.

Table 4.7. Scenario A parameters distributions.

Parameter Value

Ego’s initial velocity [ms ] U(20.0, 30.0)
Object’s initial relative longitudinal position [m] N (30.0, 3.02)
Object’s initial relative lateral position [m] N (0.0, 0.32)
Object’s initial absolute speed [ms ] N (10.0, 2.02)
Object’s acceleration [m

s2
] N (0.0, 1.02) .

Scenario B: Severe speed estimation error

The scenario is composed of two vehicles (ego and another road user) moving on a 3-lane highway.

The vehicles are placed on a random lane, with relative positions and absolute speeds drawn from

the distributions described in Table 4.8.

The front object’s state estimation performed by ego is accurate, except for the speed esti-

mation, which is disturbed by a constant-velocity estimation error (the observed speed of the

object is higher than the actual speed).

The scenario is intended to evaluate whether the driving policy is able to make correct

decisions in the presence of a severe estimation error affecting one of the state variables based

on other values.
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Table 4.8. Scenario B parameters distributions.

Parameter Value

Ego’s initial velocity [ms ] U(20.0, 30.0)
Object’s initial relative longitudinal position [m] N (40.0, 3.02)
Object’s initial relative lateral position [m] N (0.0, 0.32)
Object’s initial absolute speed [ms ] N (10.0, 2.02)
Object’s acceleration [m

s2
] N (0.0, 1.02) .

Constant velocity estimation error [ms ] 20

Scenario C: Random speed estimation error

Scenario C is set up identically to Scenario B, with one difference: the speed estimation error is

sampled at each time step according to the normal distribution described in the table 4.9.

Table 4.9. Scenario C parameters distributions. Parameters that describe dis-
tributions of vehicles’ initial states are identical to the Scenario B.

Parameter Value

Velocity estimation error [ms ] N (0.0, 10.02)

Scenario D: Random lateral position estimation error

In this scenario, in which the ego vehicle follows a slower moving object, the estimation of the

lateral position of the other vehicle is disturbed by an error drawn from a normal distribution

described in table 4.10. Other aspects of the scenario remain identical to those of Scenarios B

and C.

Table 4.10. Scenario D parameters distributions. Parameters that describe
distributions of vehicles’ initial states are identical to the Scenario B.

Parameter Value

Lateral position estimation error [ms ] N (0.0, 3.52)

Scenario E: Randomly occurring false negative detections.

Scenario E is set up similarly to scenarios B-D, but instead of state estimation errors, randomly

occurring false negative detection errors are simulated. Errors that affect front vehicle detections

have a constant duration and can occur at each time step with a probability given in the Table

4.11.

Table 4.11. Scenario E parameters distributions. Parameters that describe
distributions of vehicles’ initial states are identical to the Scenario B.

Parameter Value

Probability of false negative detection occurrence in each
time step.

0.1

Duration of false negative detection error events. [s] 0.2
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Scenario F: Randomly occurring false negative road markers detections.

Scenario F consists of the ego vehicle moving on an empty 3-lane highway. The vehicle is placed

in a random lane. During the scenario, lane marker detections are randomly removed for a single

timestep to simulate false negative detection errors.

The scenario allows testing policy’s ability to properly navigate on a road even if certain lane

markers are missing.

Table 4.12. Distributions of Scenario F parameters. Ego initial state param-
eters are identical as in Scenario B.

Parameter Value

Probability of lane marker false negative detection. 0.4

4.7. Experimental results

The main focus of the experiments carried out was to evaluate the impact of the use of

proposed sensor models in the training of the policy on the performance of the policy itself. For

this reason, three training policies were trained for subsequent evaluations: GT policy, trained on

ground truth data from the simulator, Baseline policy, trained with the use of baseline models,

and OU policy, trained on the proposed sensor models based on Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes.

Except for the sensor models utilized, all training setups and network architectures were identical.

The simulation environment utilized for training consisted of randomly generated highway

maps. The maps represented simple highway networks, with roads between 1 and 4 lanes, and

features such as curves, merge-in lanes, and highway exits.

The policies were trained with the PPO algorithm, tuned with a set of hyperparameters pre-

sented in table 4.5. Trainings were carried out on a computing cluster, each taking approximately

24 hours and utilizing 80 CPU cores.

The use of sensor models did not have a significant impact on the training process itself. All

policies were successfully trained, using a similar number of training iterations. As shown in Fig.

4.3, the final mean reward values achieved in the GT environment have been higher compared

to the environments with sensor models, which is an expected outcome, as the baseline and OU

environments are significantly more difficult. Most notably, the reward component related to ab-

solute accelerations in these environments achieves noticeably lower values in these environments,

most likely due to more frequent sudden brakings caused by late detection errors.

4.7.1. Highway Driving Performance

All of the trained policies were evaluated in the environments described in a previous section:

one with Ground Truth (GT) sensor models, one with Gaussian-based baseline sensor models (G-

SM) and one with Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-based sensor models (OU-SM environment). Evaluation
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Figure 4.3. Progress of the policy’s training in all of the tested environments.
The final rewards of the agents in G-SM and OU-SM environments have lower
values due to the increased difficulty of these setups. Otherwise, all the trainings
progressed in a similar manner.

of each agent was performed by running 100 simulation episodes in all test environments. The

episodes were terminated after reaching a horizon of 1000 simulation steps or after a collision

with other road users or road barriers.

Based on performed simulations, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) were calculated. listed

in the table 4.13.

The policy trained in the GT environment highlights potential sim-to-real gap issues of the

policies trained in the perfect environment, as it achieves very poor performance in the presence

of simulated perception errors. Almost half of the episodes were in the G-SM environment,

and the vast majority of OU-SM simulations were ended prematurely due to collisions. A large

number of heavy braking events and increased values of control actions observed in the G-SM

environment seem to indicate that the policy has been frequently undertaking severe collision

avoidance attempts. Interestingly, the number of heavy braking events and average steering angles

in the OU-SM environment is lower compared to the G-SM environment. This observation can

be explained by very short mean episode lengths - the policy was likely not able to successfully

execute collision avoidance maneuvers in this setup, and most of the dangerous situations ended

in collision instead.

Manual inspection of the policy’s behavior in the generated episodes supports these hypothe-

ses. The policy trained in the GT environment tends to keep short distances from other road

users, and, as a consequence, many dangerous situations are observed. The policy tends to exhibit
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Table 4.13. Key Performance Indicators calculated based on highway driving
episodes. The performance of three driving policies are summarized here - the
policy trained in the ground-truth environment (GT agent), the policy trained
in the baseline environment (with gaussian-noise-based sensor models, denoted
G-SM agent), and the policy trained with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-noise-based
sensor models proposed in previous sections, denoted OU-SM agent. Each pol-
icy has been evaluated in all three training environments.

GT Agent G-SM Agent OU-SM Agent
Performance In-
dicator

GT
env

G-
SM
env

OU-
SM
env

GT
env

G-
SM
env

OU-
SM
env

GT
env

G-
SM
env

OU-
SM
env

Mean episode
length (sim steps)

977.4 716.8 291.5 925.8 927.2 804.0 907.6 941.8 910.8

Average abs speed
[ms ]

27.6 27.9 26.0 29.1 29.4 29.0 26.0 26.2 27.1

Average abs steer-
ing angle [rad]

0.35 0.56 0.30 0.54 0.57 0.62 0.41 0.46 0.48

Average abs accel-
eration [m

s2 ]
0.64 0.91 1.23 0.68 0.76 0.82 0.98 0.91 0.99

Heavy braking
events

1.7 8.7 1.5 2.9 7.6 4.1 2.7 8.2 3.5

Fraction of
episodes failed

0.03 0.48 0.84 0.04 0.07 0.27 0.03 0.02 0.03

various severe reactions to such situations, applying extreme steering angles and accelerations.

However, as most of the errors in this environment are short-lasting, policy’s reactions are often

sufficient to avoid collisions, and overcompensating behaviors are short enough not to cause colli-

sions themselves. Furthermore, the policy in the G-SM environment exhibits frequent oscillations

of both control values.

Observation of the policy behavior in the OU-SM environment highlights even more concerns.

Apart from the lack of caution, oscillations, and overcompensation behaviors observed in G-

SM environments, time-correlated errors observed in the OU-SM environment exposed critical

safety issues of the GT policy. Most notably, the policy reacts to both false-positive detections

appearing in front of the vehicle, as well as late-detected front objects with extreme collision

avoidance attempts. The vehicle typically tries to avoid the collision by applying severe steering

values, which often lead to a collision with road barriers or other road users. Road barrier

collisions caused by such behaviors are categorically the most frequent reason for premature

episode termination.

Training the policy in the G-SM environment, being similar to the domain randomization

techniques used occasionally in Reinforcement Learning, was expected to alleviate at least part

of the issues observed in the GT policy. In fact, the policy achieved significantly better perfor-

mance in both G-SM and OU-SM environments, with 7% and 27% failed episodes, respectively.

The policy exhibited more cautious behaviors in all the environments, including the GT envi-

ronment - the distances kept to other vehicles were larger, and the policy often applied collision
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Figure 4.4. Performance of the trained policies in OU-SM environment. The
results show the inability of both G-SM and GT driving policies to cope with
time-correlated errors present in the OU-SM environment, most apparently
visible in the fraction of failed episodes. Note that a complete set of evaluation
results in all environments can be found in Table 4.13.

avoidance maneuvers in moderately dangerous situations. Evaluation of the policy in the OU-SM

environment has exposed, however, similar, yet less severe, issues to the problems observed in the

GT environment. Time-correlated errors sporadically caused severe reactions, often resulting in

collisions. The final performance, with approximately 27% failed episodes, remains unacceptably

poor.

Training the policy in the OU-SM environment expectedly resulted in significantly better

results in this environment, but also led to smooth and cautious behaviors in other environments,

maintaining a good overall performance. The policy was able to drive in a cautious manner,

handle late detections and false positives correctly by applying appropriate collision avoidance

measures, and overall achieve good performance in all setups. Interestingly, the policy tested in

the G-SM environment achieved significantly better collision avoidance performance compared

to the G-SM policy, with only 2% failed episodes (compared to 7% achieved by the G-SM agent).

4.7.2. Scripted Scenarios Performance

Evaluation in highway driving environments provides valuable insight into the limitations of

GT and G-SM policies, as well as helps to evaluate the robustness and versatility of all policies.

To fully understand the advantages and limitations of all policies, however, additional tests were

performed in a set of scripted scenarios, to ensure an independent testing environment.
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Distributions from which the parameters of scenarios were sampled were intentionally cali-

brated in such a way that the resulting scenarios posed a significant challenge, where part of the

scenarios may be possibly too difficult to resolve without a collision.

The results of the test scenarios are presented on the chart in Fig. 4.5, where a fraction of

the scenarios that led to collisions was used as a safety performance indicator. The scenarios

confirmed the advantage of the policy trained in the OU-SM environment over the other two

policies, with significantly fewer collisions caused by this policy. Interestingly, the performance

of the GT and G-SM policies varied between all scenarios, with the G-SM policy achieving worse

performance in several scenarios.
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Figure 4.5. Performance of the trained policies in different test scenarios .

4.7.3. Computational Performance

One of the main goals of the proposed sensor models is to enable effective training of RL-based

driving policies in a closed-loop simulation environment. While achieving real-time sensor models

simulation performance is not required for successful training, the massive scale of computation

efforts required for RL training creates an incentive to avoid slow and complex computations to

reduce costs related to high-performance computing.

The computational performance of the proposed methods has been investigated in a closed-

loop highway driving setup, with the OU-SM environment. The proposed models and the driving

policy were executed for 800 time steps in a three-lane highway scenario with relatively heavy

traffic (with 8-10 other traffic participants in the ego’s sensing area throughout the entire sce-

nario). The experiments were executed in a single thread on the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12800H

CPU, resulting in the computation times presented in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14. Single timestep computation time of different components (in
seconds).

Component Average Median Std. dev. Max

Objects perception model 0.0071 0.0068 0.0008 0.0114
Static env. perception model 0.0369 0.0406 0.0075 0.0590
Network inference 0.0030 0.0027 0.0008 0.0059

Despite a very demanding test scenario of a congested multilane highway, the average com-

putation time observed for the proposed sensor models remained below 44ms, allowing for faster

than real-time training of a policy with the network inference performed every 0.1s, as proposed

in previous sections.

Calculations related to static sensor models took significantly longer, due to relatively slow

sampling and polynomial approximation operations. While the achieved performance has been

satisfactory for training purposes, it can be easily improved if needed by decreasing the number of

samples used for the lane markers geometry approximation, as well as by using a single-precision

floating point format for related calculations.

In contrast to sensor models, the driving policy is intended to be employed in a closed-loop

vehicle control system, and thus its performance is significantly more crucial to the final product.

Fortunately, the performance of the proposed lightweight network architecture observed in the

described computing setup is more than satisfactory, with the mean inference time achieved on

a single CPU thread reaching 3 milliseconds. Furthermore, the complexity of the road situation,

the number of vehicles surrounding the ego, and the number of lanes do not significantly impact

the inference time, with the observed standard deviation of the inference time below 1 ms. As the

performance of modern embedded computing platforms used for AD purposes often matches the

performance of the CPU used for the performed tests, real-time performance in a target vehicle

should be easily achievable with the proposed network architecture, as even a 10-fold decrease

in computing power would still leave significant computation time margin even in complex road

situations.

As the policy trained in the described setup with proposed sensor models exhibits robustness

against even severe sensor errors, while producing smooth, efficient movements with an excep-

tionally low computing power needed, it appears to be a viable option for a component of a

commercial real-time ADAS/AD system.

4.8. Conclusions

A wide variety of perception systems is used in the automotive industry for ADAS and AD

systems. Errors observed in such systems vary significantly depending on the number of sensors,

their type, individual properties, as well as utilized algorithms, system architecture, and other
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factors. Furthermore, various road situations, as well as weather conditions, road surface types,

and light sources, can affect sensors’ performance and may produce errors that are difficult to

predict.

The modeling of perception systems is thus a very difficult challenge, especially if one intends

to create general models while maintaining satisfactory computational performance.

Fortunately, not all applications require models to be perfectly accurate. The main application

considered in this chapter is the ‘use of sensor models in the training of driving policies based on

reinforcement learning, where discrepancies between the real world and the simulation used in

training can lead to incorrect behavior of the trained policy in the targeted environment. One of

the most frequently proposed ways to address this problem is the use of domain randomization

techniques, which introduce various random modifications to the input data. This approach has

been shown to produce good results in robotic applications, even if the errors introduced to the

observation were relatively random and did not resemble the error profiles observed in realistic

systems.

These observations seem to suggest that it is more desirable as well as practical to train a

model to generalize well to various domains than to attempt to recreate the intended environ-

ment perfectly. Automotive perception systems suffer, however, from certain safety-critical error

patterns, such as long-lasting false positive detections, that may not be accurately captured by

naive domain randomization techniques.

In this chapter, I described several experiments that I performed to confirm these observa-

tions. Training an RL-based driving policy in a ground truth environment and testing it in both

scripted scenarios and highway environments with sensor models has shown that such systems

may in fact be severely impacted by the gap between the training simulation and real-world

(sim-to-real gap).

The applicability of naive domain randomization techniques to this problem has been eval-

uated by performing similar experiments, but with a policy trained in an environment with

baseline sensor models, based on random false detection events and Gaussian noise added to

state estimations. While the use of such models had a positive impact on the policy’s robustness

to perception errors, evaluations in scripted scenarios exposed several issues, especially related

to time-correlated errors.

The poor performance of driving policies trained with ground truth and baseline sensor

models justifies the need for the development of efficient sensor models that would be able to

mimic more complex errors characteristics of automotive perception systems.

A set of sensor models related to the detection of lane markers, as well as object detection

and state estimation, have been designed and evaluated in scripted scenarios and various high-

way traffic environments. Models maintain faster than real-time performance appropriate for RL

training, while approximating various error patterns observed in automotive perception systems,
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such as time-correlated state estimation errors, long-lasting false detections, occlusions, or de-

tection delays. The policy trained in the environment with developed sensor models has shown

good performance in all test environments as well as in scripted scenarios. The proposed policy

was able to generate smooth and efficient motion while remaining resilient to considerable per-

ception errors with minimal computational requirements. Therefore, it could be a viable choice

for real-time ADAS/AD systems.

The satisfactory results achieved in the simulation-based evaluation suggest that the proposed

sensor models may serve as an efficient domain randomization technique appropriate for training

robust driving policies. However, further testing in real-life situations is needed to confirm that

the proposed methods fully address the sim-to-real gap issues. The effectiveness of the proposed

methods may vary depending on the sensor stack and the architecture of the perception system

in the target vehicle.

Future work on the proposed methods may include the evaluation of the method on sensor

data from test drives in public traffic. While performing closed-loop driving policy evaluation

in public traffic is a potentially dangerous endeavor with severe formal requirements, certain

open-loop testing techniques can be used to gain insight into the method’s performance with

a realistic sensor stack, such as performing various comparisons of the policy’s response to the

actual sensors data streams to the response to the manually labeled ground truth data.
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5. Adversarial Trajectories Generation

One of the biggest challenges in the development of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems

(ADAS) and Autonomous Driving (AD) systems is their validation and verification. The use of

complex and often nontransparent algorithms, a potentially infinite number of road situations in

which the system may operate, and a diversity of sensing system error modalities make prediction

of all failure modes infeasible in such systems.

The automotive industry employs a variety of exploratory testing techniques to identify

potential safety problems in developed ADAS and AD systems. These include Real-World User

Profiling (RWUP), which involves driving a large fleet of vehicles in real-world traffic, and a

variety of virtual testing methods, which assess the safety of systems in a simulated environment.

However, both types of methods have their disadvantages in the context of testing systems

capable of controlling the vehicle’s movements. Real-world tests tend to be extremely costly and

may pose a danger to test drivers and other road users, while simulation-based testing may fail to

produce certain complex and atypical situations that may be challenging for the tested system.

In this chapter, I describe a testing method designed to explore the vulnerabilities of ADAS

and AD systems to atypical road situations, as well as to perception errors. The method is

designed to produce a variety of virtual test scenarios that are particularly challenging to a given

ADAS/AD system (adversarial scenarios). The use of the proposed method helps to ensure that a

driving policy is robust to plausible but complex road situations that may be difficult to observe

during RWUP or standard simulation-based testing.

The method is particularly suited for testing driving policies that are based on Machine

Learning methods. Its effectiveness in the generation of adversarial scenarios is demonstrated in

the context of Reinforcement-Learning-based driving policy testing.

5.1. Introduction and Motivation

This section introduces the background of simulation-based ADAS/AD systems testing, re-

views existing work in this area, and explains the motivation for the development of the proposed

method.
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5.1.1. Background

Due to the immense costs and potential risks of road driving tests, simulation-based testing

has gained a lot of attention, especially in the context of AD systems testing. Systems are typically

tested in one of the setups listed below.

Model-in-Loop (MiL), where the model of algorithms used in the system controls the virtual

vehicle in the simulation. The model typically makes its decision in a closed-loop manner,

utilizing an approximation of the sensor data that would be generated in the simulated

situations. Models that perform well in the simulation can then be used to develop actual

software that implements the algorithms in a way suitable for the target hardware (e.g., in

low-level programming languages for embedded platforms with limited resources).

Software-in-Loop (SiL), where the software implementation of the algorithms is tested in a

closed-loop manner. The software is not executed on the target hardware in this setup,

instead utilizing a computing cluster or a personal computer that often runs the simulation

at the same time.

Processor-in-Loop (PiL), which resembles the SiL setup, but the software is executed on a

dedicated processor (typically a microcontroller or a digital signal processor).

Hardware-in-Loop (HiL), where the actual electronic component with the developed software

is tested.

Note that certain types of algorithms do not benefit from a closed-loop setup and can be

effectively tested in a simpler open-loop manner. This is usually the case for the algorithms that

do not exercise direct control over the vehicle, such as passive warnings (e.g., Blind Spot Warning

(BSW) that indicates the presence of a vehicle in a black spot of side mirrors or Cross Traffic

Alert (CTA) that warns the driver about vehicles oncoming from the side, e.g., during reversing

into the perpendicular road).

Open-loop testing is especially useful due to its ability to reuse realistic data registered

during the test drives for testing various algorithms’ versions. Raw data registered previously

by the sensors can be provided to a new version of the tested algorithm to observe changes

in the algorithm performance without the limitations of the virtual environments. This type of

regression testing is often referred to as resimulation.

The use of simulation techniques in the testing process enables an efficient evaluation of driv-

ing policies on a massive scale. Thanks to parallel computing, the vehicle model with the tested

system can cover distances in the virtual world that are orders of magnitude larger compared to

the capability of an actual vehicle with the test driver.

Unfortunately, in order to provide meaningful information regarding system performance in

various situations and environmental conditions, the simulation software would have to model
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the static environment, behavior of other road users, and physical phenomena that impact sen-

sor performance with extraordinary precision. The ability to do that is limited by both the

computational cost of complex simulation (e.g., precise high-resolution rendering of the environ-

ment for camera sensor inputs) and technical limitations. For these reasons, the incorporation

of simulation software into the testing process requires a careful approach and ensuring that

the generated situations are actually representative and/or useful in the system’s safety and

performance evaluations [167].

5.1.2. Existing Approaches

The main objective of both simulation-based and real-world driving tests is to uncover po-

tential issues and limitations of the tested algorithms. The tests are often performed on a large

scale, covering thousands or even millions of kilometers, for the purpose of uncovering weak-

nesses of the system that manifest themselves only in edge cases, specific conditions, situations,

or combinations of these, which cannot be easily predicted by the developers. Such situations

may be related to sensors’ performance degradation in certain situations (e.g., in adverse weather

conditions), atypical behavior of other road users (e.g., erratic driving due to intoxication, trac-

tion loss), or static obstacles that impede the understanding of road situation (e.g., construction

zones).

The rarity of edge cases, in combination with their uniqueness, makes them difficult to predict

or explore efficiently. Typically, the vast majority of the samples collected in the large-scale driv-

ing tests, both on-road and virtual ones, represent situations that do not pose challenges to the

tested system. Due to this, large-scale driving tests, while remaining an important performance

evaluation tool, are an inefficient method of exploring edge cases, as pointed out in [74].

Virtual driving tests suffer from an additional limitation that further impedes the edge case

exploration - difficulty in generating unique atypical scenarios, as algorithms used for traffic

simulation rarely can simulate a wide variety of individual driving styles and behaviors observed

in human traffic participants [117].

At the perception level, a significant disadvantage of simulators is related to the limited

number of textures and 3D models of traffic participants, which hinders their ability to test the

reaction of the system to road users with atypical appearance or geometry [169]. Since these are

significant sources of errors in perception systems, relying on simulation-based testing to explore

edge cases in such systems creates a considerable risk of missing important errors.

On the behavior level, the limitations of simulation packages are related to the repeatability

of traffic participants’ behaviors. Movement trajectories of road users are typically scripted or

generated by machine learning-based algorithms [127]. Because of this, exploration of the system’s

behavior in the presence of traffic participants who behave erratically (e.g., due to intoxication,

distraction, or fatigue) may be difficult or even impossible, depending on the particular software.
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5.1.2.1. High-Level Test Scenarios

The rarity of edge cases critical for ADAS / AD system evaluation observed during real-world

test drives results in increased use of predefined test scenarios for these applications. Scenario-

based testing, both simulation-based and real-world-based, is used for performance evaluation,

validation, and certification of various ADAS/AD features [126, 124].

Scenario-based testing allows test efforts to be focused directly on critical situations, ensuring

that AD/ADAS reacts accordingly to safety requirements in predictable challenging situations.

On the downside, the design and execution of test scenarios that would explore the system’s

behavior in situations that incorporate complex situations in a cluttered environment (e.g., a

large number of vulnerable road users in the vehicle’s vicinity) may be difficult. Thus, tests

limited to predefined scenarios only may lead to a false sense of safety, especially if tests fail to

recreate complex environments and behaviors of other traffic participants that may be observed

in the real world.

However, numerous studies have shown that scenario-based testing is a convenient tool to

assess the safety of ADAS / AD systems, showing a strong correlation between performance

scores achieved in scenario-based evaluation and real-life injury risk levels [106, 92, 168].

The type of test scenarios and the creation methods depend on the purpose of the testing

procedures. Manual creation of scenarios is widely used to ensure that the system meets its

functional requirements and to measure the performance of its features in the most relevant

situations [194, 62, 114].

While manually crafted scenarios provide a convenient way of atomic requirements testing, the

calculation of Key Performance Indicators defined for given features often requires more extensive

use of real-world data. Numerous methods have been proposed to utilize information collected

during test drives and naturalistic driving studies [89, 201] to derive a portfolio of test scenarios

suitable for the testing of ADAS / AD systems [11, 205]. Similar methods are often proposed for

testing systems in safety-critical situations, where recordings of real-life safety-critical situations

can be used to derive test procedures [110].

5.1.2.2. Adversarial Scenarios Generation

While manually crafted scenarios, as well as randomly generated ones, provide important

insight into the system’s performance in difficult situations, not all edge cases can be easily

predicted. Especially in the case of driving policies based on machine learning, there is a certain

risk of triggering critical failures through seemingly minor anomalies in the observed patterns.

This characteristic of deep neural networks is often exposed in the works on adversarial attacks

[61, 125, 6].

In order to explore difficult situations and edge cases more efficiently, a number of automatic

test scenario generation methods were proposed [163, 162]. In [202] authors proposed to generate

test scenarios through the increase in difficulty of observed or random scenarios. The authors
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utilize reachability analysis [7] to measure the size of the solution space and apply optimiza-

tion techniques to decrease it by changing the initial conditions of the scenario. Similarly, [76]

proposes a method that increases the criticality of automatically generated test cases, utilizing

Reinforcement Learning techniques to influence RSS safety metrics[156]. [145] focuses on the

development of the scenario derivation method for the purpose of SOTIF safety analysis [66],

proposing a hierarchical framework that describes scenarios with a set of variables that can be

modified to acquire new potentially unsafe situations.

The methods described above enable the generation of a wide set of difficult scenarios, provid-

ing means for edge case exploration, but do not focus on finding flaws in any particular algorithm

directly. This may be an inefficient approach in the case of machine learning-based techniques,

where failures are not necessarily directly related to the objective difficulty of the scenario [196].

To address this issue, methods that are intended to search for vulnerabilities of particular algo-

rithms directly are proposed. The authors of [5] presented a method for falsification of ADAS/AD

systems based on searching through a set of possible decisions of other road users in discrete time

points using Bayesian optimization techniques. Another search-based method was presented by

Tuncali et al. in [178], where search methods were used to modify a set of predefined scenarios to

trigger situations challenging for a predefined ADAS/AD system. The authors focused mainly on

searching for a combination of conditions that would lead to the violation of predefined system

requirements.

Since adversarial methods are often used in the machine learning context, both in falsification-

based testing [196], as well as Robust Adversarial Reinforcement Learning (RARL) [140, 134],

the use of the neural networks for scenario generation is often proposed. An example of such an

approach is given in [187], where Reinforcement Learning (RL) in a multi-agent setup is used to

generate test scenarios for a driving policy based on deterministic rules.

Adversarial networks trained in an RARL setup tend to achieve particularly good performance

in finding vulnerabilities in the trained networks. As their training process is, however, strictly

tied to the training of the evaluated network, the driving policy may achieve robustness to the

adversarial policy, while remaining vulnerable to situations that the adversarial policy fails to

generate. This issue is relatively similar to the overfitting problem common in supervised learning

setups, where trained networks may learn to work perfectly in conjunction with the training data,

while failing to produce satisfactory results on the independent testing datasets.

RL-based adversarial networks can, however, be trained outside the RARL setup, using an

already trained driving policy. While this approach may successfully produce adversarial test

scenarios, it is difficult to ensure the creation of a database with a vast variety of dissimilar

scenarios. Once the adversarial agent based on an RL policy finds one way to trigger a safety

failure in the tested algorithm, it may learn to exploit only this particular issue, failing to uncover

further ones.
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5.1.3. Motivation and General Idea

A rapidly growing demand for commercially viable Autonomous Driving systems with a

high level of autonomy creates a need for effective virtual testing techniques that could uncover

potential issues in increasingly complex driving policies, which often rely on non-transparent ML-

based techniques. Automatic creation of adversarial scenarios may significantly help to achieve

this, allowing to focus only on the scenarios that pose a significant challenge to the tested policies.

As discussed in the previous section, a number of methods for automatic test scenario gen-

eration have already been proposed. Unfortunately, most of them are not fully suitable for the

generation of larger scenario databases, especially in the context of RL-based driving policy

testing. Most of the methods intended for the creation of scenario databases do not necessarily

produce road situations that are difficult for a particular driving policy. As in the case of RL-

based policies, the objective difficulty of the road scenario may not correlate directly with the

subjective difficulty for a particular policy, it is desirable to incorporate the tested policy itself

in the generation of test scenarios. While RL-based falsification techniques fulfill this goal, they

are rarely suitable for finding variations of a given scenario that would uncover different issues

in a given policy.

The adversarial trajectory generation algorithm presented in this chapter utilizes the eval-

uated driving policy in the process of scenario database creation, allowing for the discovery of

issues in a particular AD algorithm. Contrary to techniques focused on the increase of objective

scenario difficulty measures, this approach helps to uncover failure modes not necessarily related

to objectively difficult situations, which is particularly important in the case of ML-based driving

policies. The proposed approach also utilizes a measure, which allows us to estimate similarity

of the generated scenario to the scenarios already present in a database. The use of this measure

enables the generation of multiple scenarios iteratively, ensuring that they will represent difficult

situations dissimilar to the ones already generated.

The proposed method is based on stochastic optimization techniques that are used to generate

a set of control trajectories for the vehicles surrounding the vehicle controlled by tested driving

policy in a simulation environment. The cost terms used in the trajectories optimization process

are designed to encourage solutions that pose a challenge to the driving policy. This is achieved

by assigning a negative cost value based on a set of safety measures, such as the minimal distance

observed between the ego and other vehicles in the simulated scenario.

Optimization problems formulated in this way can be used to generate a single adversarial

scenario. To incorporate the generation of a scenario database, the optimization can be repeated,

with an addition of the cost term, that encourages finding original trajectories that are dissimilar

to the already generated ones. In this way, each subsequent solution of the optimization problem

yields a novel scenario.

The general idea of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. General idea of the adversarial trajectory generation method pro-
posed in this chapter.

In addition, an extension to this method that enables the simultaneous generation of state

trajectories and perception error patterns is proposed. In this extension, an error trajectory

is generated alongside the state trajectory of each of the traffic participants (apart from the

ego), which represents plausible state estimation errors that impact the ego’s perception of this

road user. As minimization of the state estimation errors is part of the underlying optimization

problem used for trajectory generation, the method helps to identify small but critical error

modalities that may trigger safety-critical mistakes of the tested policy.

5.1.4. Contributions

Virtual testing of the ADAS and AD systems is an area of extensive research that already

resulted in numerous proposals for automated test scenario generation methods. Popularization of

the Machine-Learning-based approaches to vehicle control and path planning creates, however,

a need for a method that would be capable of an in-depth exploration of potential issues in

such systems. The ability to generate multiple variants of an adversarial scenario is particularly

desired, as it may help to ensure that less apparent vulnerabilities of the policy will be exposed

apart from the most obvious ones.

Considering this need and the limitations of existing methods described in the previous

section, in this chapter I describe a novel automated scenario generation method, bringing several

contributions listed below.
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◦ The proposal of the adversarial scenario creation method based on stochastic optimization,

capable of generating multiple variants of a scenario starting from manually defined or

randomly generated initial conditions.

◦ The proposed method allows the generation of situations that pose a challenge to an arbi-

trary driving policy, including the stochastic ML-based driving policies. While falsification

methods (e.g., based on Reinforcement Learning) that explore vulnerabilities of particu-

lar algorithms have already been proposed, they are rarely capable of generating multiple

dissimilar variants of a given scenario.

◦ The proposed method can be used to generate safety-critical perception error patterns

alongside the trajectories of other vehicles in the scenario. While certain existing methods

enable the generation of critical error patterns, the simultaneous generation of both critical

errors and state trajectories of other vehicles is rarely explored and may be used to uncover

vulnerabilities that are difficult to trigger using existing methods.

◦ The proposed method is applied to find vulnerabilities in an exemplary RL-based driv-

ing policy, providing insight into potential issues in such systems, and demonstrating the

effectiveness of the proposed method.

Parts of the described method have been presented in my publication [182]. In this thesis, the

proposed approach is extended in several ways: a new, more modern driving policy architecture

has been used for the evaluation, further calibration allowed to improve the performance of

the method, and new scenario types have been generated to further investigate the method’s

effectiveness. Additionally, a potential for the method’s extension to the generation of adversarial

perception error patterns has been identified and described.

5.2. Problem Formulation

This chapter presents a method that can be used to generate a set Sscen of nscen test scenarios.

Each scenario incorporates an arbitrarily (or randomly) chosen number ntp of traffic participants,

where the properties (geometry, kinematic parameters) of each road user are described by a

parameter vector padv,veh,params. The description of the generated scenario is composed of the

ego’s initial state sego(0) and ntp state trajectories stpi
(t),∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntp}, t ∈ [0, tsf], where tsf

is an arbitrarily chosen duration of the scenario.

Additionally, the method can be used to generate a set of the state estimate trajectories

ŝtpi
(t), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntp}, t ∈ [0, tsf], that represent ego’s imperfect perception of other traffic

participants in a given scenario.
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5.2.1. Assumptions

Several assumptions regarding the tested policy and generated scenarios are applied in this

chapter. Unless stated otherwise, the assumptions listed below are used in all considerations in

this chapter.

◦ The driving policy can be executed in a Software-in-Loop setup, and can be used to derive

an ego’s control trajectory Tctrl,ego(t), where t ∈ [0, tsf], based on a representation of the

environment, that can be created using the description of the road geometry in ego’s

proximity, information about other road users’ bounding boxes, and state of other road

users Tstate,tpi
(t), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., ntp}, t ∈ [0, tsf].

◦ Ego’s control trajectory Tctrl, ego(t), t ∈ [0, tsf] and initial state sego(0) are sufficient to derive

an ego’s state trajectory sego(t) for t ∈ [0, tsf], e.g., using a known ego’s dynamic model.

◦ False positive and false negative object detection errors, as well as static environment

perception errors (or lack of them), do not have a significant impact on a policy and can be

omitted from the considerations. Note that, as stated in a previous chapter, this is rarely

the case in actual systems. However, such errors are mostly omitted in this chapter, as

the proposed approach can be used in conjunction with the sensor models described in the

previous chapter to at least partially alleviate the resulting issues.

◦ Ego’s state estimation errors are assumed to be negligible and therefore omitted.

◦ The vertical profile of the road as well as environmental conditions such as weather have

no impact on a policy or on constraints applied to other road users and thus are neglected

in the described approach.

5.2.2. Scenario Description

A traffic scenario also referred to as a test scenario can be defined in a relatively broad

manner. It may refer to both simulated situations as well as real-life ones, it may define the state

of the scene and movement of the traffic participants precisely or only in a broad manner, and

it may describe short, atomic situations, or long-term traffic conditions.

For the purpose of this section, I define a passive test scenario, as a short-term virtual sce-

nario that describes precise movements of traffic participants in the vicinity of the ego vehicle.

The movement of the road users excluding the ego in a defined passive test scenario remains

unchanged between executions of the virtual scenario, even if the ego’s movement changes, i.e.,

the environment does not actively react to the ego’s behavior.

The passive test scenario is composed of several main components listed below.
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Static environment description consisting of the road description (lanes geometry, lane

markings description, etc.), static obstacles, traffic signs, and other elements of the en-

vironment relevant to the ego’s control algorithm. The exact description may depend on

the tested policy and availability of certain information (e.g., related to the presence of cer-

tain perception modules in the system). In this chapter, the static environment is always

predefined (that is, the map is available), using the description defined in Section 3.2.2. As

driving policies often build the static environment model based on on-board sensors, the

static environment in proximity of the ego can be represented using lane markers geometry

in the ego’s coordinate frame, using the definition provided in Section 4.4. The environment

can be thus represented as:

Sr(sego(t)) = {sri(sego(t))}i=1..ns
, (5.2.1)

where ns is number of the relevant lane markers, and sri ∈ R5 for i = 1..ns describe the

lane markers geometry, as defined in (4.4.1).

Traffic participants properties - number of traffic participants, their type, and corresponding

parameters relevant to the ego’s control algorithm and/or impacting their movement (such

as the size of the vehicle). In this chapter, number of the road users, as well as their

geometry and type are assumed to be predefined for each of the scenarios and remain

constant during the scenario itself.

State trajectories that describe the movement of traffic participants as a function of time. The

set of state trajectories is defined similarly as in Section 4.3 as Stp(t) = {stpi(t)}i=1..naa
,

where each of naa relevant objects is represented using a state vector:

stpi
=



gi

xi

ψi

vi

ai


. (5.2.2)

In equation 5.2.2, the vector gi ∈ R2 consists of the length and width of the i-th vehicle,

xi ∈ R2 denotes its lateral and longitudinal position (xlon
i and xlat

i respectively) in a

predefined reference frame, ψi is the vehicle rotation in reference to this frame, vi - its

absolute speed and ai - acceleration. Note that while gi is predefined and constant for each

scenario, it remains part of the state vector for convenience.

State estimate trajectories (optional) that describe the state estimates of traffic partici-

pants, i.e., the state of other vehicles with possible errors or perturbations. The set of

state estimate trajectories is defined as Ŝtp(t) =
{
ŝtpi

(t)
}
i=1..ntp

. The state estimate vector
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contains estimates of the state variables described in (5.2.2):

ŝtpi = [ĝi, x̂i, ψ̂i, v̂i, âi]
T , (5.2.3)

where values ĝi, x̂i, ψ̂i, v̂i, and âi represent estimates of state variables gi, xi, ψi, vi, and

ai respectively.

Initial state consisting of the ego’s initial state:

sego(0) = [gego(0),xego(0), ψego(0), vego(0), aego(0)], (5.2.4)

defined the same way as in the case of other vehicles (5.2.2), and the initial state of other

traffic participants stp(0).

The proposed method is intended for finding the state trajectories of vehicles in proximity

of the ego that fulfill given requirements, e.g., lead to situations that pose a challenge to the

control algorithm in a simulation. While other elements of the scenario can be included in the

optimization problem used for scenario generation as well, for the purpose of this chapter, I

will assume that they are predefined, either manually or automatically, e.g., based on situations

observed in real-world test drives, or through a random generation process. Since the method

focuses on the generation of the trajectories that lead to challenging road situations, that is,

adverse behaviors toward ego vehicles, it can be referred to as Adversarial Trajectories Generation

method.

5.2.3. System Under Test

The method is intended to enable the validation and verification of ADAS/AD systems that

are used for vehicle control. In particular, the method can be used to test a policy πsut that maps

the environment model Êenv(t) to an action cego(t) that will be executed by a system.

In the examples used in this chapter, the environment model is defined as:

Ŝenv(t) = {Stp(t),Sr(t), sego(t)} (5.2.5)

Note that the description includes the ego’s state sego(t), which, while technically not a part of

the environment, has been included in the model for convenience.

The action ca(t) describes a vector of control values sufficient to solve the forward dynamics

problem of the ego, knowing its dynamic model and state sego(t). Control variables as well as

utilized ego’s mathematical model are arbitrary, as long as they can be used to compute its state

in next-time instances.

The definition of a System Under Test (SUT) is intentionally broad. It allows for relatively

complex setups, e.g., the system may include sensor models (for example, the models defined in
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the previous chapter) that will map the environment’s state Senv to a vector of state estimates{
Ŝtp(t), Ŝr(t), ŝego(t)

}
. The system may also be composed of several modules, e.g., a planning

module that outputs the reference trajectory and a low-level control module that implements

feedback control algorithms to follow the reference. Note, however, that such setups were not

tested with the proposed method, as a Reinforcement-Learning-based direct control policy has

been used for this purpose.

5.2.4. Traffic Participants Model

While generated scenarios describe the dynamic environment of the ego through a set of state

trajectories of traffic participants Stp(t), the underlying stochastic optimization method actually

generates their control trajectories ctpi
, which are later used to derive the state trajectories.

The state trajectories of traffic participants in each scenario S ∈ Sscen are calculated based on

a set Tctrl of ntp control trajectories ci(qi, t) for i = 1..ntp, where qi is a vector of nq parameters

describing the i− th trajectory. Each control trajectory ci ∈ Tctrl describes values of the control

variables ci(t) defined as:

ci(qi, t) =

[
δi(qi, t)

ai(qi, t)

]
,

where δi(qi, t) denotes the steering angle and ai(qi, t) the acceleration of i − th vehicle in the

scenario at time t. Each of the road users present in the scenario, except for the ego vehicle,

moves according to a predefined dynamic model, which, knowing the initial state and control

variables ci(t) for t ∈ [0, tsf], allows one to derive its state stpi
(t).

5.2.4.1. Kinematic Model

The evolution of the vehicle state in time depends on the control variables and is described

using a kinematic model. The model is a variant of a bicycle kinematic model of a road vehicle

[141], which is commonly used to describe the movement of vehicles in ADAS/AD systems.

The bicycle model approximates the kinematic properties of a four-wheeled vehicle using a two-

wheeled model that resembles a bicycle with negligible tire widths.

Note that the identical model has been used in the previously described Multiple Hypothesis

Planning methods, and thus its full description with the additional rationale behind its choice

can be found in Section 3.2.5.

It should be noted that the model neglects many phenomena that impact vehicle movement,

such as wheel friction, air drag, the influence of road profile or engine dynamics. These simplifica-

tions are frequently used in traffic simulation and perception/prediction systems, as their impact

on the final results of relevant algorithms is often not significant [85] and requires knowledge of

variables that are difficult to measure (such as friction coefficients).
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Figure 5.2. Kinematic model used for state trajectory calculation. The model
is defined in detail in Section 3.2.5.

5.3. Optimization Problem

The scenario generation is performed through a stochastic optimization of the parameter

vector q = [q1, ...,qntp ] composed of parameters vectors qi ∈ Rnq , that describe the multi-

dimensional control trajectories of ntp non-ego vehicles in the scenario. Parameters may encode

the trajectories in an arbitrary way, e.g., using B-splines or polynomials. The trajectories describe

the values of the control variables as a function of time for t ∈ [t0, tf ], where t0 is typically set

to 0, as the trajectories start at the beginning of the scenario, and the duration ts = tf − t0 is

chosen arbitrarily (although it can easily be included in the vector of parameters q and optimized

alongside other scenario parameters).

The generation of adversarial trajectories is performed by solving the following non-linear

constrained optimization problem.

min
q

f(q) =
m∑
j=1

wjCj(q)

subject to: Rphys(q) ≥ 0

(5.3.1)

where Cj(qo) for j = 1..m denotes the cost terms evaluated based on simulation of the traffic

scenario, where m is the number of cost terms. Cost terms are scaled by heuristically chosen

weights wj for j = 1..m. Rphys(q) describes a set of inequality constraints used to ensure the

physical feasibility of the generated trajectories.

It should be noted that the evaluation of the cost terms requires performing the simulation of

a traffic scenario with the ego vehicle controlled by the tested algorithm. Since movements of the

ego impact the cost values and depend on possibly severely nonlinear and/or stochastic driving

policies, the problem itself may also be stochastic and nonlinear; thus, use of gradient-based

optimization methods is rarely a viable way of solving it. For this reason, the use of stochastic

derivative-free optimization algorithms is advisable.
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5.3.1. Cost Terms

The cost terms used for the generation of adversarial trajectories are listed below.

Front collision cost term intended to promote solutions that lead to a collision between the

ego’s front bumper and one of the traffic participants. In particular, the front collision

of the ego is defined as a state in the simulation, where there is an overlap between the

bounding box of the traffic participant and the bounding box of the ego vehicle, and the

ego’s Center of Mass (CoM) position (xego) is behind the other vehicle’s CoM position

(xother), so xlon
ego > xlon

other.

The cost term is evaluated after the simulation, which is terminated at the time of the first

collision observed in the simulated scenario, or at tf if the collision is not observed during

the episode. The time at which the simulation is terminated is denoted tt.

Cfront,collision(q) =
n∑
i=1


−Ccolli(qi) if vs,ego(tt) > vs,tpi

(tt) and fcolli(q, tt) = 1,

−pside,coll if vs,ego(tt) ≤ vs,tpi
(tt) and fcolli(qo, tt) = 1,

0 if fcolli(qo, tt) = 0.

(5.3.2)

where fcolli(q, t) is equal to 1 if the i− th traffic participant collides with the ego at time

t, while the ego’s center is behind the vehicle’s center (in a road-aligned Frenet coordinate

system), and 0 otherwise.

The term Ccolli is defined as:

Ccolli(qi) = pfc,1 ∗ (vs,tpi
(qi, tt)− vs,ego(qi, tt)) + pfc,2, (5.3.3)

where vs,tpi
(q, tt) is the longitudinal velocity of the i-th agent in the Frenet coordinate

system, vs,ego is the longitudinal velocity of the ego vehicle, while pfc,1, pfc,2, and pside,coll

are calibration parameters.

Values of the parameters pfc,1, pfc,2 are chosen in a way that rewards collisions, in which

the ego vehicle moves faster than the relevant traffic participant, following the intuition

that such front collisions are of the greatest importance, as it typically indicates the ego’s

responsibility for the collision. The cost term in this case depends on the longitudinal

velocity difference, to promote solutions in which the accident is more severe.

Front collisions in which other traffic participant moves faster are less plausible, but can still

occur under the proposed definition of the front collision - e.g., when ego’s front bumper

collides with the rear part of the other vehicle during the lane change maneuver, while one

of the vehicles moves laterally. In such situations, a predefined negative cost depending on

the pside,coll parameter is assigned to promote them.
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The parameters are chosen in such a way that the 0 value assigned for lack of collisions

is always larger than the values assigned for the collision occurrence, so that the sum

operation will result in assigning the negative cost when any of the traffic participants

collide with the ego.

Rear collision occurrences, while less desirable than front collision, are still promoted by an

additional cost term Crear,coll. Similarly, as in the case of the front collision, the rear col-

lision is defined as an overlap between the rear part of the ego vehicle and another traffic

participant. The cost term Crear,coll is defined as:

Crear,coll(q) =
n∑
i=1

prc,1 if v̇s,ego > 0

v̇s,ego(tt) ∗ prc,2 otherwise,
(5.3.4)

where vs,ego denotes the longitudinal velocity of the ego vehicle, and prc,1, prc,2 are calibra-

tion parameters. prc,1 has a positive value, resulting in the assignment of positive values

when the ego accelerates. This choice discourages solutions in which other traffic partic-

ipants deliberately chase the accelerating ego vehicle, as such situations are implausible.

On the other hand, the deceleration of the ego during the rear-end collision may suggest

that the collision is caused by the sudden braking of the ego, and thus prc,2 has a negative

value, resulting in a negative cost proportional to the ego’s acceleration.

Time to Collision (TTC) is a measure commonly used in ADAS features, expressing the time

in which a collision involving the ego is expected to occur, assuming that all road users

(including the ego) will sustain their current acceleration. If the collision is not expected

to occur under these conditions, the TTC has a ∞ value.

The cost term that promotes the achievement of low TTC values is defined as:

CTTC(q) = min

{
min

t∈[t0,tf ]
(fTTC,i(q, t)), pTTC,max

}
for i = 1..ntp, (5.3.5)

where fTTC,i(q, t) denotes i − th agent TTC at time t, while pTTC,max is a calibration

parameter.

The TTC cost term serves as a way to guide the optimization process toward dangerous

situations and promote dangerous low-TTC solutions.

Euclidean distance cost term promotes solutions in which the distance between ego and at

least one of the other traffic participants is small. It should be noted that without this

term, the gradient of the cost function may be zero in potentially large areas of solution

space, i.e. changes in the optimization vector q do not impact the cost for a wide range of

the q values. In particular, cost remains the same for all q that result in lack of collisions

and fTTC,i(q, t) > pTTC,max for i = 1..ntp, t ∈ [t0, tf ].
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While it is strongly suggested to use gradient-free optimization methods for solving the pro-

posed optimization problem, this situation may still severely impact the performance of the

stochastic solvers, or even render the problem impossible to solve with certain algorithms.

To avoid these issues, the following ced cost term is introduced:

Cdist(q) = min
i=1..ntp

(
min

t∈[t0,ft]

(√
(xlon

ego(q, t)− xlon
i (q, t))2 + (xlat

ego(q, t)− xlat
i (q, t))2

))
,

(5.3.6)

where xlon
ego(q, t),x

lat
ego(q, t) x

lon
i (q, t),xlat

i (q, t) are CoM coordinates of ego and i− th agent

respectively in an arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system at the time t.

The weight assigned to this cost term is relatively small; the main goal of the Cdist term

is to guide the optimization process in its initial stages toward the q values that result in

low TTC with respect to one or more traffic participants.

5.3.2. Constraints

Due to the physical limitations of the vehicles, inequality constraints Rphys(q) ≥ 0 are

needed to enforce limits on the control values. For an arbitrary trajectory encoding method, the

constraints for control values c(q) can be defined in a general way as:

amin ≤ ai(q, t) ≤ amax for i = 1..ntp, t ∈ [t0, tf ];

δmin ≤ δi(q, t) ≤ δmax for i = 1..ntp, t ∈ [t0, tf ],
(5.3.7)

where amax, amin are acceleration limits that approximate the typical performance of road vehi-

cles, and δmax, δmin denote the steering angle limits typical for vehicles. Constraints are typically

evaluated in discrete time steps.

It should be noted that for certain trajectory encoding methods, the problem of constraining

the control values can be reduced to a trivial problem of limiting the trajectory parameters

themselves - this is the case for the proposed piece-wise linear trajectory encoding.

5.3.3. Iterative Generation of Multiple Scenarios

The method described so far is suitable for the generation of a singular scenario. While the

proposed optimization problem is likely to contain multiple local minima that can be explored

using a suitable optimization algorithm, the generation of multiple dissimilar scenarios may be

troublesome, especially if there is a pronounced global solution.

In order to enable efficient generation of multiple scenarios, additional cost terms can be

added to the optimization problem:

Csim(q) = psim,1

ns∑
j=0

d(qj ,q)

ns
+ psim,2 min

qk∈S
d(qk,q), (5.3.8)
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where Sscen is a set of ns previously generated scenarios (parameter vectors), and d(qk,q) is

an Euclidean distance between vectors qk and q. psim,1 and psim,2 are the calibration parameters.

The scenarios in this setup are generated iteratively, and each scenario is added to the set

Sscen, impacting the next execution of the optimization problem. This way an arbitrary number

of dissimilar scenarios can be generated.

The Csim term promotes solutions that are dissimilar to a mean solution qmean =
∑ns

j=0
d(qj ,q)
ns

,

as well as ones that have a large distance to the closest already generated scenario.

5.3.4. State Estimation Errors

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the described method can be extended to

generate scenarios that include dynamic object state estimation errors. The weighted sum of the

state variables’ error integrals in time is included as a cost term of the optimization problem

(5.3.1), enabling the pursuit of situations in which minuscule state estimation errors lead to

critical safety failures.

The general idea of such an extension is presented in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. General idea of adversarial scenario generation with state estima-
tion errors.

The scenario generation problem, in this case, is defined similarly as in 5.3.1:
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min
q,qse

f(q,qse) =

m∑
j=1

wjCj(q,qse) + wseCse(q,qse)

subject to: Rphys(q) ≥ 0

(5.3.9)

where qse is a vector of parameters that describe the state estimates trajectories of traffic

participants ŝ(qse, t) = {ŝsei(qse, t)}i=1..ntp
for t ∈ [0, tsf].

The cost terms Cj(q∀j ∈ {1, ...,m} in the described problem remain identical to the previous

formulation, but a supplementary term Cse(q,qse) is added, defined as:

Cse(q,qse) =

ntp∑
i=1

∫ tf

0
∥s(qo)− ŝ(qse)∥1 dt. (5.3.10)

The cost term (5.3.10) scaled by a weight wse promotes solutions, in which the difference

between the state trajectory s(qo, t) (approximated using numerical integration methods) and

the state estimate trajectory ŝ(qse, t) (defined explicitly as a B-spline parameterized by the vector

qse) is minimal.

It can be noted that the problem can be simplified by using the qse vector to describe a state

estimate error trajectory instead of a state estimate trajectory directly, as outlined in Fig. 5.3. In

addition, in the practical implementation, the integral in the equation (5.3.10) is approximated

using a Riemann sum.

5.4. Evaluation

The described method has been tested in an experimental setup, where the proposed approach

was used to generate a set of challenging scenarios for an AD system controlled by a driving policy

based on Reinforcement Learning (RL).

5.4.1. System Under Test

The driving policy subjected to evaluation using the proposed method in the described ex-

periment is the G-SM or GT policy described in Section 4.5, i.e., a direct control driving policy

based on a neural network trained in RL setup with ground-truth sensor models.

The policy outputs a control vector cego(Oenv) = [δ, a], where Oenv ∈ Rnembd×(1+1+ntp+nlm)

is an observation vector, which includes, as described in Section 4.5.1, the ego’s state obser-

vation oego (sego(t)), description of other road users oobji(stp(t)),∀i ∈ {1, ..., nobj,max}, and the

description of lane markers geometry olmi(sr(t))∀i ∈ {1, ..., nlm,max}.
The observation vector is created based on the environment model Ŝ(t) in a relatively

straightforward manner, where the state of other road users and lane markers is transformed

to the ego’s coordinate system and scaled to [−1, 1] limits.
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As the policy outputs a control vector, and values of the cost terms in the optimization

problem (5.3.1) depend mostly on the ego’s state sego(t), a kinematic model (5.2.6) is used to

derive the ego’s state trajectory.

Observation creation and policy inference are performed every δtinfer = 0.1s, and after the

inference, the ego’s control values are kept constant until the next control update. The entire

simulation loop, i.e., vehicle state updates and calculation of partial rewards, is repeated every

δtsim = 0.05s, and the ego’s state trajectory is, in fact, approximated using numerical integration.

The policy is capable of performing sharp evasive maneuvers, such as braking and steering,

in response to dangerous situations. To demonstrate this ability, a manually-crafted passive test

scenario has been used, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Successful collision avoidance maneuver executed by the evaluated
policy in a manually-crafted test scenario.

The scenario consisted of the ego vehicle driving in the middle lane of a 3-lane highway, and

two traffic participants, where one (denoted Agent A on Fig. 5.4), driving behind the ego on a

left-most lane, keeps its velocity, while another (Agent B), initially driving on the right lane in

front of the ego, performs a lane change to the ego’s lane, followed by severe braking. All vehicles,

including the ego, start the scenario with an initial velocity of 25ms .

In the described scenario, the ego controlled by the evaluated policy initially kept its lane,

while moderately accelerating. As soon as the adverse agent entered the ego’s lane and started

braking (around t = 2.3s, as seen in the velocity plot), the policy applied severe braking. Since

the agent maintained its severe acceleration, the ego followed its emergency braking with an

evasive lane change maneuver, executed around t = 3.3s, as shown on the steering angle plot in

Fig. 5.4. The maneuvers performed were sufficient to avoid a collision in this situation.

Further details on the environment in which the policy was trained, as well as its performance,

can be found in Section 4.5. The experiment presented in Fig. 5.4 indicates, however, that the
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policy is capable of relatively complex and severe collision avoidance maneuvers, and thus finding

the scenarios that lead to a collision may be a nontrivial task.

5.4.2. Evaluation Examples

A set of experiments was performed to observe the ability of the method to produce adver-

sarial scenarios for the driving policy described in 5.4.1. Initial conditions for the experiments,

as well as the number of adversarial agents, were created manually.

Table 5.1. Weights and parameters used for generation of adversarial scenar-
ios.

Parameter
Name

Value Unit Description

wcoll 15.0 - Collision weight.
pside,coll 0.2 - Side collision multiplier.
pfc,1 0.01 - Front collision velocity cost parameter.
pfc,2 1.0 - Front collision constant cost parameter.
wrc 1.0 - Rear collision weight.
prc,2 10.0 - Rear collision constant cost parameter.
prc,2 1.0 - Rear collision velocity-dependent cost parameter.
wTTC -2.0 - Time to collision weight.

pTTC,max 10.0 [s] TTC saturation parameter.
wdist 0.3 - Euclidean distance cost weight.
amin -4.0 m

s2
Min acceleration of traffic participants.

amax 4.0 m
s2

Max acceleration of traffic participants.
δmin 0.125 - Min steering angle of traffic participants.
δmin 0.125 - Max steering angle of traffic participants.
wsim 1.0 - Weight of the scenario similarity cost term.
psim,1 1.0 - Scenario similarity cost term parameter.
psim,2 1.0 - Scenario similarity cost term parameter.

5.4.2.1. Experiment 1: Highway driving with two adverse agents

The main purpose of Experiment 1 was to evaluate the method’s ability to generate a larger

set of dissimilar scenarios involving multiple agents. The scenario generation in this example did

not involve the state estimate errors.

For the first experiment, a straight three-lane road with four traffic participants (apart from

the ego) was used. The ego vehicle starts the scenario in the middle lane, driving at a speed

of 25ms . Two agents are placed on adjacent lanes: one at the right lane in front of the ego,

at a distance of approximately 40m, and one behind the ego at the left lane, at a distance of

approximately 30m. Both agents move at a speed of 25ms at the beginning of the scenario, and

their trajectories are generated using the described method. In addition, two passive agents are

added on the middle lane in front of and behind the ego vehicle. Passive agents move at a constant
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speed of 25ms throughout the scenario and maintain a steering angle of 0. The maximum duration

of the scenario was set to 9s.

An overview of the initial conditions is presented in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Initial conditions for the first experiment. Trajectories of Agents
A and B are generated using the described method, while passive agents C (in
front of the ego) and D (in the rear) maintain zero acceleration and steering
angle. The ego is controlled by the driving policy under test.

The proposed method has been executed iteratively to generate 20 adversarial scenarios.

Examples of the generated scenarios are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.4.2.1.1 Example 1

In example 1, shown in Fig. 5.6, the front vehicle (Agent B) performed a severe braking maneuver,

followed by an acceleration and a sudden change of lane to the left. In response to the severe

cut-in maneuver, the ego executed an aggressive steering maneuver, which resulted in a collision

with Agent A, which had been accelerating in the left lane.
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Figure 5.6. Experiment 1, scenario example 1: front vehicle braking with a
late cut-in.
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The method exposed an important vulnerability of the policy. While in many cases lane

change is a viable collision avoidance maneuver, the policy failed to recognize a danger posed by

a fast-moving traffic participant on the target lane. One possible way to address this issue may

be to increase the number of dense traffic scenarios generated during the training.

5.4.2.1.2 Example 2

Example 2 presented in Fig. 5.7 shares certain similarities with Example 1, also consisting of

Agent A accelerating on its lane, and Agent B performing a cut-in with braking. However, the

cut-in is performed in a less severe manner in this scenario, with Agent B only partially entering

the central lane. The policy fails to recognize this as a dangerous situation, maintaining the ego’s

velocity and steering angle.
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Figure 5.7. Experiment 1, scenario example 2: partial cut-in.

Significant differences in the policy’s reaction to scenario examples 1 and 2 may be worth

further investigation. While it is not certain why the policy did not react to Agent B’s maneuver

in this case, one possible theory is that the simulation package utilized for the policy’s training

generated only relatively fast lane change maneuvers, and the policy rarely observed situations

in which the other road user drives in between the lanes for prolonged periods of time.

5.4.2.1.3 Example 3

In this example, shown in Fig. 5.8, the front vehicle (Agent B) changed the lane to the central

one and then applied a prolonged severe braking. Agent A did not participate in the scenario,

as it applied severe braking, promptly leaving the ego’s proximity.

The ego reacted by braking, yet failed to apply sufficient braking deceleration to avoid the

accident. At the same time, the ego failed to perform an evasive steering maneuver, though,
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Figure 5.8. Experiment 1, scenario example 3: front vehicle braking on the
ego’s lane.

interestingly, its initial reaction consisted of moderate steering to the left but was followed by

returning to the lane’s center.

Although in this case, the initial reaction of the policy was correct, the collision could easily

be avoided by changing the lane to the right. It is not certain why the police failed to perform

such a maneuver - it may be related to Agent B driving at the edge of the lane, similarly as in

the previous example.

5.4.2.1.4 Scenarios distribution

Iterative execution of the method to generate 20 scenarios based on identical initial conditions

produced a varied set of situations that ended in the collision with the ego vehicle. The generated

scenarios can be assigned to several classes depending on the behavior of adversarial agents,

including collisions front agent (Agent B) performing cut-ins to trigger the collision, rear agent

(Agent A) accelerating and cutting in front of the ego, or both agents approaching the ego at

the same time.

To further investigate the scenarios, all of them were manually assigned one of seven arbitrar-

ily chosen classes, listed in Fig. 5.9. A dimensional reduction algorithm t-Distributed Stochastic

Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [56] was then utilized to represent the scenarios’ parameters in a

2-dimensional space, as shown in Fig. 5.9.

The scenarios represented on 2-dimensional space after t-SNE dimensionality reduction do

not form easily recognizable clusters related to each scenario class, although two main groups

can be distinguished - one containing mostly scenarios in which the B agent collides with the ego

and one in which Agent A causes the collision.
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Figure 5.9. t-SNE decomposition of scenarios parameters in Experiment 1.

The lack of smaller, class-related clusters may suggest that the scenarios are relatively varied

even within one class. In most cases, the scenarios in a single class differ in the behavior of one

of the agents, e.g., the agent that did not participate in the collision was performing different

maneuvers, producing variations of the scenario.

5.4.2.2. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed to examine the ability of the method to generate scenarios with

state estimate errors.

In this experiment a relatively common merge-in scenario is explored, in which the ego vehicle

starts on a merge-in lane that closes in approximately 60 meters, as shown in Fig. 5.10, driving

with an initial speed of 10ms . Another vehicle starts the scenario with identical speed on the right

lane of a 2-lane road, to which the ego’s lane merges.
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Figure 5.10. Initial conditions for the second experiment. Both vehicles start
with an initial speed of 10m

s .
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Similarly, as in the previous experiment, the method is used to generate 20 adversarial sce-

narios, with the difference of also generating the state estimate trajectory of the other vehicle.

The state estimate errors are generated only for the longitudinal and lateral positions of the

vehicle, that is, other state variables remain unmodified. The maximum duration of the scenario

is set to 9 seconds.

5.4.2.2.1 Example 1

In the first example, presented in Fig. 5.11, the adversarial agent applied moderate braking in the

first part of the scenario, while driving near the center of the lane. However, the generated state

estimate trajectory involved a moderate lateral error that started from approximately −1.5m,

and grew to 1m over the duration of the scenario. The error, while relatively insignificant, could

lead to a false interpretation of the vehicle’s motion, suggesting an ongoing execution of a lane-

change maneuver.
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Figure 5.11. Experiment 2, scenario example 1: the false assumption of lane
change due to perception errors.

As shown in Fig. 5.11, the driving policy under test in fact reacted incorrectly to the observed

state estimates, performing a lane change maneuver as soon as possible due to the geometry of

the road, leading to a collision with the adversarial agent.

5.4.2.2.2 Example 2

The second example represents a fairly similar situation, in which the other vehicle performs a

braking maneuver on its lane, but with a different perception error pattern produced. As can

be seen in Fig. 5.12, the position of the vehicle is perceived by the ego as closer to the merge-in
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lane than in the actual scenario, potentially leading to an incorrect assumption that the vehicle

is performing a lane change to the right.
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Figure 5.12. Experiment 2, scenario example 2.

The ego vehicle reacts to this observation in an improper manner, by performing a sudden

steering maneuver to the left, which directly leads to a collision with the other vehicle. Such

behavior could be caused by a false assumption that the other vehicle will perform a right-lane

change maneuver, in which case a left-lane change maneuver could potentially constitute a viable

collision avoidance maneuver.

5.4.2.2.3 Example 3

The third example exposes another issue in the tested system, not directly related to the merge-in

maneuver. In this scenario, the adversarial agent brakes at the beginning of the scenario, allowing

the ego vehicle to safely merge into the traffic on a main road. The ego vehicle performed a

double lane change, followed by centering on the left lane. The adversarial agent subsequently

accelerated, performing a slow lane change.

The state estimation errors in this case were again relatively small, as the lateral position

estimation error was maintained at approximately −1m, while the longitudinal state estimation

remained almost accurate, with near-zero errors.

The tested policy failed to react to the lane change maneuver of the other vehicle in any way,

resulting in the collision. While the precise reason behind such behavior remains unknown, one

possible explanation is that the lateral state estimation error could lead to a false assumption that

the lane-change maneuver was conducted slower than in the actual scenario. As the adversarial
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Figure 5.13. Experiment 2, scenario example 3

vehicle’s speed was significantly higher than the ego’s during the collision, even a minimal delay

in the lane change execution could result in a safe resolution of the analyzed situation.

This exposes an important issue in the tested policy, as similar state estimation errors could

occur as a consequence of delays or incorrectly calibrated filtering algorithms in the perception

system.

5.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, I presented a novel adversarial scenario generation method intended for

the testing of ADAS / AD systems. The method can be used to generate test scenarios based

on provided or randomly generated initial conditions. The scenario generation process utilizes

stochastic optimization methods that are used to pursue scenarios that pose the greatest challenge

to the system under test.

The optimization problem used to generate trajectories of the traffic participants surrounding

the ego vehicle is formulated in a way that penalizes the generation of scenarios similar to other

scenarios within a certain scenario database. This formulation enables the use of the proposed

method for the iterative generation of multiple dissimilar scenarios, allowing for the exploration

of different failure modes of the tested driving policy.

One of the key features of the proposed method that distinguishes it from the existing ap-

proaches is the ability to simultaneously generate the state trajectories of the traffic participants,

as well as state estimates trajectories intended to mimic the way in which the ego vehicle may

perceive other vehicles. The difference between state trajectories and generated state estimates is
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minimized during the scenario generation, enabling the exploration of minimal perception system

mistakes that may lead to critical safety failures in certain situations.

The use of the presented approach for the validation of an AD system has been demonstrated

in the task of generating sets of adversarial test scenarios for a driving policy based on Rein-

forcement Learning techniques. The algorithm that implements the proposed method was able

to successfully generate a wide variety of test scenarios that exposed several failure modes in

the tested policy. Additionally, the described method has been used to explore the policy’s sus-

ceptibility to perception system deficiencies, generating a set of scenarios with state estimation

errors.

With a growing demand for AD systems, the proposed method can play an important role

in ensuring the safety of the underlying planning and control algorithms, allowing to actively

explore potential issues in the developed systems.

The method is particularly useful in applications that involve machine learning-based tech-

niques, such as driving policies based on Reinforcement Learning. The proposed method can be

used to quickly identify situations in which the developed driving policy struggles to achieve

the desired performance. The scenarios generated by the proposed method can be utilized by

the developers as guidance for the creation of the training sets, or even used directly in policy

training, e.g., in Falsification-Based Robust Reinforcement Learning [192] setups.

5.5.1. Limitations and Further Work

The described method, while functional and applicable for testing purposes in the described

form, can be further improved in several ways, which could significantly extend its applications

and increase its versatility.

5.5.1.1. Initial conditions and static environment generation

All the examples presented in this section were based on manually defined initial conditions.

While workflow in which the user of the proposed method defines the initial conditions is useful

for the exploration of policy’s vulnerabilities in situations that are known to occur frequently or

be challenging, the generation of large scenario databases this way may prove to be a tedious

task. For this reason, one of the important improvement areas of the proposed method is the

automatic generation of initial conditions.

One way to generate initial conditions automatically is to generate the static environment in

a randomized manner, e.g., randomly choosing the presence of various road features (merge-in

lanes, intersections) and their parameters (number of lanes, road curvature, etc.) and then place

the traffic participants on drivable parts of the road using various semi-random heuristics (e.g.,

generate traffic participants on a center of a random lane in a normally distributed distance from

the lane beginning). Most commercially available traffic simulation packages already offer such

random generation capabilities out of the box [14].
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Another approach to the generation of initial conditions is to utilize situations registered

during Real-World User Profiling (RWUP) test drives [103], or naturalistic trajectories studies

[18]. Such an approach can be used to source both static environment information (either in

the form of map data or lane markers detections registered by the test vehicle), and realistic

states of other vehicles. Pairs of static and dynamic environment descriptions can be obtained at

random time instances in the source logs, or various heuristics can be defined to find potentially

interesting configurations, as proposed, for example, in [84].

5.5.1.2. Plausibility of the generated scenarios

Scenarios generated by the proposed method vary significantly in terms of the behavior of

traffic participants, often consisting of atypical or illogical maneuvers of other vehicles. It is

often useful to investigate the behavior of the tested system in such situations, as they may

happen, e.g., in situations where the driver of the other vehicle is intoxicated or incapacitated.

Nevertheless, a large subset of such scenarios is unlikely to happen in real traffic (e.g., situations

that could be interpreted as active and conscious efforts to cause an accident), and investigation

of such scenarios may be counterproductive.

While one of the main ideas behind adversarial trajectory generation is to explore scenarios

that are rarely observed in real traffic, finding plausible situations that trigger critical safety

failures in the tested system is often more desirable than finding scenarios that do so through

complex, implausible series of adverse, illogical maneuvers.

Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2, ensuring a complete lack of collisions on the road

is practically impossible, and attempts to do so are suggested to be counterproductive by many

researchers [72, 63, 157]. For this reason, it could be beneficial to focus the adversarial scenario

search on situations in which the responsibility for a collision can be assigned to the driving

policy’s decisions, or which could be reasonably foreseen and avoided through its actions.

The examples described in a previous section already partially utilize this approach, as the

cost values assigned for front and rear collisions are significantly different in the optimization

problem used for trajectory generation. In particular, collisions in which the other traffic partic-

ipant collides with the ego from the back are discouraged by assigning a positive cost value to

them, since in such situations the responsibility for the collision is often considered to be on the

rear-vehicle side [157, 63].

Depending on the priorities of the method’s user, as well as requirements for the validation

efforts in which the method is used, this approach can be further extended to first and foremost

produce scenarios that are most plausible, or in which the ego is responsible for the accident.

Estimation of the trajectories’ plausibility, as well as responsibility assignment, remains, however,

a complex topic, and further work would be needed to apply it in the proposed approach.

As a base for advanced responsibility assignment, the IEEE 2846-2022 standard [63], as well

as frameworks such as the Responsibility-Sensitive Safety [157], or Safety Force Field [128] could
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be used. Knowing which vehicle in an adversarial scenario is responsible for the accident allows

us to adjust the cost value in a way that promotes the generation of scenarios, in which the ego

vehicle causes the accident.

To generate more plausible scenarios, various heuristics can be used to grade scenarios’ plau-

sibility, e.g., during the generation process, scenarios in which adversarial agents perform sharp,

sudden maneuvers may be assigned positive cost values. Various machine learning-based tech-

niques can also be used for this purpose, e.g., autoencoder-based neural networks can be trained

in a supervised manner on naturalistic trajectory databases to recognize plausible trajectories

in setups similar to autoencoder-based anomaly detection and trajectory prediction techniques

[36].

The choice of a particular scenario plausibility enhancement method depends heavily on the

end-user needs. While the current approach may be sufficient for use by engineers seeking to

explore potential deficiencies in a developed policy, use in large-scale validation or verification

endeavors or automated policy performance evaluation may require further work on the adapta-

tion of one of the proposed methods.

5.5.2. Further Applications

One of the most evident applications of the proposed method is in the workflow, where an

engineer developing the driving policy explores the vulnerabilities of the algorithm developed

using this approach and utilizes the insights gained this way to improve the policy, possibly in

an iterative workflow.

Depending on the type of driving policy, this process can be automated, which is especially

apparent in the case of reinforcement learning-based driving policies. Generated adversarial sce-

narios can be used directly in the training process, in which the trained policy will explore

alternative behaviors in a given situation and will be able to learn how to react in such sit-

uations. The generation of adversarial scenarios can be performed alongside the training, in a

setup where new scenarios are generated for each new iteration of the driving policy. Similar

approaches have already been shown to significantly improve the robustness of the trained policy

to difficult situations [192], and novel features of the proposed approach could help to further

immunize the developed policy against perception errors.
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Recent advancements in Machine Learning (ML) technology have revolutionized many fields

of science and technology, including the automotive industry. In particular, Reinforcement Learn-

ing (RL) methods have been demonstrated to achieve unprecedented performance in motion

planning tasks, being able to take into account complex interactions between road users, plan

long-term driving strategies, and compensate for the imperfect performance of perception sys-

tems.

Unfortunately, there are several challenges related to the introduction of such systems, in-

cluding limited transparency, lack of safety guarantees, and susceptibility to errors in situations

that were not sufficiently covered by the simulated scenarios used in the RL training. Further-

more, ensuring the sufficient performance of the motion planning module is a challenging task,

as issues in ML-based systems may be triggered by seemingly innocuous road situations and/or

small perception errors.

The research hypotheses investigated in this thesis are related to these problems, aiming to

enable the introduction of RL-based motion planning methods to commercial Advanced Driving

Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Autonomous Driving (AD) systems.

6.1. Summary and Contributions

In this section, I summarize the research presented in each of the chapters in the context of

the research hypotheses formulated in Section 1.4.

6.1.1. Multiple Hypothesis Planning

Research presented in Chapter 3 has been motivated by a need for a trajectory generation

method that could produce safe control trajectories considering multiple hypotheses regarding the

future state of the dynamic environment surrounding the controlled car. Especially in the context

of RL-based behavior planning methods that decide on high-level maneuvers to be performed,

such trajectory planning method could be used to execute said maneuvers in a safe manner, ad-

ditionally taking into account a reasonably foreseeable worst-case scenario hypothesis, effectively

adding additional safety guarantees to the system.
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The described considerations led to the formulation of the first research hypothesis that it

is possible to create a safe driving plan for an automated vehicle that considers several hypothe-

ses regarding the future state of the vehicle’s surroundings. In particular, reasonably foreseeable

worst-case assumptions regarding the behavior of other road users can be taken into account in

the motion planning algorithm, ensuring the existence of feasible collision avoidance maneuvers

during the execution of the motion plan.

To investigate this hypothesis, I proposed a novel trajectory generation method that can

be used to generate multiple control trajectories that result in a collision-free movement of the

ego vehicle according to their respective hypotheses. Generated trajectories overlap in a certain

initial time period, allowing formulation of a control scheme in which the planning is repeated

periodically, ensuring a collision-free driving plan as long as at least one of the hypotheses is

accurate at any time.

The main contribution presented in this chapter is the formulation of the optimization prob-

lem used for trajectory generation that enables the simultaneous generation of all the trajecto-

ries. Thanks to this formulation, each of the planned trajectories takes into account the need

for the potential execution of another, potentially less plausible, trajectory. This formulation

distinguishes the proposed approach from the existing methods which either plan only a single

trajectory or perform the planning for several hypotheses in a sequential manner.

Further contribution presented in this chapter is a proposal of a foreseeable worst-case hy-

pothesis generation based on the recently introduced IEEE Standard for Assumptions in Safety-

Related Models for Automated Driving System (IEEE 2846-2022) [63]. While the proposed

method can be used in conjunction with various multimodal trajectory prediction modules,

the proposed worst-case hypothesis generation method allows its use for a fail-safe trajectory

planning task, ensuring the existence of a collision-free emergency maneuver even in reasonably

foreseeable worst-case scenarios.

The effectiveness of the proposed method has been demonstrated in several numerical exper-

iments. The method has been used to generate control trajectories for a simulated ego vehicle in

several typical but challenging road situations, presenting its application with predefined multiple

hypotheses regarding plausible trajectories of other road users, as well as in a fail-safe planning

setup, where a worst-case hypothesis was generated by a proposed algorithm. The method has

been able to generate safe (with respect to formulated hypotheses) and efficient trajectories in

the presented examples, confirming the research hypothesis.

6.1.2. Sensors Modeling

Motion planning systems in autonomous vehicles rely on perception systems that provide a

model of the dynamic environment (including the state of other road users), as well as the static

environment (including the geometry of the road and static obstacles). Due to the limitations
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of the existing sensors and perception algorithms, the accuracy of such systems remains limited,

and they may produce erroneous models of the environment.

Motion planning systems are often susceptible to perception errors, that, depending on their

type, severity, and duration, may lead to safety-critical mistakes. Due to the complexity of the

underlying physical phenomena, it is difficult to predict or model such perception errors in an

accurate manner.

An advantage of RL-based motion planning systems is their generalization ability, which

may potentially help to enable efficient operation even in the presence of perception errors.

Unfortunately, since training such systems is typically performed in a simulation, perception

errors that were not observed in the training environment may hinder their performance and

result in safety-critical errors.

These observations lead to the formulation of the second research hypothesis that the use

of stochastic models of perception systems in the training process of a Reinforcement-Learning

driving policy improves the policy’s robustness to perception errors.

To investigate this research hypothesis, I proposed a set of stochastic sensor models for

modeling errors in both static and dynamic environment perception systems. While many sensor

modeling methods were previously proposed for evaluation purposes, the impact of their use in the

training of RL-based motion planning systems on the final performance of such systems remains

poorly understood. For this reason, the proposal of models designed for use in RL training, as

well as subsequent investigation of the models’ use on the systems’ performance constitutes a

main contribution presented in this chapter.

The models described in Chapter 4 efficiently simulate state estimation errors that occur in

radar-based and camera-based vehicle detection systems, as well as false positive and false nega-

tive detection errors. Additionally, a model of the road markers detection system was proposed,

enabling the simulation of lane markers geometry estimation errors as well as false-negative detec-

tion errors. Proposed models offer performance that exceeds real-time execution needs, enabling

their efficient use in large-scale training of RL-based driving policies.

To investigate the impact of the proposed models on the RL-based motion planning systems,

several driving policies were trained in setups with the proposed error models, without them,

and with simple baseline models. The performance of all the trained policies has been evaluated

both in large-scale driving tests in the simulation, as well as in a set of predefined test scenarios.

Performed experiments have shown that the policy trained with the proposed sensor models

achieved significantly better performance compared to the policies trained without the sensor

models, or with the simpler baseline sensor models, confirming the proposed research hypothesis.

6.1.3. Adversarial Scenarios Generation

Testing and evaluation of motion planning systems is a challenging and expensive task. Ex-

ploring potential problems in the developed system through large-scale driving tests in real traffic
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is not only inefficient, but may also be dangerous. Performing similar evaluation in the simula-

tion environment, on the other hand, depends on the traffic simulator’s ability to generate rare,

atypical situations that may happen in the real world, which is often limited.

Although the use of predefined test scenarios is a certain alternative for such testing ap-

proaches, issues in RL-based systems are not necessarily related to the objective difficulty of

road situations, making it difficult to explore issues in such systems using predefined scenarios.

Based on these observations, I formulated the third research hypothesis: optimization-based

adversarial scenario generation methods can be used in simulation-based validation of motion

planning algorithms to expose potential weaknesses or issues in the evaluated systems.

In Chapter 5 I investigated this hypothesis, proposing a novel adversarial scenario generation

method. The method utilizes optimization-based trajectory generation to actively search for

scenarios that are challenging to the evaluated motion planning algorithm and enables iterative

generation of an arbitrary number of dissimilar challenging scenarios.

One of the main contributions that distinguishes the proposed method from the existing ones

is the ability to simultaneously generate the trajectories of the road users surrounding the vehicle

controlled by evaluated policy, as well as perception error patterns that may lead to safety-critical

mistakes of the tested motion planning module. This ability is especially desirable for testing

RL-based driving policies, as it is difficult to predict combinations of trajectories and perception

errors that would be challenging for a particular system.

The method has been used for the generation of adversarial test scenarios for an exemplary

RL-based driving policy, being able to expose several issues in the tested system. Iterative ex-

ecution of the proposed generation scheme allowed the acquisition of datasets of dissimilar test

scenarios that involve dangerous situations. The successful generation of the test scenarios con-

firms the investigated research hypothesis.

6.2. Perspectives and Further Work

The proposed methods open up several areas for further research related to improving the

performance of the methods and the extension of their capabilities and applications.

6.2.1. Multiple Hypothesis Planning

The Multiple Hypothesis Planning method described in Chapter 3 has been demonstrated in

planning applications, where the alternative hypotheses are related to the future behavior of other

road users. Conflicting hypotheses may, however, also be formulated with regard to the current

state of the environment. Thus, further research can be conducted to address uncertainties in the

environment model related to the limited performance of perception systems using the proposed

method.
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Similarly as in the described fail-safe planning approach, one could formulate a worst-case hy-

pothesis that encompasses all plausible states of the ego’s environment based on perception data

with known state estimation uncertainties. The use of the proposed method in such cases could

help to ensure the safety of the generated trajectories in the presence of state estimation errors.

The proposed method could also be used in systems with redundant perception systems (e.g.,

camera-based and radar-based perception modules), allowing safe trajectories to be planned,

taking into account potentially conflicting environment models generated by these systems.

Further work on the Multiple Hypothesis Planning method may also include computational

performance improvements. While the observed performance is sufficient to enable re-planning

within the initial trajectories overlap period, the resulting behavior of the ego may be suboptimal

if the state of the environment changes in a rapid and unexpected manner. Several methods can

thus be used to improve computational performance, including, but not limited to, the use of the

collocation-based trajectory generation method, the implementation of the proposed method in

a low-level compiled programming language, the use of the automatic differentiation method to

enable fast estimation of the cost gradient, and the use of the previously generated trajectories

to formulate an initial guess for subsequent iterations of the trajectory generation.

6.2.2. Sensor Modeling

Further research on the sensor modeling methods presented in Chapter 4 may include their

evaluation and calibration using sensor data collected in test drives and ground truth information

based, e.g., on precise reference sensors.

While the use of sensor models in the training process of RL-based driving policies does

not necessarily require precise replication of the sensors’ characteristics, their application in

simulation-based testing may definitely benefit from accurate calibration of the models. Further

research is thus needed to propose a methodology for statistical analysis of pre-recorded percep-

tion data streams that would enable the identification of relevant sensor models’ parameters.

Another potential research area is related to the evaluation of proposed sensor models and

driving policies trained with their use. Both real-world vehicle testing and evaluation methods

based on pre-recorded perception streams can be used to evaluate the safety and performance

of the trained driving policies, as well as ensure that the proposed models correctly reflect the

performance of modeled perception systems.

6.2.3. Adversarial Scenarios Generation

The adversarial scenarios generation method described in Chapter 5 can be used for val-

idation and verification purposes, but also the method can be extended to enable its use for
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RL-based driving policies training purposes. Automatic generation of challenging scenarios dur-

ing the training in a Falsification-based Robust Adversarial Reinforcement Learning setup could

significantly improve the robustness of the resulting driving policy.

The method is designed to generate relatively plausible scenarios, with cost terms in the

underlying optimization problem that penalize certain less plausible types of collisions and con-

straints that limit control values applied by other vehicles in a scenario. Still, it is difficult to

define what constitutes a plausible scenario, and the method occasionally produces scenarios that

include the atypical behaviors of other road users.

As described in Section 5.5.1.2, various additional constraints and heuristics can be im-

plemented to increase the credibility of generated scenarios, including machine learning-based

methods, such as discriminative networks known from generative adversarial models (GAN).

Other possible improvements of the proposed approach include automated generation of

initial conditions, as well as extending the method with static environment model generation

capabilities.
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